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Preface 
The Framework  Directive 76/464/EEC (4  May  1976;  source:  EC001
1
)  and  its  daughter 
Directives are meant to control pollution caused by discharges of  certain dangerous substances 
into the aquatic environment of the Community.  The Directives have had to be transposed 
by  the Member  States  into  their national  legislation within  the  time  limits  given by the 
Directives.  The effect of implementation of the Directives on  the  quality of EC surface 
waters, however, had not yet been inventoried in a comprehensive way at Community level. 
The purpose of  this project is to provide an evaluation of  the impact of  Directive 76/464/EEC 
on the quality of the main surface waters within the Community for the years 1980-1993. 
An analysis of changes in discharges and water quality for List II substances accompanied 
by an evaluation of international, national and regional strategies for managing water quality 
has been conducted for the main EC surface waters. The three new countries to join the EC 
(Austria, Finland and Sweden) have not been included as part of this study. 
The present study  was  commissioned  by DGXIIE/t  in  February  1994  to  a Joint Venture 
comprising DELFr HYDRAULICS  and the Institute for  Inland Water Management and Waste 
Water Treatment (RIZA) the Netherlands (Contract B4-3040/94/000265/MAR/A3). The study 
was supervised by Mrs. J. Vennekens, Mrs. E. McDonnell and  Mr. 1  .S. Hoornstra of the 
European Commission (DGXI-E.l). The data acquisition and the  interpretation of the data 
have been carried out in  association with the National  Experts of the Member States. The 
cooperation of the National Experts and their colleagues in providing necessary information 
has been critical for conducting this study and is gratefully acknowledged. 
References throughout the text are given by a country/location code followed  by a 3-4 digit number (e.g. 
ECOOl).  This non-standard manner of giving references has heen chosen in order to allow references to 
be easily incorporated within the water quality data tables (Appendix E. Volume II).  Full references per 
country are given in Chapter 8. 
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Executive Summary 
Introduction 
The framework Directive 76/464/EEC (4  May  1976; source: ECOOl) on pollution caused 
by certain dangerous substances discharged into the aquatic environment of the Community 
(and  its daughter Directives) have had  to be incorporated by the Member States into their 
National legislation within the time limits given by the Directives. The effect of implementa-
tion of the Directives on the quality of EC  surface waters,  however,  had  not yet  been 
inventoried in a comprehensive way at Community Level. 
Objective of the study 
The objective of this project is to provide an evaluation of the impact of Directive 
76/464/EEC concerning List II substances on the quality of the main surface waters within 
the Community during the period 1980-1993. Directive 76/464/EEC comprises a number of 
key items with respect to the List I and  List II substances: 
•  requirement for prior authorizations, including emission standards for List I/11 sub-
stances; 
•  laying  down  limit  values  for  discharges  of List  I  substances  and  water  quality 
objectives for List II substances at the National level; 
•  laying down quality objectives at  the Community level  as  an alternative for limit 
values for List I substances; 
•  authorizations shall be reviewed at least every four years; 
•  requirement to establish programmes with quality objectives for List II substances; 
•  requirement for inventories of discharges of List I substances; 
•  monitoring of discharges and surface waters for List 1111  substances; 
•  reporting obi igation for Member States on request by the Commission concerning 
authorizations,  inventories,  monitoring  data  etc.  (now  incorporated  in  Directive 
91/692/EEC); 
An analysis has been made of changes in water quality and discharges for List II substances. 
This study is  follow-up to  the previous review of List I substances 'Impact of Directive 
76/464/EEC and  its  "daughter"  Directives  on  the  most  important surface waters  in  the 
Community'(EC023). The analysis is coupled with a compilation and review of  transposition 
of the Directive in the National legislation of all  Member States, and the manner of imple-
mentation of Article 7 (concerning List II  substances) of the Directive, which includes an 




to make an overview of the transposition and  implementation of Directive 
76/464/EEC with respect to List II  substances in  all  Member States; 
to collect discharge and  water quality data for the selected substances and  surface 
waters, in as  much detail as  possible; 
to make an analysis on the ~as  is of the gathered data, of the relationship between the 
transposition of Directive 76/464/EEC, the changes in industrial loads, and the water 
quality of the surface waters. 
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Selection of substances and main surface waters 
During the inception phase of  the project, a selection was made together with an EC represen-
tative for a limited number of substances and  main surface waters.  Various types of sub-
stances representing different types of pollutants were chosen,  including nutrients,  heavy 
metals, and organic micropollutants. For detailed analysis, the following List II substances 
were selected: arsenic and  its  mineral  compounds, endosulfan, parathion, atrazine,  1,1, 1-
trichloro-ethane, chloronitrobenzenes (1-chloro-2-nitrobenzene, 1-chloro-3-nitrobenzene and 
1-chloro-4-nitrobenzene  ), PAH (3, 4-benzo(a)pyrene and 3, 4-benzo(b  )fluoranthene  ), zinc, cop-
per,  chromium,  lead,  total-nitrogen  (Kjeldahi-N  +  nitrite-N  +  nitrate-N;  alternative: 
ammonia-N +  nitrite-N +  nitrate-N) and total-phosphorous. 
Dissolved oxygen and BOD as extra general parameters have been reported in the List I study 
(EC023). 
To obtain a representative picture for the main surface waters in the community, the following 
16 surface water systems were chosen: 
national rivers:  UK  Thames, Mersey, Trent 












Moselle (tributary of the Rhine) 
international rivers:  Rhine (covering parts of  Germany, France, the Netherlands, Luxem-
bourg) 
Meuse  and  Scheidt  (covering  parts of France,  Belgium  and  the 
Netherlands) 
Tagus (covering parts of Spain and Portugal) 
Collection of information 
Once the set of substances and selected surface waters was chosen, all relevant information 
was collected, specifically: 
vi 
•  information on the transposition and implementation of Directive 76/464/EEC in all 
Member States; 
•  water quality data for the selected substances and surface waters (as yearly averaged 
concentrations); 
•  data on industrial dischargers and actual waste load discharges within each selected 
river basin; 
•  data on EQO's and EQS's Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC. list II  substances  T1390  June 1996 
In general, the main sources for information have been the National Experts on the implemen-
tation of Directive 76/464/EEC, who  provided the data as  available at the central level  in 
each Member State. In some cases this information was supplemented by data from interna-
tional  literature and  personal  contact of RIZA and  DELFT HYDRAULICS  with experts in  the 
Member  States.  Additional  water  quality data  was  obtained  from  the  international  GEMS 
database. 
Assessment of Directive 76/464/EEC 
The scope of  the project is to provide an evaluation of the impact entailed by the implementa-
tion of Directive 76/464/EEC for List II substances on the quality of  the main surface waters 
in the Community in the period 1980- 1993. In principle, the following main aspects were 
considered: 
•  how have countries implemented Article 7 of the directive? 
•  how far have they proceeded with their approach? 
•  how is a link between Water Quality Objectives (WQOs) and emissions made? 
•  are the programs having any result? 
It was agreed with the European Commission to assess these general questions concerning 
the effectiveness of  Directive 76/464/EEC by considering 4 components; a common methodol-
ogy consisting of analysis of  these four components has been carried out for each river basin: 
1.  transposition of Directive 76/464/EEC, based on: 
actual transposition of the directive into national legislation, 
existence of strategies and  programmes, leading to the control of discharges of 
selected list II substances, 
development of  quality objectives (reflecting certain local, and/or national and/or 
international priorities), 
requirement of authorization for  the discharge of selected  List II substances 
applied with enforcement of limit values (which are based either on BAT and/or 
EQS/EQO), 
existence of monitoring  of both  discharge  waters  and  the receiving  aquatic 
system; 
2.  the trends in the water quality for selected List II substances in selected main surface 
waters in the Community; 
3.  the trends in discharges of List II substances by industrial point sources; 
4.  other driving  forces  (than  Directive 76/464/EEC)  also  leading  to  water  quality 
improvements in the Community. 
The 4 components of the analysis are illustrated schematically in Figure 1.2.: Transposition 
of  Directive 76/464/EEC-+ other driving forces--. waste loads discharge (emissions)-+ water 
quality. It is  important that all  substances are evaluated  in the perspective of all  important 
related developments in the river basin (i.e. all  relevant driving forces). 
Thus, a comparison was made of  monitoring data with developments (including the implemen-
tation of  Directive 76/464/EEC) which may have had an impact on the waste loads and water 
quality.  In this way, the effectiveness of Directive 76/464/EEC for the considered water 
systems and substances has been evaluated. 
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Conclusions 
One general conclusion is-that none of the Member States  is completely in accordance with 
the  requirements  of Article  7 of Directive  76/464/EEC  regarding  pollution  control  and 
reduction measures of List II substances. Instead, Member States have each made their own 
interpretation of Article 7 of the Directive and  developed  what we describe as  'Alternative 
Measures' for control of  List II substances. These Alternative Measures have been influenced 
by  Article 7 as  well  as  other  (inter)national  Driving Forces.  Most  Member  States  have 
followed  an  "emission approach"  based  on  Best  Available Techniques  (BAT)  and  Best 
Environmental Practice (BEP) for List II substances rather than the required environmental 
quality objective approach.  It is the 'Alternative Measures' which have had the most direct 
impact on the water quality of  the surface waters concerning List II substances in the Member 
States (where there has been an  impact).  The Alternative Measures are in  line with local, 
national  and  international  requirements  and  do  not  necessarily consider individual  List II 
substances specifically but rather consider them as part of  a general policy and procedure for 
water pollution control. 
Given the above conclusion, the Directive itself can  not be evaluated  regarding its  impact 
on the quality of the surface waters in the Community (with respect to List II substances). 
Instead, the Alternative Measures can be assessed, based upon the available water quality and 
discharge data. There are a limited number (6) rivers for which sufficient information exists 
regarding water quality and discharges, on which to hase an assessment of the effectiveness 
of the Alternative Measures,. These are the Rhine, UK Rivers (Mersey, Thames and Trent), 
Meuse and Scheidt Rivers.  For other rivers, there is either: 
•  extensive water quality data and limited discharge information, 
•  limited water quality data and extensive discharge information, or 
•  limited water quality data and  limited discharge information. 
Overall conclusions for the Rhine: 
viii 
•  the water quality tor all  List II substances improved  in the period  1980-1992; 
•  the industrial and  municipal discharges of List II substances were strongly reduced 
in the period  1985-1992; 
•  Directive 76/464/EEC has not been completely implemented as specified in Article 
7. However,  all  the Rhine countries have developed  Alternative Measures for the 
control  of List II substances.  The  Alternative  Measures  developed  in  the  Rhine 
countries have resulted in a clear improvement of the quality of the Rhine River in 
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Overall conclusions for the UK Rivers (Mersey, Thames and Trent): 
•  in the Mersey River, hath concentrations and discharges of copper and lead decrease 
in the period 1980-1993; 
•  in  the Thames  River,  both concentrations and  discharges of lead  decrease in  the 
period 1980-1993; 
•  in the Trent  River, both concentrations and  discharges of zinc, copper, chromium 
and lead decrease in the period 1980-1993; 
•  the UK follows a water quality-based approach for control of water pollution of  List 
II  substances, which is  in  agreement with the principles of Directive 76/464/EEC. 
However, the Directive  has not been completely implemented as specified in Article 
7. The Alternative Measures as developed in the UK have lead to water quality impr-
ovements for some heavy metals in the selected UK rivers. 
Overall conclusions for the Meuse and Scheidt: 
•  the water quality for Total P in the Scheidt improved in the period  1980-1992 (for 
other substances, no clear trend was visihle); 
•  the water quality for arsenic, chromium,  copper,  lead  and  Total  P  in  the Meuse 
improved in the period  1980-1992; 
•  considering estimated discharges to surface water for all of Belgium, there has been 
a strong reduction of Total P, as  well  as  arsenic. chromium, copper, lead over the 
period 1985-1995. 
•  Directive 76/464/EEC has not heen completely implemented as specified in Article 
7.  However,  the Alternative  Measures which  were developed  in  part due to  the 
Directive have lead to the measured quality improvement of the Meuse and Scheidt 
Rivers. 
Overall conclusions for remaining rivers: 
•  the availability of water quality data  is  variable.  In  general,  there are more data 
available for the heavy metals and nutrients than for the organic micropollutants. The 
trends in water quality is quite variable: sometimes improving, sometimes worsening, 
sometimes remaining constant, or fluctuating with no clear trend; 
•  the availability of information on  industrial and  municipal  discharges also  widely 
variable.  The type of information  available  includes  discharges  from  individual 
industries, aggregated discharges (groups of  substances), and the sum of  riverine plus 
direct inputs; 
•  in general, there is less information available for discharges than for water quality; 
•  Directive 76/464/EEC has not been completely implemented as specified in Article 
7. Instead, the Member States have developed their own Alternative Measures for 
water quality management of List n substances. There is  not enough data available 
to make an assessment of the Alternative Measures. 
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General Concl.usions: 
Directive 76/464/EEC has not been completely implemented as specified in  Article 7 in any 
of the Member States. However, each of the Member States has developed its own 'Alter-
native  Measures'  for  control  of pollution to  surface waters  from  List  II  substances.  The 
Directive is one of  the driving forces (together with other (inter)nationallegislations, treaties 
and conventions) influencing the development of the 'Alternative Measures' followed by the 
Member States. 
For the Rhine River, the selected UK rivers_  (Mersey, Thames,  and Trent) as  well  as  the 
Scheidt and  the Meuse Rivers, there is  an observed decrease  in  both concentrations and 
discharges of (some of) the selected List II substances. For these rivers, it can be concluded 
that the developed Alternative Measures have lead to the water quality improvements  .. 
For the other rivers, there is not enough data available to make an assessment of  the Alterna-
tive ·Measures developed by the relevant Member States. 
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Uitgebreide samenvatting 
lnleiding 
Kaderrichtlijn  76/464/EEG  van  de Raad  van  4  mei  1976  (bron  ECOOl)  betreffende de 
verontreiniging veroorzaakt door bepaalde gevaarlijke stoffen in het aquatisch milieu van de 
Gemeenschap (alsmede de dochter Richtlijnen), moeten door de lidstaten zijn opgenomen in 
de nationale wetgeving binnen de tijdlimieten van de Richtlijnen. Het effect van de implemen-
tatie van de Richtlijnen op de kwaliteit van het oppervlaktewater in de EG, is tot nu toe echter 
niet nauwkeurig in de Europese Gemeenschap onderzocht. 
Doel van de studie 
Het  doel  van  dit  project  is  om  een  evaluatie  te  geven  van  de  invloed  van  Richt-
lijn 76/464/EEG met  betrekking tot Lijst II  stoffen  op  de kwaliteit  van  de belangrijkste 
oppervlaktewateren in de Europese Gemeenschap gedurende de periode 1980-1993. Richtlijn 
76/464/EEG bevat een aantal belangrijke aspecten met betrekking tot zowel Lijst I als Lijst 
II stoffen: 
•  het vereiste van vergunningverlening vooraf, waaronder begrepen de opname in de 
vergunning van emissie-grenswaarden voor zowel  Lijst I als Lijst II stoffen; 
•  het  vastleggen  van  emissie-grenswaarden  voor  de lazing  van  Lijst  I  stoffen  en 
waterkwaliteitsdoelstellingen voor Lijst II  stoffen op nationaal niveau; 
•  bet vastleggen van kwaliteitsdoelstellingen voor de Gemeenschap als alternatiefvoor 
emissie-grenswaarden voor Lijst I stoffen; 
•  vergunningen dienen ten minste elke vier jaar opnieuw te worden beschouwd; 
•  verplichting om programma's vast te stellen met  kwaliteitsdoelstellingen voor Lijst 
II stoffen; 
•  verplichting om lozingsinventarisaties uit te voeren voor Lijst I stoffen; 
•  bet monitoren van lozingen en  oppervlaktewateren voor zowel  Lijst I als  Lijst II 
stoffen; 
•  rapportageverplichtingen voor Lidstaten op verzoek van de Commissie met betrekking 
tot vergunningen, inventarisaties, monitoring-gegevens etc. (momenteel opgenomen 
in Richtlijn 91/692/EEG). 
Er is een analyse gemaakt van de veranderingen in de waterkwaliteit en lozingen voor Lijst 
II stoffen. Deze studie volgt op een eerdere studie met betrekking tot Lijst I stoffen getiteld 
"Impact of  Directive 76/464/EEC and its "daughter" Directives on the most important surface 
waters  in  the Community"  (bron EC023).  De analyse gaat gepaard met een overzicht en 
beschrijving van de wettelijke implementatie van de Richtlijn in de nationale wetgeving van 
aile Lidstaten, en de manier van implementatie van artikel 7 (betreffende Lijst II stoffen) van 
de Richtlijn, hetgeen eveneens een analyse van nationale en internationale strategieen omvat. 
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Meer specifieke doelen van de studie zijn: 
•  het  maken  van  een  overzicht  van  de  wettelijke en  technische  implementatie van 
Richtlijn 76/464/EEG met betrekking tot Lijst II stoffen in aile Lidstaten; 
•  het verzamelen van Iozings-en waterkwaliteitsgegevens voor de geselecteerde stoffen 
en oppervlaktewateren, en wei zo gedetailleerd mogelijk; 
•  het maken van een analyse op basis van de verkregen informatie, de relatie tussen 
de wettelijke  implementatie  van  Richtlijn  76/464/EEG,  de  veranderingen  in  de 
industriele lozingen alsmede de kwaliteit van de oppervlaktewateren. 
Selectie van stoffen en belangrijkste oppervlaktewateren 
Gedurende de inceptie fase van bet project is een selectie gemaakt samen met een vertegen-
woordiger  van  de Europese Commissie voor  een  beperkt  aantal  stoffen  en  belangrijke 
oppervlaktewateren.  Diverse  soorten  stoffen  zijn  gekozen  die  representatief  zijn  voor 
verschillende typen verontreiniging, zoals nutrienten, zware metal en en organische microver-
ontreinigingen. Voor een gedetailleerde analyse zijn de volgende Lijst II  stoffen geselecteerd: 
arseen en anorganische verbindingen daarvan, endosultan, parathion, atrazin, 1, 1, 1-trichloor-
ethaan, chloornitrobenzenen ( 1-chloor-2-nitrobenzeen, 1-chloor-3-nitrobenzeen en 1-chloor-4-
nitrobenzeen), PAK (3,4-benzo(a)pyrene en 3,4-benzo(b)tluorantheen), zink, koper, chroom, 
lood, totaal-stikstof(Kjeldahl-N + nitriet-N + nitraat-N; alternatief: ammonium-N + nitriet-
N + nitraat-N) en totaal-fosfor. 
Het opgeloste zuurstofgehalte en BZV als extra algemene parameters zijn in de Lijst I studie 
gerapporteerd (EC023). 
Om een representatief beeld van de belangrijkste oppervlaktewateren in de Europese gemeen-












Theems, Mersey, Trent 






Moezel  (zijrivier  van  de 
Rijn) 
Rijn (bestrijkt del en  van  Duitsland,  Frankrijk, .  Nederland, 
Luxemburg) 
Maas en Schelde (bestrijkt delen van Frankrijk, Belgie en 
Nederland) 
Taag (bestrijkt delen van Spanje en Portugal) Evaluation Oif"ective 76/464/EEC. list II  substances  T1390  June 1996 
Verzameling van informatie 
Na de selectie van stoffen en oppervlaktewateren werd aile relevante informatie verzameld, 
met name: 
•  informatie over de wettelijke en technische implementatie van Richtlijn 76/464/EEG 
in alle Lid staten; 
•  waterkwal iteitsgegevens van de  geselecteerde stoffen voor de  geselecteerde oppervlak-
tewateren (als jaargemiddelde concentraties); 
•  gegevens over industriele lozers en de lozingen in elk van de stroomgebieden; 
•  gegevens over waterkwaliteits-doelstellingen en waterkkwaliteitsnormen. 
In  zijn  algemeenheid  zijn  de  Nationale  Experts  voor  de  implementatie  van  Richtlijn 
76/464/EEG de voornaamste bron geweest voor de verzamelde informatie zoals die beschik-
baar is op centraal niveau in  iedere Lidstaat. 
In enkele gevallen is de informatie aangevuld met gegevens uit de internationale literatuur 
en persoonlijke contacten  met  experts  in  de Lidstaten  van  RIZA  en  het Waterloopkundig 
Laboratorium. Aanvullende waterkwaliteitsgegevens zijn gehaald uit de internationale GEMS 
gegevensbank. 
Beoordeling van Richtlijn 76/464//EEG 
De strekking van het project is het geven van een beoordeling van de invloed die het gevolg 
is van de implementatie van Richtlijn 76/464/EEG voor Lijst II stoffen op de kwaliteit van 
de belangrijkste oppervlaktewateren  in  de  Gemeenschap  in  de periode  1980 - 1993.  In 
principe zijn de volgende hoofdaspecten in beschouwing genomen: 
•  hoe hebben de Lidstaten artikel 7 van de Richtlijn geimplementeerd? 
•  wat hebben zij bereikt met hun aanpak? 
•  hoe is de koppeling tussen water kwaliteitsdoelstellingen en emissies gemaakt? 
•  hebben de programma's resultaten opgeleverd? 
Met de Europese Commissie is overeengekomen om deze algemene vragen op bet gebied van 
de effectiviteit van  Richtlijn 76/464/EEG te beoordelen door 4  elementen in beschouwing 
te nemen;  voor ieder rivierstroomgehied  is  de zelfde analyse met genoemde 4  elementen 
uitgevoerd: 
L  Wettelijke implementatie van Richtlijn 76/464/EEG, gebaseerd op: 
de actuele opname van de Richtlijn in de nationale wetgeving, 
de aanwezigheid van strategieen en programma's, die tot bet reguleren van de 
lozing van Lijst II stoffen leidt, 
de ontwikkeling van  kwaliteitsdoelstellingen (als  gevolg van bepaalde lokale, 
en/of nationale en/of internationale prioriteiten), 
het vereiste van vergunningverlening voor de lozing van geselecteerde Lijst II 
stoffen inclusief de handhaving van emissie-grenswaarden (die gehaseerd zijn op 
de Beste Beschikbare Technieken en/ofkwaliteitseisen-/kwaliteitsdoelstellingen), 
de uitvoering van monitoring van zowel afvalwater als ontvangende oppervlakte-
wateren; 
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2.  De trends van de waterkwaliteit voor geselecteerde Lijst II stoffen in de geselecteerde 
oppervlaktewateren in de Gemeenschap; 
3.  De trends van de lozing van Lijst II  stoffen door industriele 
puntbronnen; 
4.  Andere drijvende krachten  (dan  Richtlijn 76/464/EEG) die  mede leiden  tot water 
kwaliteitsverbeteringen in de Gemeenschap. 
De 4  elementen  van  de analyse zijn in  Figuur  1.2 schematisch  weergegeven:  wettelijke 
implementatie van Richtlijn 76/464/EEG ->  andere drijvende krachten ->  lozingen via 
afvalwater (emissies)-> waterkwaliteit. Het is belangrijk dat aile stoffen worden geevalueerd 
tegen het Iicht van aile belangrijke relevante ontwikkelingen in een rivier systeem (d. w .z. 
aile drijvende krachten). 
Op deze manier is een vergelijking gemaakt van monitoring gegevens met ontwikkelingen 
(waaronder de implementatie van Ricbtlijn 76/464/EEG), die van invloed zouden kunnen zijn 
geweest op de omvang  van  de lozingen  en op de waterkwal iteit.  Op  deze  manier  is  de 
effectiviteit van Ricbtlijn 76/464/EEG geevalueerd voor de in hescbouwing genomen water 
systemen en stoffen. 
Conclusies 
Een  algemene  conclusie  is,  dat geen  Lidstaat zich  op bet gebied  van  bet  reguleren  van 
verontreinigingen en  bet maken  van  reductieprogramma,s  volledig  gedraagt conform bet 
vereiste in artikel 7 van Richtlijn 76/464/EEG. In plaats biervan hehben Lidstaten een eigen 
interpretatie aan artikel 7 van de Ricbtlijn gegeven, en  behhen  .. alternatieve maatregelen" 
ontwikkeld om de lozing van Lijst II  stoffen te reguleren. 
Deze  altematieve  maatregelen  zijn  zowel  door artikel  7  als  ook  andere  (inter)nationale 
drijvende kracbten beinvloed. De meeste lidstaten hebben voor Lijst II stoffen een "emissie-
aanpak" gevolgd gebaseerd op de Beste Bescbikbare Tecbnieken en Beste Milieu Praktijk in 
plaats van de vereiste water kwaliteitsaanpak. In de Lidstaten zij n bet de alternatieve maatre-
gelen voor Lijst II stoffen die de meest directe invloed bebben gehad op de kwaliteit van de 
oppervlaktewateren (voor zover er sprake is van een invloed). De alternatieve maatregelen 
voldoen aan de lokale, nationale en internationale verplichtingen, en nemen niet noodzakelij-
kerwijs individuele Lijst II stoffen in beschouwing, doch nemen ze mee als onderdeel van 
een algemeen beleid op het gebied van het waterbeheer. 
Gezien de bovenstaande conclusie kan (op bet gebied van Lijst II stoffen) niet de Ricbtlijn 
zelf worden geevalueerd als bet gaat om haar invloed op de kwaliteit van de oppervlaktewa-
teren in de Gemeenschap. In plaats daarvan kan op grond van de beschikbare waterkwaliteits-
en lozingsgegevens wei de alternatieve methode worden beoordeeld. Er is op bet gebied van 
waterkwaliteit en lozingen voor een beperkt aantal rivieren (6) voldoende informatie bescbik-
baar om de effectiviteit van de alternatieve maatregelen te beoordelen. Dit zijn de Rijn, de 
rivieren in het Verenigd Koninkrijk (Mersey, Theems en Trent), Maas en Schelde. Voor de 
overige rivieren zijn: 
•  of veel  waterkwaliteitsgegevens maar weinig lozingsgegevens, 
•  of weinig waterkwaliteitsgegevens maar veel  lozingsgegevens, 
•  of weinig waterkwaliteitsgegevens en weinig lozingsgegevens beschikbaar. 
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Conclusies voor de Rijn: 
•  de waterkwaliteit voor aile Lijst II  stoffen is  in de periode 1985-1992 verbeterd; 
•  de industriele en communale lazing van Lijst II  stoffen is  in de periode 1985-1992 
sterk verminderd; 
•  Richtlijn 76/464/EEG is niet volledig ge"implementeerd conform het gestelde in artikel 
7.  Aile Rijnoeverstaten hehhen echter voor Lijst II stoffen alternatieve maatregelen 
ontwikkeld.  De  door  de  Rijnoeverstaten  ontwikkelde  alternatieve  maatregelen 
resulteerden in een duidelijke verbetering van de waterkwaliteit van de Rijn in de 
periode 1980-1993. 
Conclusies voor de rivieren in het Verenigd Koninkrijk (Mersey, Theems en Trent) 
•  zowel de concentraties als de lozingen van koper en lood in de Mersey nemen in de 
periode 1980-1993 af; 
•  zowel de concentratie als de Iozing van lood in de Theems neemt af in de periode 
1980-1993; 
•  zowel de concentraties als de lazing van zink,  koper, chroom en lood in de Trent 
nemen af in de periode 1980-1993; 
•  het VK volgt een waterkwaliteitsaanpak voor de regulering van waterverontreiniging 
door Lijst II stoffen, hetgeen in overeenstemming is met de beginselen van Richtlijn 
76/464/EEG. 
De Richtlijn is echter niet volledig geimplementeerd conform het gestelde in artikel 
7. De door het VK ontwikkelde alternatieve maatregelen hebben tot waterkwaliteits-
verbeteringen geleid voor hepaalde zware metal en in de geselecteerde rivieren in het 
VK. 
Conclusies voor de Maas en de Schelde 
•  de waterkwaliteit m.b.t. totaaJ-P is in de Schelde in de periode 1980-1992 verbeterd 
(voor de andere stoffen was geen duidelijke trend waarneembaar); 
•  de waterkwaliteit m.b.t. arseen, chroom.  koper, lood en totaai-P in de Maas  is  in 
de periode 1980-1992 verbeterd; 
•  indien de geschatte Jozingen naar oppervlaktewater voor  geheeJ Belgie in beschouwing 
worden genomen, is sprake van een grate lozingsvermindering voor totaal-P, arseen, 
chroom, koper en lood over de periode 1985-1995; 
•  Richtlijn 76/464/EEG is niet voJiedig ge'implementeerd conform het gestelde in artikel 
7. Echter, de alternatieve maatregelen die ten dele ten gevolge van de Richtlijn zijn 
ontwikkeld, hebben tot de meetbare kwaliteitsverbetering van de Maas en de Schelde 
geleid. 
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Conclusies voor de andere rivieren 
•  de beschikbaarheid van waterkwaliteitsgegevens is wisselend. Over het algemeen zijn 
er meer gegevens beschikbaar voor zware metal en dan voor organische microveront-
reinigingen.  De waterkwaliteitstrends zijn nogal  wisselend;  soms  is  er sprake van 
verbetering; soms van verslechtering, soms is het constant of is sprake van fluctuaties 
zonder dater sprake is  van een duidelijke trend; 
•  de bescbikbaarbeid van informatie m.b.t. industriele en communale lozers is ook 
sterk wisselend.  Het type informatie dat beschikbaar is  omvat lozingen door 
individuele  industrieen,  geaggregeerde  lozingsgegevens  (voor  groepen  van 
stoffen)  en  de som  van  de afvoer  van  stoffen  via  rivieren  en  de  industriele 
lozingen in het betreffende deltagebied; 
•  in bet algemeen is er minder informatie beschikbaar van lozingen dan van waterkwali-
teit van oppervlaktewater; 
•  Ricbtlijn 76/464/EEG is niet volledig ge"implementeerd conform bet gestelde in artikel 
7. Daar staat tegenover, dat de Lidstaten hun eigen alternatieve maatregelen bebben 
ontwikkeld voor bet waterkwaliteitsbeheer voor Lijst II stoffen. Er zijn onvoldoende 
gegevens beschikbaar om de alternatieve maatregelen te beoordelen. 
Algemene conclusie 
Richtlijn 76/464/EEG is  in geen van de lidstaten ge·implementeerd conform bet gestelde in 
artikel 7. Iedere Lidstaat beeft echter zijn eigen alternatieve maatregelen ontwikkeld voor de 
regulering van waterverontreiniging door Lijst II stoffen. De Richtlijn is een van de drijvende 
kracbten (samen met andere (inter)nationale wetgevingen, verdragen en conventies), die van 
invloed is  op ontwikkel ing van alternatieve maatregelen zoals die door de Lidstaten wordt 
gevolgd. 
Voor de rivieren Rijn, de geselecteerde rivieren in bet VK (Mersey, Theems en Trent) en 
de Maas en de Scbelde is er een waargenomen afname voor zowel concentraties als de lozing 
van (enige) geselecteerde Lijst II stoffen. 
Voor deze rivieren kan worden geconcludeerd, dat de ontwikkelde alternatieve maatregelen 
hebben geleid tot de waterkwaliteitsverbeteringen. 
Voor de andere rivieren zijn onvoldoende gegevens bescbikbaar (gemaakt),  teneinde een 
beoordeling van de door de relevante Lidstaten ontwikkelde alternatieve maatregelen uit te 
voeren. 
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Resume 
Introduction 
La Directive Cadre 76/464/CEE de Ia  Communaute Europeenne sur Ia  pollution des eaux 
par Je deversement de certaines categories de substances dangereuses (4 Mai  1976 ; source 
: ECOO I), ainsi que les Directives qui en sont issues, doivent en principe avoir ete transposees 
dans  les  legislations nationales dans  Ia  limite des delais  fixes.  Cependant,  il n'existe pas 
encored'  inventaire complet des resultats de I  'application des Directives sur Ia qual ite des eaux 
de  surface~ l'echelle communautaire. 
Objectifs de I'  etude 
Le but de Ia presente etude est de fournir une evaluation de I'  impact de Ia Directive 76/464/-
CEE relative aux substances de Ia  Liste II sur Ia  qualite des eaux de surface principales au 
sein de Ia Communaute pour Ia periode 1980-1993. La Directive 76/464/CEE comprend un 
certain nomhre d'elements-cle concernant les substances de Ia Liste I et de Ia Liste II : 
•  conditions d  'autorisation~ comprenant entre autres des normes d 'emission pour les 
substances des I  istes I et II ; 
•  valeurs limite pour les rejets de substances de Liste I, et objectifs de qualite de l'eau 
pour les substances de Liste IL a  J'echelon national  ; 
•  objectifs de qualite a  I'  echelon communautaire comme alternative aux valeurs limite 
pour les substances de Liste I ; 
•  revision obligatoire des autorisations au  minimum tous les quatre ans ; 
•  necessite d'etablir des programmes comprenant des objectifs de qualite pour Ies sub-
stances de Liste II ; 
•  inventaires des rejets de substances de Ia Liste II ; 
•  surveillance des rejets et des eaux de surface pour les substances de Liste I et II ; 
•  obligation de rapportage pour les  Etats Membres,  sur requete de Ia Commission, 
concernant Ies autorisations, les inventaires, les mesures etc. (incorporee aujourd'hui 
dans Ia  Directive 911692/CEE) ; 
Le present document constitue une analyse de I'  evolution de Ia qualite de l'eau et des rejets 
en ce qui concerne les substances de Liste II. Ce travail fait suite a  I'  etude realisee pour les 
substances de Liste I et intitulee : flimpact de Ia Directive 76/464/CEE et des sous-directives 
sur les principales eaux de surface europeennes". L  'analyse concernant les substances de Liste 
II est presentee en parallele avec une description detaillee de Ia transposition Ia Directive dans 
Ia legislation nationale pour chacun des Etats Membres, ainsi que de l'application de I'  Article 
7 (relatif aux  substances de Liste II), en  prenant en  consideration a Ia  fois  Ies  strategies 
nationales et regionales.  Plus precisement, les objectifs de l'etude sont les suivants : 
•  presenter Ia  fa~on dont Ia Directive 76/464/CEE concernant Ies substances de Liste 
II a ete transposee et appliquee dans chacun des  Etats Membres ; 
•  coiiecter les mesures de rejets et de qualite de l'eau les plus detaillees possibles pour 
les substances concernees et les eaux de surface ; 
•  a  partir des donnees rassemhlees, analyser les relations existant entre Ia transposition 
de Ia  Directive 76/464/CEE, I'  evolution des rejets industriels, et Ia qualite des eaux 
de surface. 
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Selection des substances et des principales eaux de surface 
II  a ete retenu un certain nombre de substances et d'eaux de surface au  cours de Ia phase 
preparatoire de retude, en collaboration avec un  representant de !'Union Europeenne. Les 
substances selectionnees representent differents types de polluants, incluant des nutriments, 
des metaux lourds, ainsi que des rnicropolluants organiques. L'analyse detaillee a porte sur 
les substances de Liste II suivantes : l'arsenic et  ses composes mineraux,  rendosulfan, le 
parathion,  l'atrazine,  le  l, l,  1-trichloroethane,  certains  chloronitrobenzenes  (1-chloro-2-
nitrobenzene, 1-chloro-3-nitrobenzeneet l-chloro-4-nitrobenzene  ), les hydrocarbures aromati-
ques polycycliques (HAP) 3-4-benzo(a)pyrene et 3,4-benzo(b)fluoranthene, le zinc, le cuivre, 
le chrome, le plomb, l'azote total (azote Kjeldahl + nitrite + nitrate, ou  ~ defaut ammonium 
+ nitrite + nitrate), ainsi que le phosphore total. 
Les parametres globaux que sont l'oxygene dissous et Ia demande biochimique en sont traites 
dans retude concernant les substances de Liste I (EC023). 
Les eaux suivantes ont ete choisies afin d'obtenir une vision representative des principales 
eaux de surfaces de runion: 









Tamise, Mersey, Trent 
Seine, Loire, Rhone 
P6 
Axios 




rivieres internationales :  Rhin (Allemagne, France, Pays-Bas, Luxembourg) 
Meuse et Escaut (France, Belgique, Pays-Bas) 
Tage (Espagne, Portugal) 
Sources d'informations 
Une fois etablies les listes des substances et des eaux de surface, les informations utiles ont 
ete rassemblees, notamment : 
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•  les informations concernant Ia transposition et I'  application dans les Etats Membres 
de Ia Directive 76/464/CEE ; 
•  les donnees de qualite des eaux pour les substances et les eaux  superficielles retenues 
(sous Ia forme de concentrations moyennes annuelles) ; 
•  des donnees sur Ia  presence d'industries ainsi que les  rejets effectifs d'eaux usees 
pour chacun des bassins versants selectionnes ; 
•  les valeurs fixees pour les objectifs et les normes de qualite de r  environnnement. Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC. List II  substances  T1390  June 1996 
Les Experts Nationaux pour Ia mise en place de Ia Directive 76/464/CEE ont generalement 
fourni Ia plus grande part des informations sous Ia forme des donnees disponibles au niveau 
central dans chacun des Etats Membres. Dans certains cas, cette source d'information a ete 
completee par des donnees bibliographiques ou obtenues grace aux contacts de RIZA et Delft 
Hydraulics avec differents experts dans les Etats Membres. Enfin, des donnees supplementai-
res  de qualite de  l'eau sont  issues  des  Ia  base  de  donnees  internationale GEMS  (Global 
Environmental Monitoring System). 
Evaluation de l'impact de Ia Directive 76/464/CEE 
Le but du projet etait de fournir une evaluation des effets atteints grace a  !'application de Ia 
Directive 76/464/CEE pour les substances de Liste II sur Ia qual ite des principales eaux de 
surface de Ia Communaute au cours de Ia periode 1980-1993. De  fa~on generate, les aspects 
suivants ont ete pris en consideration : 
•  comment I'  Article 7 a-t-il ete applique dans les differents Etats ? 
•  quel  niveau d'avancement cette mise en place a-t-elle atteint? 
•  de quelle fa~on le lien entre les emissions et les objectifs de qualite de l'eau a-t-il ete 
realise? 
•  quels sont les resultats des differents programmes ? 
En  accord  avec  Ia  Commission Europeenne,  il  a ete convenu d'evaluer l'efficacite de Ia 
Directive 76/464/CEE en mettant en place une methodologie commune, fondee sur 4 elements 
analyses de Ia  meme  fa~on pour chacun des bassins versants : 
1.  Transposition de Ia  Directive 76/464/CEE,  en considerant : 
Ia transposition effective de Ia  Directive dans Ia  legislation nationale ; 
l'existence de strategies et de programmes ayant pour objectif Ia  maitrise des 
rejets des substances de Liste II  retenues ; 
le developpement  d'objectifs  de  qualite  (retletant  certaines  priorites  locales, 
nationales et/ou internationales) ; 
l'existence d'autorisations  de  rejet  pour  les  substances  de  Liste  II  retenues 
incluant des  normes  de rejet  etablies  soit d'apres  les  Meilleures  Techniques 
Disponibles  (en  Anglais  BAT,  Best  Available  Techniques),  soit  d'apres  les 
objectifs ou les normes de qua lite de I'  environnement ; 
Ia presence de reseaux de mesure, a  Ia  fois  pour les eaux usees et les systemes 
aquatiques recepteurs ; 
2.  Les tendances observables'dans I'  evolution de Ia qualite de l'eau pour les substances 
de Liste II  et les eaux selectionnees ; 
3.  Les tendances observables dans l'evolution des  rejets de substances de Liste II au 
niveau des sources ponctuelles de pollution industrielle ; 
4.  L'existenceeventuellede facteurs autres que l'applicationde Ia Directive 76/464/CEE 
pouvant expliquer une amelioration de Ia  qualite de l'eau dans Ia Communaute. 
Ces  4  elements  d'analyse sont  repris  schematiquement  figure  1.2  :  Transposition de Ia 
Directive 76/464/CEE ->  aut res  facteurs ->  rejet de polluants (emissions) ->  qualite de 
l'eau. II est important de noter que toutes Ies  evaluations ont ete realisees en tenant compte 
des evolutions majeures pouvant intluencer Ia  qualite de l'eau dans Ie hassin versant. 
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De cette fa~on, l'efficacite de Ia Directive 76/464/CEE a pu etre evaluee pour les substances 
et les eaux de surface considerees en etudiant les donnees de mesure rassembtees a Ia lumiere 
de tous les  developpements,  y compris l'"application  de Ia  Directive, pouvant avoir eu un 
impact sur I'  evolution des rejets et de Ia qualite de l'eau. 
Conclusions 
Une conclusion generale est qu'aucun des Etats Membres ne s'est entierement conforme aux 
stipulations de I'  Article 7  de Ia  Directive 76/464/CEE sur les  mesures de contrl>le  et de 
r&luction de Ia pollution par les substances de Liste II.  Au  lieu de cela, les Etats Membres 
ont interprete r  Article 7 a leur fa~on et developpe ce que nous appelons des "Mesures de 
Substitution" pour le contrl>le des rejets de substances de Liste II.  La mise en place de ces 
Mesures de Substitution a ete influencees a Ia  fois par I'  Article 7 et par d'autres facteurs 
(inter)nationaux.  La plupart des  Etats Membres ont suivi une approche de r&luction des 
emissions fondee sur les Meilleures Techniques Disponibles (BAT, Best Available Techniques 
en Anglais) et les Meilleures Pratiques Environnementales (BEP, Best Environmental Practice) 
pour les  substances  de Liste II,  plutot que  de  se conformer aux  objectifs  de qualite de 
l'environnement. Ce soot les Mesures de Substitution qui, dans les cas ou il est possible de 
constater un effet positif  sur Ia qualite des eaux de surface, ont eu  I'  impact le plus direct. 
Ces Mesures de Substitution s'alignent sur des exigences locales,  nationales et internationa-
les, et ne considerent pas necessairement de fa~on specifique les substances de Liste II, mais 
les englobent dans une politique generate de reduction de Ia pollution des eaux. 
Etant donne cette conclusion, il est difticile d'evaluer Ia Directive 76/464/CEE en elle-meme 
quanta son impact sur Ia  qualite des eaux de surface au  sein de Ia  Communaute pour les 
substances de Liste II. Par contre, il est possible d'evaluer I'  impact des Mesures de Substitu-
tion, en se fondant sur les donnees de rejets et de qualite de reau disponibles. Pour un petit 
nombre de cours d'eau (6), l'information existe en quantite suffisante pour pouvoir assurer 
une evaluation de l'efficacite des  Mesures de Substitution. II  s'agit du  Rhin, des rivieres 
britanniques (Merey, Tamise et Trent), de Ia  Meuse et de I'Escaut. Pour les autres cours 
d'eau, il n'estjamais possible de reunir en quantite suffisante a Ia fois les donnees de qualite 
de l'eau et les mesures de rejets. 
Conclusions generales pour le Rhin: 
XX 
•  Ia qualite de l'eau s'est amelioree pour toutes les substances de Liste II au cours de 
Ia periode 1980-1992 ; 
•  les rejets aussi bien industriels que municipaux ont ete fortement reduits de 1985 a 
1992; 
•  Ia Directive 76/464/CEE n'a pas ete appliquee entierement conformement a 1' Article 
7.  Cependant,  tous  les  pays  riverains  du  Rhin  ont  developpe  des  Mesures  de 
Substitution pour le controle des substances de Ia Liste II.  Ces mesures ont eu pour 
effet une amelioration tres nette de Ia qualite des eaux du Rhin au cours de Ia periode 
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Conclusions generales pour les rivieres britanniques (Mersey, Tamise et Trent) : 
•  dans Ia Mersey, aussi bien les concentrations que les rejets de cuivre et de plomb ont 
diminue au  cours de Ia periode 1980-1993 ; 
•  dans Ia Tamise, aussi bien les concentrations que les rejets de plomb diminuent pour 
cette meme periode ; 
•  dans  Ia  Trent, a Ia  fois  les  concentrations et  Ies  rejets de cuivre, de plomb et de 
chrome diminuent au  cours de Ia periode 1980-1993 ; 
•  le Royaume-Uni suit une approche de type qualite de l'eau pour le contr6le de Ia 
pollution des eaux par les substances de Liste II en conformite avec les principes de 
Ia Directive 76/464/CEE. Cependant, Ia Directive n'a pas ete appliquee entierement 
comme  specifie- dans  1  'Article  7.  Les  Mesures  de  Substitution developpees  au 
Royaume-Uni ont amene des amelioration de Ia qualite de l'eau pour certains metaux 
lourds dans les cours d'eau consideres. 
Conclusions generales pour Ia  Meuse et I  'Escaut : 
•  Ia qualite de l'eau s'est amelioree en ce qui concerne le phosphore total dans l'Escaut 
entre  1980  et  1992  (aucune  tendance  nette  n'a  ete  decelee  pour  les  autres 
substances) ; 
•  Ia qualite de l'eau s'est amelioree pour I'  arsenic, le chrome, le plomb et le phosphore 
total pour Ia  Meuse entre 1980 et  1992 ; 
•  si l'on comptabilise les rejets vers les eaux de surface pour l'ensemble de Ia Belgique, 
Ia  reduction du phosphore total est importante, et il  en est de meme pour r  arsenic, 
le chrome, le cuivre et le plomb entre 1985 et  1995 ; 
•  Ia  Directive 76/464/CEE n  'a pas  ete appliquee entierement comme specifie dans 
I' Article 7. Cependant, les Mesures de Substitution developpees en partie grace a  Ia 
Directive ont conduit a une amelioration notable de Ia  qualite de Ia  Meuse et de 
rEscaut. 
Conclusions pour les autres cours d'eau : 
•  Ia  disponibilite de donnees  de· qualite de I'  eau  est  tres  variable.  En general,  les 
donnees  sont disponibles  en  plus  grande quantite  pour  les  metaux  lourds  et les 
nutriments que pour les micropolluants organiques. L'evolution de Ia qualite de l'eau 
varie egalement d'un Cours  d'eau a un  autre :  parfois positive,  parfois  negative, 
parfois nulle, ou encore sans tendance apparente ; 
•  Ia disponibilite de I'  information sur les rejets municipaux et industriels est egalement 
largement  variable.  II  peut  s'agir  d'informations  sur  les  rejets  des  industries 
individuelles, d'informations agregees sur des groupes de substances, et de Ia somme 
des etlluents direct et tluviaux ; 
•  en general, il existe moins d'informations sur les rejets que sur Ia qualite de l'eau; 
•  Ia Directive 76/464/CEE n'a pas ete appliquee conformement a l'  Article 7 dans sa 
totalite. Au  I  ieu de cela,  les Etats Membres ont developpe leur prop  res Mesures de 
Substitution pour Ia gestion de Ia qual ite de I' eau relativement aux substances de Liste 
II.  Les  donnees  ne  sont pas disponibles en  quantite suffisante pour permettre une 
evaluation de I' effet de ces mesures. 
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Conclusion generales 
La  Direc~ive 76/464/CEE n'a ete appliquee conformement a  I'  Article 7 dans sa totalite dans 
aucun des Etats Membres.  Cependant~ chacun des Etats Membres a developpe ses propres 
Mesures de Substitution pour le controle de Ia pollution des eaux de surface par les substances 
de  Liste  II.  La  Directive,  en  parallele  avec  d'autres  traites,  lois  et  conventions 
(inter)nationales,  est  l'un des  facteurs  exer~ant une  influence sur les  developpement des 
Mesures de Substitution prises par les Etats Membres. 
Pour le Rhin, les rivieres britanniques considerees (Mersey, Tamise et Trent), ainsi que pour 
Ia Meuse et l'Escaut, une diminution des concentrations aussi bien que des rejets de certaines 
des substances de Liste II etudiees a pu etre constatee. Pour ces cours d'eau, on peut affirmer 
que les Mesures de Substitution mises en place ont conduit a  une amelioration de Ia qualite 
del'eau. 
En ce qui concerne les autres cours d'eau, les donnees ne sont pas disponibles en quantite 
suffisante en general  pour permettre une evaluation des  Mesures de Substitution mises en 
place par les Etats Membres concernes. 
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1  Introduction 
1 . 1  General  Introduction 
The EC Framework Directive 76/464/EEC (4 May  1976) and its  "daughter" Directives are 
meant to control pollution caused by discharges of certain dangerous substances  into the 
aquatic environment of the Community.  Specifically, the Directive requires the Member 
States of the EC to take all adequate measures to eliminate water pollution by the black list 
substances (i.e. List 1).  The pollution of water by List II substances is addressed in Article 
7 of the Directive. Here it is stated that all  Member States must establish programs for the 
control of List II substances (paragraph 1). In the programs, water quality objectives for the 
receiving aquatic system are to be specified (paragraph 3). Further, the -Directive lays down 
that all discharges containing List II substances r~uire  a licence, in which discharge standards 
are defined (paragraph 2) based on the water quality objectives. 
Institutional  arrangements  for  the  enforcement  of pollution  include  national  and  local 
authorities. The national authorities generally set policies, objectives, standards and basic 
procedures.  Compliance monitoring  is  conducted  by either national  or local  authorities. 
Enforcement  is  predominantly the  role of the local  authorities.  The main surface water 
systems (i.e. river basins) are often used as the geographical unit for water management and 
pollution control. This system however  is  usually difficult to  implement  in  international 
contexts.  Differences  in  legal  and  governmental  structures may  mean  that,  for  the same 
measures, different implementation incentive systems will be relevant in different countries. 
The Framework Directive and daughter Directives have had to be transposed by the Member 
States into their national legislation within the time limits given by the Directives. The effect 
of implementation of the Directives on the quality of EC surface waters, however, has not 
yet been inventoried in a comprehensive way. 
1 .2  Scope and  Objectives of the study 
The purpose of  this project is to provide an evaluation of  the impact of  Directive 76/464/EEC 
on the quality of the main surface waters in the Community during the period 1980-1993. 
An analysis of changes in discharges and water quality for List II substances accompanied 
by an in-depth analysis regarding national and regional strategies, international driving forces, 
and all available future plans and programmes, has been conducted for the main EC surface 
waters. 
Directive 76/464/EEC primarily focuses on industrial waste loads, thus communal and diffuse 
loads are in principle not evaluated in this study. Exceptions are made when data are available 
and necessary for the analysis of the evolution of the industrial discharges. 
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Directive 76/464/EEC comprises a number of key items: 
•  requirement for prior authorizations, including emission standards for List 1/II sub-
stances; 
•  laying  down  limit  values  for  discharges  of List  I  substances  and  water  quality 
objectives for List II substances at National level; 
•  laying down quality objectives at Community level as an alternative for limit values 
for List I substances; 
•  authorizations shall be reviewed at least every four years; 
•  requirement to establish programmes with quality objectives for List II substances; 
•  requirement for inventories of discharges of List I substances; 
•  monitoring of discharges and surface waters for List Iill substances; 
•  reporting obligation for Member States on request by the Commission concerning 
authorizations,  inventories,  monitoring  data  etc.  (now  incorporated  in  Directive 
91/692/EEC). 
The scope of  the project is to provide an evaluation of  the impact entailed by the implementa-
tion of  Directive 76/464/EEC for List II substances on the quality of  the main surface waters 
in the Community in the period 1980 - 1993. 
In principle, the following general questions should be taken into consideration: 
•  how have countries implemented Article 7 of the directive? 
•  how far have they proceeded with their approach? 
•  how is a link between Water Quality Objectives (WQOs) and emissions made? 
•  are the programs having any result? 
The approach to assess these general questions is described in section 1.3.3. 
1.3  Approach 
1.3.1  Framework for analysis 
The approach used  in this study has been based on a Framework for Analysis, which is a 
structured sequence of steps to  follow,  in order to  carry out the most optimal  in-depth 





Inception phase:  Establishing contacts with National Experts on the imple-
mentation of Directive 76/464/EEC, and  selecting water  systems for  the 
study; 
Preparation  phase:  Data collection,  preliminary  analysis  of all  collected 
information and an identification of gaps in knowledge; 
Analysis phase: Final data collection and contact with National Experts on 
the implementation of Directive 76/464/EEC to fill gaps in knowledge; and 
in-depth analysis of water quality in the main EC surface waters integrated 
with knowledge of emissions and driving forces (legislation). Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC. list II substances  T1390  June 1996 
1.3.2  Selection of substances and surface waters 
Before actual da~  collection began, there was a selection of  river basins and List II substances 
for evaluation of the Directive 76/464/EEC (phase 1).  The purpose of the selection was to 
limit the study to be manageable but meaningful in  scope. The selection of substances and 
surface waters was made in consultation with representatives of the European Commission. 
The following List II substances were selected: arsenic and its mineral compounds, endosul-
fan, parathion, atrazine, 1, 1, 1-trichloro-ethane,  chloronitrobenzenes ( 1-chloro-2-nitrobenzene, 
1-chloro-3-nitrobenzene and  1-chloro-4-nitrobenzene), PAH {3,4-benzo(a)pyrene and  3,4-
benzo(b)fluoranthene), zinc, copper, chromium, lead, total-nitrogen (Kjeldahl-N + nitrite-N 
+ nitrate-N; alternative: ammonia-N + nitrite-N + nitrate-N) and total-phosphorous (P04-
P).  Dissolved oxygen and BOD as extra general parameters have been reported in 'Impact 
of Directive 76/464/EEC and its "daughter" Directives on the most important surface waters 
in the Community' (source EC023). 
To obtain a representative picture for the main surface waters in the community, the following 
surface water systems were chosen (the same as those considered in the evaluation of List 
I substances; EC023): 








Thames, Mersey, Trent 






Moselle (tributary of the Rhine) 
international rivers:  Rhine (covering parts of  Germany, France, the Netherlands, Luxem-
bourg) 
Meuse  and  Scheidt  (covering  parts  of France,  Belgium  and  the 
Netherlands) 
· Tagus (covering parts of Spain and Portugal) 
A summary of  the selected substances and river basins included in this study is given in Table 
1.1. A map showing the Member States and all the selected rivers in given in Figure 1.1. 
The selection of monitoring points for  water  quality data  in  each  river  were chosen  in 
consultation with the National Experts of each country. In general, one monitoring station 
per river is used. The selection in many cases was based on the availability of data. If  data 
from more than one station were available, then typically the most downstream station was 
selected  (i.e.  representing a  larger catchment  area).  An  attempt was  made to  have only 
freshwater monitoring stations, though for some of the rivers (e.g. Scheidt) the monitoring 
stations are in an estuary (brackish water). 
For the international rivers, data from more than one water quality monitoring station was 
collected (e.g. Rhine, Scheidt, Meuse, Tagus). These stations are from the different countries 
through which the river flows. Also for the Axios river 'in Greece, data from more than one 
station was collected. 
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For the international rivers (Rhine, Scheidt, Meuse, and Tagus), although water quality and 
loads data have been collected from different countries, the analysis of  Directive 76/464/EEC 
is  made  for  each  river basin as  a whole.  No- surface waters in  Denmark were selected as 
water quality data from the National Expert on the implementation of Directive 76/464/EEC 
was  not made available in  time for  inclusion. The new  Member States of the Community 
(Austria,  Finland and  Sweden) were not included as  part of this study. In  the preparation 
phase (phase 2),  most of the necessary information was collected via the National Experts 
from each country. 
1.3.3  Analysis methodology 
In the final  or analysis phase (phase 3), an analysis has been made per river basin, -of the 
impact of  Directive 76/  464/EEC regarding List II substances on the quality of  the main rivers 
of the Community affected by the discharges of List II substances. This report is the final 
report corresponding to the completion of phase 3. 
It was agreed with the European Commission to assess the general questions concerning the 
effectiveness of Directive 76/464/EEC by considering 4 points: 
1.  Transposition of Directive 76/464/EEC, based on: 
actual transposition of the directive into national legislation, 
existence of strategies and programmes, leading to the control of discharges of 
selected list II substances, 
development of  quality objectives (reflecting certain local, and/or national and/or 
international priorities), 
requirement of authorization for  the discharge of selected  List II substances 
applied with enforcement of limit values (which are based wither on BAT and/or 
EEQS), 
existence of monitoring of both  discharge  waters  and  the  receiving  aquatic 
system; 
2.  The trends in the water quality for selected List II substances in selected main surface 
waters in the Community; 
3.  The trends in discharges of List II substances by industrial point sources; 
4.  Other driving  forces  (than  Directive 76/464/EEC) also  leading to  water  quality 
improvements in the Community. 
The 4 components of the analysis are illustrated schematically in Figure 1.2.: Transposition 
of Directive 76/464/EEC--. other driving forces--. waste loads discharge (emissions)--. water 
quality. It is  important that all substances are evaluated in the perspective of all  important 
related developments in the river basin (i.e. all relevant driving forces).  This methodology 
has been carried out for each river basin. 
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The water  quality  data are reported  as  yearly  average  concentrations.  It  was  chosen  to 
represent concentrations instead of riverine load values (i.e. Q x C), as the goal of the study 
is to review the change over the years in water quality, which can best be seen as concentra-
tions. Furthermore, within daughter Directives of 76/464/EEC, water quality standards (e.g. 
water quality objectives) are given as receiving water concentrations. For List II substances, 
the programs within each country must also focus on established water quality objectives. 
The water quality data were for the most part provided in the data by the National Experts 
on the implementation of Directive 76/464/EEC. The method used for calculating the yearly 
average was not always given. Several databases stated explicitly that for individual measure-
ments below the detection limit, the yearly average values were calculated by setting the value 
to  half the detection limit. In some cases, the National Experts provided only data of daily 
or monthly concentrations. In this event, the yearly average concentrations were calculated 
by setting values less than detection to half the detection limit. Flow weighting of  concentra-
tions was not used. It is clear that not all data collected by all institutes were made available 
for this study. Within the time limits of the project, by using only data controlled by the 
National Experts, a best effort has been made. 
In all  cases,  (total) pollutant concentrations in  water have been reported  [}.tg/1].  It can be 
argued  that concentrations  of some pollutants  (e.g.  organic  micropollutants)  should  be 
reported as particulate concentrations (e.g. [}.tg/kg], Jlg pollutant per kg suspended sediment). 
However, the majority of the data available consisted of water concentrations, and for the 
sake of consistency, only these values have been reported. 
In the final analysis, the data described above have been analyzed for changes in discharges 
(emissions) and surface water quality over time (for the reasons given above, no statistical 
~trend analysis~ has been performed). The observable changes or trends have been compared 
with the required dates of compliance of Directive 76/464/EEC and its daughter Directives 
as well as other relevant driving forces for pollution control in the country and/or river basin. 
Furthermore, these comparisons have been discussed with the representatives of  the Member 
States to put the trends in a historical perspective containing an overview of other develop-
ments that may have contributed to the character of the trends. 
Thus, an evaluation of monitoring data is  made in relation to developments (including the 
implementation of  Directive 76/464/EEC) which may have had an impact on the waste loads 
and water quality. In this way, the effectiveness of Directive 76/464/EEC regarding List II 
substances for the considered water systems and substances is evaluated. The analysis is based 
on the selected substances only. As these were selected as being representative of the major 
groups of the List II substances, the conclusions can be extended to cover all List II sub-
stances. 
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~  Ol  - loire 
04  - mersey 
OS  - meuse 
· · 06 - moselle 
.·  01- po 
.,_  08  - rhine 
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10  •  Ado 
II - schelde 
12  - seine 
I) - slaney 
1-4  - cazus 
IS  - dlames 
16  - trent 
Figure 1.1  EC Member States and selected surface waters for analysis 
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1 .4  Sources of Information 
In general, the main sources for information were the Member States' National Experts on 
the implementation of Directive 76/464/EEC. In  some cases this information was  supple-
mented by data from international literature and personal direct contact of RIZA and DELFT 
HYDRAULICS  with experts in the Member States.  Full references  are given in chapter 7 of 
this report. Additional water quality data was obtained from the international GEMS database 
(GEN003, GEN023). 
1 .  5  Outline of the project report 
This report is presented in two volumes as follows: 
•  Volume 1: 
•  Volume II: 
Main report plus Appendices A,B,C. 
Supplementary Appendices (D,E,F,G) 
The report gives an overview of: 
•  the List II substances including general chemical characteristics, important production 
processes and monitoring requirements; 
•  the data gathered for the selected substances and surface waters with respect to waste 
loads and water quality; 
•  the information gathered concerning the transposition and implementation of  Directive 
76/464/EEC regarding List II substances in the Member States. 
A description of Framework Directive 76/464/EEC and  daughter  Directives  is  given  in 
Chapter 2. An overview of  the available discharge and water quality data is given in Chapter 
3. Chapter 4 summarizes the different strategies in place by the Member States. Chapter 5 
gives an analysis of the 16 selected surface waters in the Community. The conclusions over 
the impact of Directive 76/464/EEC on the surface waters of the Community are given in 
Chapter 6. Acknowledgements and Bibliography are in Chapters 7 and  8. 
The text of Council Directive 76/464/EEC is given in Appendix A. Full details of  the 'Water 
Management Profiles' for each Member State are given in Appendix B.  Appendix C gives 
an extended analysis of the Rhine river as an illustration of the type of analysis that can be 
made if very complete information on waste loads, water quality and driving forces is known. 
The full databases and supplementary information for discharges for the selected rivers are 
given in Appendices D-1  and D-2. The database for  water quality is  in  Appendix E. The 
National and International water quality standards and objectives are given in Appendix F. 
Appendix G gives further details on the Phosphorous Quality objectives in Ireland. 
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1 .6  Execution of the contracted research 
The present study  was  commissioned  by  DGXI/E/1  in  February  1994,  to  a Joint Venture -
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2  Directive 76/464/EEC and List II Substances 
2.1  Framework Directive 76/464/EEC 
During the summit in November 1972 of the heads of state of the European Community, the 
importance of  having an environmental policy at Community level was stressed. Considering 
article  2  of the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic  Community,  promoting  a 
continuous and  well  balanced development of economic activities within the whole of the 
Community, it was recognized that this aim could not be reached without an effective combat 
of pollution and nuisance, nor without an improvement of the quality of life and protection 
of the environment. 
European institutions were invited to prepare a first environmental action programme to be 
completed by the end of July 1973. This first environmental action program, as  adopted in 
July 1973, comprised a chapter on spe~ific actions for certain industrial sectors including the 
production of energy. First of all, measures aiming at the reduction of emissions had to be 
developed by the European Commission for the paper and pulp industry, the iron and steel 
industry and the titanium dioxide industry. 
The history of Directive 76/464/EEC actually goes back to the paper and pulp proposals of 
1973-1975.  It  turned  out that there was  insufficient support to  adopt measures  for  this 
industrial  branch.  Consequently,  the  paper  and  pulp  proposals  were  blocked  in  1975. 
However, the situation was such that there was an urgent need for general and simultaneous 
action by the Member States to  protect the aquatic environment of the Community from 
pollution, particularly that caused by persistent, toxic an bioaccumulable substances. 
Several conventions or draft conventions such as for the prevention of marine pollution from 
land-based sources and the draft convention for the protection of  the Rhine against chemical 
pollution, were designed to protect international water courses and the marine environment 
from pollution. Within the European Community, it was considered to be important to ensure 
the coordinated implementation of  these conventions. These aspects were major driving forces 
leading to the adoption of  Council Dirc:~tive 76/464/EEC as adopted on the 4th of  May 1976. 
The full text of the Directive is given in Appendix A. This Directive aims at a general and 
simultaneous action by Member States of the European Union to protect the aquatic enviro-
nment of the Community from pollution. 
To ensure an effective protection of the aquatic environment of the Community, a first list 
(List I) of  families and groups of substances was selected on the basis of their environmental 
toxicity, persistence and bioaccumulation, with the exception of  those which are biologically 
harmless or which are rapidly converted into substances which are biologically harmless (see 
Annex to  Directive 76/464/EEC, in  Appendix A).  In principle, the Directive states that 
pollution through the discharge of List I substances must be eliminated. 
For this purpose, the Council has adopted specific discharge limit values and receiving water 
quality objectives and has implemented time limits based on proposals by the Commission. 
Requirements (emission standards) set by Member States in discharge authorizations, must 
at least meet the Directive's time limits and limit values except in cases where they employ 
the Directive's quality objectives. 
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Additionally, a second list of  dangerous substances was established (List II). The List II (also 
known as the grey list) substances, are those which have a deleterious effect on the aquatic 
environment, which can, however, be confined to a given area and whose effects depend on 
the characteristics and location of the water into which they are discharged.  Any- discharge 
of these substances should be subject to  prior authorization which specifies emission stan-
dards. These emission standards are required to be based on quality objectives. 
The impact of Directive 76/464/EEC and its  "daughter"  Directives with regard to control 
Qf pollution by List I substances has been evaluated in a previous study 'Impact of Directive 
76/464/EEC and  its  "daughter"  directives on the most  important surface waters  in  the 
Community', EC contract B4-3040/93/001169/LP/  A3, (source EC 023). 
For this project, only Lfst II substances are evaluated. 
2.2  List II  substances 
Article 7 of Directive 76/464/EEC requires Member States to  establish 'programmes' to 
reduce pollution to the aquatic environment (inland surface water, territorial waters, internal 
coastal waters and ground water) in the Community by List II substances. All discharges into 
these Community  waters  which are liable to contain any of the substances within List II 
require prior authorization by the competent authority in the Member State. In these authoriz-
ations, emission standards must be laid down, and these emission standards must be based 
on quality objectives,  which  are to be part of the established  'programmes'.  The quality 
objectives must be in accordance with Council Directives where they exist. The programmes 
may  also  include specific provisions governing the composition and use of substances or 
group of substances and products and shall take into account the latest economically feasible 
technical developments. The programmes shall set deadlines for their implementation. 
Furthermore, Member States are required to inform the Commission in a summarized way 
about these programmes and the results of their implementation. The Commission, together 
with the Member States, shall arrange for regular comparison of the programmes in order 
to ensure sufficient coordination in their implementation. If  necessary, the Commission can 
submit relevant proposals to the Council to this end. 
In analyzing Article 7, we concluded that, in order to develop the programmes required by 
Directive 76/464/EEC, Member States need the answers to a number of questions, which 
we consider should be the following: 
1.  which specific List II substances should be taken into account, considering the type 
and functions of the receiving waters ? 
2.  which discharges (industrial, municipal  and diffuse) take place into  the receiving 
waters and which specific substances are or can be discharged ? 
3.  which  quality  objectives  shall  be applied  for  these  substances  (national  and/or 
international quality objectives including quality objectives set in existing Council 
Directives) ? 
4.  what is  the quantitative relation between (all) discharges on the one hand and  the 
resulting quality of the aquatic environment on the other? 
5.  which measures shall be taken by (all) the dischargers? 
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It  is  inevitable that Member States have to  answer these (or similar) questions in  order to 
specify national programmes. In order to facilitate and to coordinate these programmes, the 
Commission conducted a number of activities: 
•  The  Commission  sent  a  communication  in  November  1976  to  Member  States, 
indicating the date by which the national programmes should be defined (15 Septem-
ber 1981) and setting a deadline of 15 September 1986 for their implementation. 
•  At a meeting of National Experts from the Member States on 27 January 1981, the 
Commission's  study of the substances  on  List II  was  presented  [Biokon  report, 
EC025].  A list of priority substances was established for the purpose of providing 
a comparison of national programmes. This priority list included chromium,  lead, 
zinc, copper and nickel. 
•  Subsequently, the Commission requested Member States in a letter dated 29 April 
1981 to send their national programmes on chromium. As the Commission felt that 
the programmes received by the Commission failed  to  satisfy the requirements of 
article 7 of Directive 76/464/EEC, the Commission submitted a working document 
comprising  water quality  objectives  for  chromium.  This working document  was 
discussed at a meeting of national experts on 3 and 4 July 1984. 
•  Using this document as  a basis and  taking into consideration the discussion of the 
group of  national experts, the Commission drafted a proposal for a Council Directive 
on water quality objectives for chromium (COM(85) 733 def.  (85/C 351111). This 
proposal, however, did not lead to a Council Directive on chromium due to insuffi-
cient support. 
•  In a letter of 21  August 1985, the Commission requested Member States to forward 
information by 30 November 1985 on programmes for the reduction of pollution by 
lead, zinc, copper and nickel, and on the results obtained from their implementation. 
•  Based on the results of a meeting of national experts on 31  January and 1 February 
1989, a number of List II substances, for which Member States should report on 
programmes for reduction of  pollution to the Commission, were selected. These List 
II substances, given in the Commission's letter of 26 September 1989, include: 
1.  metals and metalloides (including their inorganic compounds): 
chromium, zinc, copper, nickel, lead, arsenic, silver, vanadium, tin, boron 
2.  mono cyclic aromatics: 
benzene, xylene, toluene, monochlorobenzene, phenols 
3.  non persistent mineral oils and hydrocarbons of petroleum origin 
4.  cyanides 
5.  ammonia, sulphides 
6.  nutrients: nitrogen- and phosphoric compounds. 
In  a letter dated 4 April 1990, the Member States were informed by the Commission, that 
List I substances mentioned in the annex of Directive 76/464/EEC, for which no limit values 
have been set yet, are to be treated as  List II substances. Considering the state of the art of 
1990 this also  implied that the priority List of 132  "potential List I substances"  minus  33 
substances for which "daughters" had either been adopted, or existed as draft Directives and 
proposals for a Directive were to be treated as List II substances (see Figure 2.1). 
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List I 
of  families and groups of  substances 
I  Orgariohalogen compounds and 
substanceswhich may form such 
compounds in the aquatic environment. 
2  Organophosphorus compounds. 
3  Organotin compounds. 
4  Substances in respect of wich it has 
been proved that they possess 
carcinogenic properties in or via the 
aquatic environment. 
5  Mercury and its compounds. 
6  Cadmium and its coumpounds. 
7  Persistent mineral oils and 
hydrocarbons of petroleum origin, 
and for the purposes of implementing 
articles 2, 8, 9 and 14 of this directive. 
8  Persistent  synthetic substances which 
may float. remain in suspension or sink 
and wich may interfere with any use 
of the waters. 
~ 
132  (129 + 3) 
"potential Ust I substances" 
18  114 
"real Ust I substances"  substances 
11390018 
Figure 2.1  Overview of List I and List II substances 
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List II 
of  families and groups of  substances 
I  The following metalloids and metals 
and their compounds: 
I  zinc  II  tin 
2  copper  12  barium 
3  nickel  13  beryllium 
-4  chromium  1-4  boron 
5  lead  IS  uranium 
6  selenium  16  vanadium 
7  arsenic  17  cobalt 
8  antimony  18  thalium 
9  molybdenum  19  tellurium 
10 titanium  20 silver 
2  Biocides and their derivatives 
not appearing in Ust I. 
3  Substances which have a deleterious 
affecting the taste and/or smell of the 
products for human consumption from 
the aquatic environment and 
compounds hable to give rise to such 
substances in water. 
4  Toxic or persistant organic compounds 
of silicon. 
5  Inorganic compounds of phosphorus 
and elemental phosphorids. 
6  Non-persistent mineral oils and 
hydrocarbons of petroleum origin. 
7  Cyanides, fluorides. 
8  Substances adversely affecting oxygen 




from list I 
metalloids & metals 
elemental P 
-- + 
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It has  been explicitly stressed by the Commission that setting lists of priority List II  sub-
stances does not reduce the responsibilities of  Member states with respect to the requirements 
of the Directive concerning the remainder of List II substances. 
Considering the terms of reference for this study,  114 substances of the priority list of 132 
"potential List I substances" are considered to be part of the group of List II substances (132 
substances minus 18 for which  "daughters" have been adopted, thus 114). These substances 
plus all the 21  named substances in List II (20 metalloid or metals, elemental P, and ammo-
nia, minus arsenic, which is counted in List I) brought the total number of named priority 
List II substances to  135. 
In  order to  understand to  what _extent  Member  States  have  developed  their strategies  in 
implementing Article 7 of  Directive 76/464/EEC, the Commission held a meeting of national 
experts on 14 and  15 July 1993.  A comparison was  made of the national programmes for 
the reduction of discharges of List II substances in the aquatic environment. Four Member 
States gave detailed presentations of the approach followed by their competent authorities in 
the last years in order to elaborate and implement their national programmes of reduction 
of water pollution in the light of Article 7 of Directive 76/464/EEC. The other delegations 
gave brief explanations of their strategies on List II substances. 
As  stated in chapter 1.2 (Scope and objectives of the study) the objective of this project is 
to  provide an evaluation of the impact of Directive 76/464/EEC on the quality of the main 
surface waters within the Community during the period  1980-1993 with regard to  List II 
substances.  It is  not the purpose of this study to  check whether  Member States meet  all 
necessary legal obligations set in the Directive. 
The analysis of  the implementation by Member States of  Article 7 of  the Directive is therefore 
the opinion of  the consultants and does not necessarily reflect the views of  the Commission 
Services. 
An important aspect of the analysis of the Directive is the evaluation of the transposition of 
the Directive. The term "transposition of Directive 76/464/EEC" as given in chapter 1.3.3 
consists of the following 5 aspects: 
•  is Directive 76/464/EEC transposed in the national legislation (this assessment does 
not focus specifically on Article 7 but on the Directive as a whole); 
•  are strategies and/or programmes established for the control of discharge of selected 
List II substances (Article 7, paragraph 1); 
•  is prior authorization for the discharge of selected List II substances required and are 
emission limit values (either BAT based or/and EQS  based) enforced  (Articte 7, 
paragraph 2); 
•  has the Member State adopted  quality objectives  (reflecting certain local,  and/or 
national and/or international priorities), (Article 7, paragraph 3); 
•  does monitoring of  both the discharge of  waste waters and the quality of  the receiving 
aquatic system take place. 
Appendix B gives an overview of the water management structure and the implementation 
of Directive 76/464/EEC (sources are given in the text of Appendix B). 
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A general conclusion on water management (source: D 11 0) is that the number of administra-
tive tiers involved in the Member States ranges from 2 (State to local authority) to 5 (State, 
federal State, region, subregion and municipal), each having its characteristic transposition 
and  implementation routes for Directives. 
ERM (sources: EC002 and EC003) found that the transposition of the Directives (i.e. embed-
ding  Directives  in  acts  and  orders  in  Council)  into  Member  State legislation  is  largely 
complete  but the  implementation  (fixation  of limit  values  in  discharge  permits  and  the 
technical  realis~tion of  abatement measures) of the Directives is in many cases still ongoing 
and in one or two cases either at a very early stage or is evolving due to changes in adminis-
trative responsibility. 
ERM (sources: EC002 and EC003) concluded that a very wide range in the rate and level of 
implementation of  the Directives exists in the EU. This reflects widely differing background 
conditions in Member States in terms of administrative and legal systems and resources. 
Appendix D-1 (Volume II) gives a complete overview of (mostly industrial) dischargers (e.g. 
specific industries) of  List II substances of  Directive 76/464/EEC. Supplementary information 
regarding the discharge of List II substances is included in Appendix D-2. 
2.3  Monitoring Requirements for list II  substances 
In  general,  monitoring takes place for several  reasons.  First of all  it helps to  identify the 
presence of certain substances  in  waste and  surface  waters.  It  also  helps  to  control  the 
discharge of waste water and it helps to control the quality of the receiving waters. Finally 
its an assisting tool to reveal developments and trends in both discharges and surface water 
quality. Water management (including the abstraction of  surface water for the production of 
drinking water in the Member States) has given rise to a diversity of  surface and waste water 
monitoring programmes. 
For the surface waters in the European Community, several international monitoring pro-
grammes for waste waters have been developed (e.g. Rhine Action Program and North Sea 
Action Program). Priority pollutants and 76/464/EEC List II substances also play an import-
ant role in the choice of the parameters to be monitored. 
Distinctions can be made between waste water monitoring and surface water monitoring. The 
formal basis for waste water monitoring (limit value approach) and surface water monitoring 
(quality objective approach) for  List II  substances is  triggered by  article  13  of Directive 
76/464/EEC and article 6 of Directive 86/280/EEC. According to these articles, Member 
States shall supply the Commission, at its request, a variety of information including monitor-
ing data of discharges and surface waters. 
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In addition to the monitoring requirements of Directive 76/464/EEC, other Directives and 
Decisions have surface water monitoring requirements, suc!J as: 
•  required surface water qual i~y for the abstraction of drinking water; 
•  bathing (surface) water quality; 
•  establishing a common procedure for the exchange of information on the quality of 
surface fresh water; 
•  the quality of fresh waters needing protection or improvement in order to support 
fish life; 
•  methods of measurement and frequencies of sampling and analysis of surface water 
intended for the abstraction of drinking water; 
•  the required quality of shellfish (coastal and brackish) waters; 
•  the urban waste water treatment (UWWT) Directive. 
Table 2.1 gives an overview of  specific "surface water Directives" and related "76/464/EEC-
List II"  parameters that must be monitored by Member States. 
It is worth while mentioning that a Commission Decision of 25 July 1995 (source EC022) 
concerning questionnaires for the water Directives gives a structured format for the informa-
tion to be supplied regarding monitoring data. Monitoring data on bathing water quality and 
on quality of  surface fresh waters are absorbed by the coRINE information system, maintained 
by  the European  Environment Agency Task Force within Directorate General  XI of the 
European Commission. This is now the responsibility of the European Environment Agency 
(Council Regulation 90/1210/EEC of May 7, 1990 on the establishment of the EEA and the 
European Information and Observation Network QTL 120  11.5.90.p.l). 
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Table 2.1.  Overview of  specific "surface  water Directives" (and Council Decisions) and related "7614641EEC-
List II  parameters" that must be ~onitored by Member States for designated surface waters 
Number and date of  Scope of Council Directive I  List II substances of Directive 
Council Directive I  Council Decision  76/464/EEC, that are included in the "sur-
Council Decision  face water Directive/Decision", for which 
surface water monitoring must take place 
Council Directive  required surface water quality  nitrates, fluorides, extractable total organo-
751440/EEC of 16  for the abstraction of drinking  chlorine, copper, zinc, boron, beryllium, 
June 1975 (see also  water in the Member States  cobalt, nickel, vanadium,  arsenic, chromium 
see 791869/EEC)  (total), lead, selenium, barium, cyanide, tensi-
des (reacting with methylene blue), phos-
phates, phenols, hydrocarbons (extractable 
with petroleum ether), polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons, pesticides (sum of  parathion, 
HCH and dieldrin; note: only parathion is a 
List II  substance), Kjeldahl-nitrogen, ammo-
nia, substances extractable with chloroform. 
Council Directive  bathing (surface) water quality  mineral oils, tensides (reacting with laurylmet-
761160/EEC of 8  in the Community  hylene blue sulphate), phenol, ammonia, 
December 1975  Kjeldahl-nitrogen, pesticides (sum of  para-
thion, HCH and dieldrin; remark: only para-
thion is a List II  substance), arsenic, chro-
mium VI, lead, cyanides, nitrates and 
phosphates. 
Council Decision  establishing a common pro- nitrate, ammonium, total- phosphorous, tensi-
! 
77n951EEC  cedure for the exchange of  des (reacting with methylene blue). 
of December 1977  information on the quality of 
; 
surface fresh water in the  I 
I Community. A list of sampl-
ing and measuring stations are 
included in the Directive. 
Council Directive  the quality of fresh waters  total-phosphate, nitrites, phenolic compounds, 
78/659/EEC of July  needing protection or impr- petroleum based hydrocarbons, non ionized 
1978  ovement in order to support  ammonia, total ammonia, total residual chlor-
I 
fish life. Member States must  ine, total zinc, total copper. 
I  designate the waters to which 
I 
they will apply the require-. 
ment of this Directive. 
I  Council Directive  methods of measurement and  nitrates, fluorides, extractable total organo-
79/869/EEC of 9  frequencies of sampling and  chlorine, copper, zinc, boron, beryllium, 
I  October 1979  analysis of surface water  cobalt, nickel, vanadium, arsenic, chromium 
(also see 751440/E- intended for the abstraction of  (total),  lead, selenium, barium, cyanide, tensi-
EC)  drinking water in the Member  des (reacting with laurylmethylene blue sui-
States.  phate), phosphates, phenols, hydrocarbons 
(extractable with petroleum ether), polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons, pesticides (sum of 
parathion, HCH and dieldrin; note: only para-
thion is a List II substance), Kjeldahl-nitrogen, 
ammonia, substances extractable with chloro-
form. 
I 
Council Directive  the required quality of shell- petroleum based hydrocarbons, organohalo-
79/923/EEC of 30  fish waters (coastal and brack- genated substances, silver, arsenic, chromium, 
October 1979  ish waters designated by  copper, nickel, lead, zinc, substances tainting 
Member States as needing  the taste of shellfish, saxitoxin (produced by 
protection or improvement in  dinoflagellates) 
order to support shellfish) 
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3  Overview of the available data 
3.  1  Summary of Data availability 
Following the selection of representative rivers basins and List II  substances (see Chapter 
1),  National  Authorities were contacted  and  information on water  quality  management, 
industrial discharges, and water quality was requested. The National Authorities contacted 
are listed  in Chapter 6. All  information received  was  given a  reference number,  and  is 
presented in the reference section (Chapter 7). 
The full data obtained for the study are presented in several Appendices, concerning: 
•  Water Management Profiles for EC Member States (Appendix B) 
•  Industrial Discharges of List II Substances (Appendix D-1) 
•  Water Quality of List II Substances in Selected Main Waters (Appendix E) 
The availability of data is summarized in the following two tables for industrial discharges 
and water quality data. 
Most water quality data are given as measured concentrations at specific monitoring locations 
in the river (Appendix E). In some cases, information on riverine and direct inputs to surface 
water (e.g. North Sea, Mediterranean Sea) are given (Appendix D-2). 
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Industrial Discharge Data 
Table 3.1 Availability of industrial discharge data 
substances/- 1  2  3  4  5  6 
rivers 
Rhine  +  +  +  +  +  + 
+  +  +  +  + 
Meuse 




1  +  +  +  + 
Mersey )
1 
Trent  +  +  +  + 
Seine  + 
Loire  + 
Rhone  + 
Po 
Ebro  I 








data available for statement on trends 
T1390 
7  8  9 
+)2  +  + 
+  +  + 
+ 
+  + 
+  + 
+  + 
+  + 
+  + 
+  + 
+  + 
+  + 
+  + 
+  + 
+  + 
+  data available, however insufficient for statement on trends 
"blank"  limited or no data available 




5 1,1,  1-tricblo~ane 
6 cbloronitrobenzenes 
7PAH 
8  zinc 
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10  11  12  13 
+  +  +  + 
+  +  + 
+  + 
+  +  +  + 
+  +  + 
+  +  +  + 
+  +  + 
+  +  + 
+ 
+  + 
+  +  +  + 
+  +  +  + 
+  +  +  + 
+  +  + 
+  +  + 
+  +  +  + 
)  1  riverine plus direct ~ut  data 
) 
2  in NL only 
) 3  direct discharges 
This table gives an overview of the available waste load data: 
•  Data are within the category '+  +' if  there are data from different years such that a trend 
can be seen. 
•  Data are in the category '+' if data are available,  but not enough for  statements on 
trends. 
•  Data are in the category "blank" if there are limited or no data. 
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Water Quality Data 
Table 3.2 Availability of water quality data 
rivers/  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13 
substances 
Rhine) 
1  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  + 
(Lobith)  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  + 
Meuse) 2  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  + 
(Eijsden)  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  + 
Scheidt)  3  +  +  I  +  +  +  +  +  +  + 
(Doel)  !  +  +  +  +  +  -+ 
Tagus ) 3  +  +  +  +  +  +  + 
(falavera)  +  +  +  +  +  + 
Thames  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  + 
+  +  +  +  +  + 
Mersey  +  +  +  +  + 
+  +  +  +  + 
Trent  +  +  +  +  +  +  + 
+  +  +  +  +  + 
Seine  +  +  +  +  + 
+  +  +  +  + 
Loire  + 
[  Rhone  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  + 
Po 
I 
Ebro  +  +  +  +  + 
+  +  +  +  + 
Axios )•  I  + 
(Axioupolis) 
Slaney  +  + 
Moselle  +  +  +  +  + 
+  +  +  +  + 
Sa  do 
+ +  data available for statement on trends 
+  data available, however insufficient for statement on trends (at least 2 years of data) 
"blank"  limited or no data available 




5  1,1,1~chlor~ane 
6 chloronitrobenzenes 
7PAH 
8  zinc 
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Notes: 
)  1  Rhine river data includes 4 monitoring station: Koblenz (G),  Bimmen-Lobith (NL/G),  Lobith (NL), 
and Maasluis (NL).  Station Lobith has the most water quality data.  -
)  2  Meuse river data includes 3  monitoring stations: Tailfer (B),  Eijsden (NL),  and Kaisersveer (NL). 
Station Eijsden has the most water quality data. 
)  3  Tagus river data includes 2 monitoring stations: Talavara (SP) and Santerem (P). Station Talavara has 
the most water quality data. 
)  4  Axios river data includes 3 monitoring stations in Greece: Axioupolis, 1020  _  02, and 1020  _  03. Station 
Axioupolis has the most data for List II  substances. 
3.2  Information on driving forces 
In the beginning of the sixties, European industries were growing fast and the standard of 
living of the European society was improving. The dark side of these developments was an 
increased discharge of  polluting substances, resulting in a deterioration of  the quality of  most 
European surface waters. The major issues of  concern were the high concentrations of  BOD, 
oxygen depletion and to a certain extent the presence of mercury and cadmium. 
Later  on,  with  increasing  growth,  urbanization,  industrialization,  and  knowledge,  the 
substances and effects of environmental concern expanded to include pesticides, nutrients, 
other heavy metals (in addition to mercury and cadmium) and specific organic substances. 
Part of  these developments were also triggered by the fact that more analytical methods were 
made available to quantify the presence of  these substances and their effects in surface water. 
Counter measures, leading to the realization of  municipal and industrial waste water treatment 
plants, were initiated, .frrst of all at the national level, but also on an international level. A 
well  known international framework for the conservation of surface water quality is  the 
Convention for the protection of the Rhine against pollution (Bern,  1963). This convention 
was expanded in 1976 with the Rhine Chemical Treaty. 
On a larger scale the EC adopted a number of Directives, having a positive impact on the 
surface water  quality  in the Community.  Examples  are the surface water  Directives  as 
mentioned in Table 2.1. Although these Directives did not primarily aim at water quality 
improvement, they had a positive impact on it. 
An important EC Directive having a direct impact on the discharge of  substances was adopted 
in 1976 (76/464/EEC). As well as the Rhine Chemical Treaty, Directive 76/464/EEC focused 
on the pollution caused by certain substances discharged to the aquatic environment. History 
showed that there was an intensive exchange of information between the International Rhine 
Commission (coordination of  the execution of  the Rhine Chemical Treaty) and the European 
Commission (coordination of the execution of Directive 76/464/EEC). In many cases, the 
International Rhine Commission took the lead in the technical specification of specific limit 
values for List I substances, giving a positive impact on specifying the limit values for the 
daughters of Directive 76/464/EEC. 
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Taking a look at "environmental history", one can see that actions against pollution or against 
unacceptable environmental impacts receive strong political support when the environmental 
situation, or an event -affecting the environment is  considered unacceptable by the general 
public.  An  example is  the fire at an industrial site in Switzerland in  1986 which  lead to 
massive pollution of the river Rhine. This accident lead to the adoption of the Rhine Action 
Programm by the riparian states of the Rhine aiming at an  accelerated  restoration of this 
river.  Another example  is  the accident  at  Seveso  in  Italy,  which  resulted  in  a  massive 
discharge of dioxin into the envirorunent. This event initiated the adoption of EO-Directive 
82/501/EEC of 1982, leading to safer situations for specific industrial operations. 
Many  environmental  problems  however,  are  not  geographically  restricted  to  individual 
Member States. Transboundary surface waters allow pollution to be transported from one 
country to  another.  Special sea areas  are polluted by riparian countries via national and 
international rivers. 
In the beginning of the seventies, the situation in Europe was ready for international cooper-
ation in the field of  combatting water pollution. Furthermore, there was a need to harmonize 
countermeasures in order to minimize "unintended" competition among industries, caused 
by a high diversity of environmental demands. 
Beginning in  1963 and continuing to the: present, many international treaties, conventions, 
and other forms of international cooperation concerning the protection of  the aquatic environ-
ment have been signed. Table 3.3 gives an  overview, including the participating Member 
States. This table shows that all EC Member States are involved in one or more international 
agreements. The EC is represented in these agreements through its Commission. 
The term 'driving forces' is used for all  major developments which have been and/or still 
are of influence on industrial discharge~. Directive 76/464/EEC is an important driving force 
for the control of industrial discharges. Thus, complete information on the transposition and 
implementation of the directive in each of the Member States  has  been collected.  This 
includes the names and dates of  specific national legislation which transpose the intent of  the 
Directives, as well as the national organization regarding water management including issuing 
of permits, and monitoring of effluents and ambient water. This information is presented in 
full  in Appendix B "Water Management Profiles". 
Other driving forces can be important for pollution control, such as international commitments 
and treaties. Examples are the Paris Commission (PARCOM) for control of discharges to the 
North Sea from land based sources, International Rhine Commission (IRe) for improvement 
of  the water quality of  the Rhine River, Barcelona Convention for protection of  the Mediterra-
nean Sea, etc.  Correspondence with the National Experts have helped to identify the relevant 
driving forces in each Member State. The information on relevant driving forces is presented 
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4  Analysis of Member State Strategies 
4.1  General approaches for water quality management 
In general, two different approaches to pollution control for surface waters can be recognized 
(Source GEN 031): 
•  the emission-based approach 
•  the water quality-based approach 
In a pure emission-based (also called  "t€~hnology based") approach, it is essential that the 
discharge limits do not depend on the change in quality of  the receiving water [source GEN 
031]. This requirement is generally rc~ferred to as necessitating BAT (Best Available Tech-
niques). The pollution reduction required is based on general (toxic) properties of  the chemi-
cals and properties like persistence and bioaccumulation potential (i.e. the approach adopted 
by the majority of Member States to control emissions of List I substances). 
In a pure water quality based approach, the resulting site-specific water quality (or ecological 
functioning of  the receiving water body) is the focal point for the setting of  discharge licenses. 
Prevention of pollution does  not necessarily require BAT if integrity of the water quality 
and/or ecological functioning of the re.ceiving water body can be warranted by other means. 
However, in some cases more stringent requirements than provided by BAT may be needed 
for this purpose. In Table 4.1 the most important differences between both approaches are 
presented. 
The approach required from Article 7 of  Directive 76/464/EEC is the water quality approach. 
In the complete implementation of Attide 7, Member States would need to quantify loads 
from industrial, municipal and diffuse sources, and have a system to "derive" a balanced con-
sented emission for these types of discharges as  a function of the quality objective of the 
receiving aquatic environment. The influence of natural background concentrations where 
relevant would  also  need to be included.  All  of the  List II  substances would have to be 
accounted for. 
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Table 4.1  Differences in the emission-based and the water-quality based approach  (from GEN 031) 
Emission-based  Water quality-based 
! 
I  ffl  limi  No site-specific load  Site-specific concentrations  ·  E  uent  ts 
Required treatment techni- Based on intrinsic (toxic) prop- Based on water quality criteria or 
ques  erties of chemicals in effluent; or  preventing toxic effects in the 
technology based  effluent receiving water 
Data requirements  Basic chemical and  Basic chemical and ecotoxicological 
ecotoxicological data  data. Physical, chemical and bio-
logical characteristics for the rec-
eiving water and the fate of dis-
charged chemicals 
Monitoring  Effluent  Receiving water 
Competition  Equality for the law  Inequality 
Practice  May tend to worst case approach  May tend to dilution as a solution 
in general, but may underestimate  in general, but stricter standards 
effects of discharges in specific  are possible when effects are intol-
situations  erable in specific situations 
4.2  Analysis of Member State strategies 
Considering the results of the meeting of national experts on 14 and 15 July 1993, but also 
taking into consideration the results of communication with national experts in the frame of 
this study, a number of trends can be given and a number of conclusions can be drawn: 
1  Next to the "substance by substance approach" (as required under Directive 76/464/-
EEC), the "sector by sector approach" (resulting in Best Available Techniques (BAT) 
for  industrial sectors) has gained in  importance as  a complementary  approach to 
control pollution of the aquatic environment. In addition, the latest trend comprises 
the  application of biological  testing  in  both  waste  waters  and  surface waters  to 
identify specific deleterious substances e.g. to be included in programmes. 
2  Many Member States followed an "emission-based approach" for List II substances 
rather than the required environmental quality objective approach  (although after 
application of  BAT additional measures exceeding BAT can become compulsory when 
environmental quality objectives are not met). 
3  In many cases attention was not specifically given to individual (List II) substances. 
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In discharge licences composite parameters can partly cover the lack of knowledge 
on the possible presence of  "unrecognized" (List II) substances. Examples of  compos-
ite parameters  are:  summative parameters such  as  AOX  or EOX  .. summing"  the 
organohalogen portion of many different halogenated organic substances; or group 
parameters  such  as  COD  "adding"  together  the  comparable  properties  such  as 
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4  International agreements prompted further action on pollution reduction programmes 
which supported considerably the goals expressed in Directive 76/464/EEC. (Interna-
tional agreements referred to  are e.g. the Convention for the -prevention of marine 
pollution from land-based sources, Convention for the protection of the Rhine against 
pollution,  the  Rhine  chemical  treaty,  the  Rhine  Action  Programme,  ministerial 
declarations on the protection of the North Sea against pollution, the Convention to 
protect the Baltic Sea against pollution and the Convention for the protection of the 
Mediterranean against pollution). 
5  From a historic point of view it can be concluded that controlling pollution of the 
aquatic environment started with abatement measures by industry. In so doing, the 
discharge of municipal waste water was recognized at a later stage. The recognition 
of the  relevance of diffuse  sources  is  relatively  young.  Moreover,  point source 
discharges  (industry  and  municipality)  can  easily  be controlled  e.g.  with  prior 
authorization. The discharger (e.g. industry) is directly responsible for his discharge; 
the municipality can influence the municipal discharge to a large extent. 
6  The control of  municipal discharges has improved with time. At the community level 
the urban waste water Directive plays an important role in harmonizing the control 
of the discharge via this "sector"'. 
7  Diffuse discharges are more difficult to  control than point source discharges. They 
require a set of measures to he taken by a diverse group of "sources
11
•  Furthermore 
diffuse discharges can not be as easily or directly measured as industrial and munici-
pal  discharges.  Model calculations, often asking a vast amount of input data,  are 
required. In many cases, these models are under development or simply do not exist. 
8  With the increased recognition of the importance of diffuse sources, specific pro-
grammes  have been developed e.g. for the control of nutrients (nitrates Directive 
91/676/EEC) and pesticides (pesticides Directive 91/414/EEC). 
9  Most Member States have adopted water quality objectives set in several Community 
Directives. In addition, national water quality objectives have been and/or are (being) 
developed by Member States, taking into account the local needs and situations of 
the aquatic environment. In the framework of the Rhine Action Programme, indica-
tive water quality objectives for priority substances (known as  'reference values') 
have been developed for the international catchment area of the Rhine. For further 
substances considered to pose a risk for the Rhine, indicative water quality objectives 
are being developed. 
10  Full pollution control of the aquatic environment for all  List II substances (about 
50,000 are used for technical purposes in the Community (Source: EC 028)) cannot 
be achieved on an individual substance approach as the technical ability to analyze 
all the substances does not exist. 
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11  A complete implementation of  Article 7 would comprise control of  industrial, munici-
pal  and diffuse sources,  including knowledge on how to  "derive" a balanced con-
sented emission (for industrial, municipal and diffuse discharges) as a function of  the 
quality  objective of the  receiving  aquatic  environment.  The influence of natural 
background concentrations where relevant must also be included. Considering that 
the means  of quantifying diffuse discharges are still limited, a coherent procedure 
of quantifying  all  discharges  into  a  aquatic  system  and  deriving  the  consented 
discharge for point and diffuse discharges into the aquatic system is not (yet) feasible 
from  a technical point of view.  Despite these limitations, for international rivers, 
Member States must often work together in order to derive a balanced consented 
emission which  is valid for the whole catchment. 
12  In cases where the "emission approach"  is followed, practice shows that BAT for 
point sources are applied and Best Environmental Practice (BEP) for diffuse sources 
are being developed. If  the receiving waters do not meet the environmental quality 
objectives after completion of BAT and BEP, measures exceeding BAT and BEP are 
considered. The check whether environmental quality objectives are met is based on 
the results of monitoring programmes of the aquatic systems. Substances are moni-
tored which are considered relevant for the aquatic system, taking into account the 
availability of analytical methods having sufficient low detection limits and the costs 
for  monitoring.  In  cases  where the environmental  quality objectives approach  is 
followed,  consented  values  are  directly derived  from  operational  environmental 
quality standards. 
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Figure 4.1  Relationship between Directive 76/464/EEC (Article 7), Alternative Measures, and surface water 
quality 
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These above items point to the overall conclusion that none of  the Member States is complete-
ly  in  accordance with the reguirements of Article 7 of Directive 76/464/EEC regarding 
pollution control and reduction measures of List II substances. The United Kingdom follows 
the principles of a water quality approach as specified in Article 7. However, the UK, as well 
as the other Member States, have technical difficulties in complete implementation, namely: 
•  ELV's are not defined for all List II substances on an individual substance basis. This 
in fact is not realistic to do, since the technical ability to analyze all the substances 
does not exist. 
•  It is not feasible to quantify all industrial, municipal and diffuse loads as necessary 
to derive a balanced consente.d t!mission (for all types of discharges) as  a function 
of  the quality objective of  the receiving aquatic environment. The means of  quantify-
ing diffuse discharges are especially limited. 
Faced with these issues among others, Member States have instead made their own interpreta-
tion of Article 7  of the Directive and  developed  what  we  now  refer  to as  ~Alternative 
Measures' for control of  List II substances. These Alternative Measures have been influenced 
by Article 7 and Article 3 and 5 governing control of List I substances emissions, as well 
as  other (inter)national  Driving Forces  (e.g.  PARCOM,  OSPAR,  HELCOM,  Barcelona 
Convention, North Sea Ministers Conferences,  International Rhine Commission, etc.).  In 
most cases,  it is the ~Alternative Measures' which have had the most direct impact on the 
water quality of the surface waters concerning List II substances in the Member States. The 
Alternative Measures are in line with Ioc:al,  national and international requirements and do 
not necessarily consider individual List 11  substances specifically but rather consider them 
as part of a general pol icy and procedure for water pollution control. This can be illustrated 
schematically, as shown in Figure 4.1. 
In the following chapter, an analysis of  the selected surface waters in the Community is made 
against the developed 'Alternative Measures~. 
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5  Analysis of the selected surface waters in the 
Community 
A summary analysis of each of the s~elected surface waters in the Community is  made. The 
analysis focuses on the following collected information: 
•  Summary of Transposition of the Directive by the relevant Member State(s); 
•  Working Practices in the Member State(s  ); 
•  discharges of the selected substances within the selected river basin; 
•  water quality of  the river (annual average concentrations) over the period 1980-1993; 
•  other driving forces for changes in emissions and water quality (e.g.  national and 
international policies). Driving £:>rces are listed chronologically. For multiple driving 
forces in the same year, international directives are listed frrst. 
Each analysis ends with a conclusion as to the impact of the developed Alternative Measures 
concerning the water quality and the discharges. Each analysis also includes a figure summar-
izing all available information regarding the substances chromium(tot) and Phosphorous(  tot). 
These two substances have been selected based on data availability, and representativeness 
of two important categories of List II substances (namely, heavy metals and nutrients). The 
selection of these two substances was  made in consultation with the representative of the 
European Commission. 
The figures for each river summarize;~ the 4 components of the study: 
'Summary' regarding Directive 76/464/EEC ~ other driving forces ~ waste load dis-
charges ~ water quality. 
The 'Summary' regarding Directive 76/464/EEC, for the purpose of this study comprises 
the following aspects: 
•  Summary of Transposition: 
1)  Is the Directive incorporated into national legislation? 
•  Working Practice: 
1)  Is there a Programme for List II substances; where 'program' is defined as: 
having a general  (national) policy document and/or adopting an  international 
program (e.g. Rhine Action Program); and 
having an authorization instrument for discharges 
2)  Are there water quality objectives (EQOs) defined for general or specific functions 
surface water (relative to the  17 substances that have been chosen for this study). 
Note: Other objectives may be available but were not evaluated in this study. Also, 
Water Quality Objectives in some cases are based on other EC Directives for specific 
water uses (e.g. fisheries, drinking water, water abstraction), and are not necessarily 
EQOs/EQSs as meant in Article 7, where all waters should have a quality objective. 
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The three aspects of transposition, programmes, and WQOs are assessed separately for each 
River basin, and  are summarized in  the River Basin 'circles' with either a check (V) or a 
minus  (-)  indicating whether they do/do  not exist.  These three aspects  are all  important 
components of Article 7 of Directive 76/464/EEC. 
The rivers are presented in alphabetical order in the following sections. The complete data 
bases for each river are given in Appendix D-1 and D-2 (dischargers) and Appendix E (water 
quality data), both in Volume II. 
It has been already concluded (in Chapter 4) that none of the Member States are in complete 
accordance (have completely implemented) Directive 76/464/EEC with respect to List II 
substances.  Instead,  all of the Member States have made their own interpretations of the 
Directive, and developed 
7 Alternative Measures 
7  for water pollution management of List II 
substances. Directive 76/464/EEC, together with other (inter)national Driving Forces has in 
all cases influenced the'  Alternative Measures'. In this chapter, all available information about 
each of the river basins is summarized, and a conclusion regarding the effectiveness of the 
Alternative Measures on the quality of the surface waters is made. 
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5. 1  Axios  River 
Country: 
Water Quality Data: 
Loads: 





Some water quality data for TotP have been provided by the 
National Expert for 1he years 1980-1992, for the monitoring 
stations  1020_01  (Axiopolous),  1020_02  (Prochama)  and 
1020_03  (Chalastra).  These data  show  a similar trend of 
increasing TotP concentrations  at  all  3  stations.  Data for 
Total(inorganic) N  also  show constant or increasing con-
centrations. There were no data found or made available for 
the other List II substances. 
No  information on loads  from  individual dischargers,  or 






Transposition of 76/464/EEC has been carried out 
by the following legislative instruments: 
Presidential Decree No 1180 of 1981 
Health  Decree  Elb/221/1965  (remains  in 
fore(~ until  full  implementation of Law  N 
1650 of 1986) 
Act on the Protection of the Environment 
No.  1650 of 1986 
Ministerial Decision No  144 of 1987 
Ministerial Decision No 18186/271 of 1988 
Greece laid down specific conditions applicable to 
the discharge of List II  substances.  To implement 
there provisions, administrative approaches are being 
followed by all prefectures in Greece. A substantial 
number of prefectorial decisions have been adopted 
comprising emission limit  values  for  List II  sub-
stances.  ~fany decisions also lay down quality stan-
dards for receiving waters. 
Water  quali~y objectives have been set in Greece, 
and  are  available  for  TotP,  arsenic,  chromium, 
copper, le:ad and zinc as given in Appendix F. 
76/464/EEC (Brussels, 1976) 
•  Barcelona  Convention  (Barcelona,  1976)  and  its 
protocols 
•  National Legislation (Basic Law on the Environment 
N 1650 of 1986) 
The available information on water quality (N and P)  shows increasing nutrient concentra-
tions, and there are no data available on discharges. The~  Alternative Measures~ to Directive 
76/464/EEC have not lead to a quality improvement of 1he Axios River. 
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5.2  Ebro  River 
Country: 
Water Quality Data: 
Loads: 





Data concerning Arsenic and the heavy metals Zn, Cu, Cr, 
Pb and arsenic are available for the Ebro (monitoring station 
Asco)  for  the period  1981-1993.  Most of these  data  are 
below detection level. For zinc, copper and lead, data for the 
last 3 years are fairly constant. It is not possible to determine 
a trend. 
Data for TotN are a.vailable for  1980-1982; an increasing 
trend is noticed over these three years. 
No  information  on  industrial  loads  from  individual 
dischargers of List II substances is available. 
1)  Transposition of 76/464/EEC has been carried out 
by the following legislative instruments: 
Royal Decree No 849 of 1986 (Articles 245 
to 274) 
Order of 12-11-1987 
Order of 28-6-1991 
1)  Implementation of the legislation is still in progress 
with major programmes of work still being devel-
oped or being carried out. Discharge consents will 
be issued by the Drainage Basins on a case by case 
basis,  taking  into  account  planned  reduction  pro-
grammes. 
2)  No information was made available on water quality 
objectives or standards. 
•  76/464/EEC (Brussels, 1976) 
•  Barcelona  Convention  (Barcelona,  1976)  and  its 
protocols 
•  National Legislation (Water Act of 1985) 
The available information shows no clear trends for the measured water quality parameters, 
except for TotN, where concentrations are increasing. No data on discharges are available. 
It is not possible to make a conclusion as  to the impact of the Alternative Measures on the 
quality of the Ebro River. 
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5.3  loire River 
Country: 
Water Quality Data: 
Loads: 
Summary of Transposition: 
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Fraqce 
Water  quality  data  for  the  Loire  River  are  available  for 
atrazine  (1991-1993),  chromium  (1980-1987,  excluding 
1985) and TotalP (1982-1992). 
The three years of data for atrazine show a slight increase 
in the concentrations. Data for chromium show a decrease 
in concentration,  and  data for  TotP show  an  increase  in 
concentration, namely in the last years (1989-92).  ·-
There is  a  lot of information  made  available  concerning 
industrial discharges of List II substances in the Loire River 
catchment. 
15 different dischargers of  chromium are identified; data are 
available primarily for the years 1988-1992, though not all 
years are reported for all dischargers. The available data do 
not show  any  cl(~ trend  in  chromium discharges  in  the 
Loire  River  basln.  In  some  cases  discharges  seem  to 
decrease,  though  in  other the amount discharged actually 
increase over the reported time period. 
6 different dischargers of totP are identified.  For most of 
these dischargers only 1-2 years of data are available. For 
one discharger, 3 years of data are available. Based on the 
available data, it is not possible to see any clear trend in totP 
discharges in the Loire River basin. 
For other substances for which data are available, there is 
no overall trend in the changes in discharges over the period 
1980-1992 which can. be seen. For some dischargers, a clear 
decrease over the years may be seen, while in a number of 
cases,  the loads  increase).  For most of the  reported  dis-
charges, no conclusions on trends can be made based on the 
limited number of years reported. For many of the selected 
substances, there are no data on discharges. 
1)  Directive  76/464/EEC  has  been  transposed  into 
French legislation by a number of  ministerial decrees 
and circulars adopted in the framework of the law 
of 19 July 1976 on classified installations. 
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1)  In 1993, France adopted a general decree applicable 
to class A installations (see Appendix B for further 
description). This general decree also incorporates 
some limit values for list II substances. 
Article 22 of the general decree stipulates that qua-
lity objectives of receiving water courses must be 
considered when setting limit values for discharges. 
2)  France has developed a set of quality objectives, for 
most of the selected List II substances, as  given in 
Appendix F. For each receiving water, quality ob-
jectives are set by prefectorial decree,  taking into 






PARCOM {Paris,  1974) 
76/464/EEC (Brussels,  1976) 
National Legislation (Act of  July 1976 on classified 
installations). 
OSPAR (1992) 
Systematic monitoring of  discharges of  List II substances started only recently (1991). Thus, 
discharge information is partly available, but no conclusion on trends is possible. For surface 
water  monitoring,  some data  are available  in  the  1980's (chromium,  TotP),  though  no 
consistent trends are seen. 
At  present,  it  is  not possible to  make  a  conclusion as  to  the  impact of the Alternative 
Measures on the quality of the Loire River.  With continuation of the present monitoring 
system, there will be sufficient data to make a better analysis in several years time. 
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5.4  Mersey River 
Country: 
Water Quality Data: 
Loads: 
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UK 
Data concerning the heavy  metals  Zn,  Cu,  Cr, and  Pb  as 
well  as  Total N are available  for  the  Mersey  (monitoring 
station Howley Weir) for the-period 1981-1993. 
Information from the National Authorities (source UK813) 
indicates that Total  P has  not been analyzed  on a regular 
basis,  due to  perceived  difficulties  in  analyzing  for  true 
TotalP, and the fact that the soluble ortho-Phosphate is the 
dominant form  (thus  O-P04 is  the form  reported _by  the 
National Authority). 
Data for all the heavy metals show a decreasing concentra-
tion over the years. Data for Total N show a fairly constant 
concentration for 1980-1984, with higher levels from 1985-
1993. 
Information on industrial loads from  individual discharges 
of List II substances is available on the Public Register held 
in  Regional  Offices,  but has  not been compiled nationally 
(and thus is not present here). Only one individual discharger 
(of 1,1, 1-trichloroethane) is  identified for the river basin. 
In addition, the direct plus riverine inputs to Paris Conven-
tion waters by UK rivers (including the Mersey) are avail-
able over the years 1987-1992 for copper, lead, zinc, TotP 
and TotN (table D  .. 5 in Appendix D-2). Inputs of  copper and 
lead decrease over the four years. No clear trend is visible 
for  the other substances.  Information  from  the  National 
Authority (source UK813) also confirms that no clear con-
centration trends are visible for nutrients, nor would they .be 
expected from knowlc~ge  of changes in inputs to the catch-
ment. (Note: inputs ofTotP are not consistent with informa-
tion on P04-P given in the same reference.) 
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Summary of impact analysis of Directive 76/464/EEC for the Mersey River 
June 1996 
Tl390 OOS June 1996  T1390  Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC. list II substances 
Summary of Transposition: 
1)  Transposition of  Directive 76/464/EEC has been carried out 
by the following legislative instruments: 
Working Practice:  1) 
Surface Water (Dangerous Substances) (Classifica-
tion) Regulations 1989 SI  1989/2286 discharges to 
water 
Surface waters (Dangerous Substances) (Classifica-
tion) Regulations  1992 SI  1992-337 discharges to 
water 
Trade  effluents  (Prescribed  Processes  and  Sub-
stances) Regulations 1989 SI 1989/1156 discharges 
to sewer 
T~ade effluents  (Prescribed  Processes  and  Sub-
stances) Regulations 1992 SI 1992/339 discharges to 
sewer 
Environmental Protection (Prescribed Processes and 
Substances) Regulations 1991 SI 19911472 IPC pro-
cesses and substances 
Environmental Protection (Prescribed Processes and 
Substances) (Amendment) Regulations: 
SI 836  (1991), SI 614  (1992), SI 1749 (1993), 
SI 2405 (1993), SI 1271  (1994), SI 1329 (1994), 
SI 3247 (1995) 
Programs: The discharge of  dangerous substances into surf-
ace waters is prohibited except when authorised by a consent 
under the Water ResourceS Act 1991, an authorization under 
the Environmental F•rotection Act 1990. Limits are set in the 
consents and authorizations for the discharge of List II sub-
stances. In the UK, discharge limits are determined by Envi-
ronmental Quality Standards (EQS) which apply to the recei-
ving water.  Water  quality objectives  are assigned  to  the 
receiving water depending on the use of  the water. EQS are 
then applied to the water to meet those objectives. Discharge 
limits are set at a level so that the EQS can be achieved in 
the receiving  water.  Prescribed  processes  and  prescribed 
substances are controlled under the Environmental Protection 
Act,  and  the discharger  may  be required  to  adopt Best 
Available  Techniques  Not  Entailing  Excessive  Costs 
(BA  TNEEC) and,  in the case of release to more than one 
environmental medium, Best Practical Environmental Option 
(BPEO). All other processes and substances are controlled 
by consents issued under the Water Resources Act of 1991. 
The consents and authorizations are valid indefinitely, but 
are reviewed periodically. 
2)  Water quality standards have been adopted for several list 
II substances (arsenic, chromium, copper, lead and zinc). In 
addition,  there  are proposed  water  quality  standards  for 
endosulfan and atrazine (see Appendix F). 






PARCOM (Paris,  1974) 
76/464/EEC (Brussels,  1976) 
•  National Legislation (Environmental Protection Act, 
1990;  Water Resources  Act,  1991; Water Industry 
Act,  1991). 
•  OSPAR (1992) 
The water quality at the chosen station shows a trend of decreasing concentrations for the 
selected List II heavy metals: copper,  lead, zinc and  chromium. However, concentrations 
of TotN have increased. 
The information available on direct and riverine inputs suggests that discharges for copper 
and lead have decreased. No clear trends can be seen for zinc, TotN and TotP. 
Thus, an improvement in the quality of the Mersey River regarding certain substances can 
be seen, as both concentrations and discharges of copper and lead have decreased. One can 
conclude that the Alternative Measures adopted in the UK have contributed to this trend. June 1996 
5.5  Meuse River 
Countries: 
Water Quality Data: 
Loads: 
Summary of Transposition: 
T1390  Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC, list II substances 
France, Belgium, The Netherlands 
Water quality data from three monitoring stations are pres-
ented:  Tailfer (Belgium),  Eijsden (NL at the NL/Belgium 
border),  and  Keisersveer (NL).  For all three stations, data 
are available for  Total  N and  Total P,  as  well  as  heavy 
metals, arsenic, and P  AHs for most years. 
The data show a clear decreasing trend in concentration for 
chromium as well as. for the other heavy metals, arsenic and 
PAH.  TotP  concentrations  show  a  decreasing  trend  at 
Keizersveer,  and  a constant or slightly increasing trend at 
Tailfer and  Eijsden. Total N concentrations are constant to 
slightly increasing. 
No  detailed  information  on  actual  industrial  loads  from 
individual  discharg~ers  is  available.  Only  3  individual 
dischargers (one of  chromium and two of  zinc) are identified 
for the river basin. For two of  the discharges, only one year 
(1992)  of  discharge  data  ·is  reported.  For  the  third 
discharger, 3 years of data are reported, and the discharge 
amounts are constant. No conclusion on discharge trends in 
the Meuse River is possible. 
In  addition,  the discharge of PAH  in  the Netherlands  is 
summarized for 1985, and  1989-95 (table D.9 in Appendix 
D-2). The discharge is lower in  1995 compared to  1985. 
1)  Transposition of Directive 76/464/EEC has  been 
carried out by the following legislative instruments: 
France: Act of July 1976 on classified installations, 
1976. 
Belgium:  legislation for  the protection of surface 
water, 1971; 
Flemish n~gion: decree of 28 June 1985 concerning 
environmt:~ntallicensing, modified by decrees of 07 
February  1990,  02  December  1990  and  21 
December  1990;  decree  of 05  April  1995  giving 
general  requirements  concerning  environmental 
policy,  expanded  by  decree  of  19  April  1995 
concerning environmental auditing 
Netherlands: Pollution of  Surface Waters Act. 1970. 
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Figure 5.5 Summary of impact analysis of Directive 76/464/EEC for the Meuse River 
(tot) 
June 1996 
Tl390 006 June 1996 
Working Practice: 
Driving Forces: 
T1390  Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC, list II  substances 
1)  Non  specific  programmes  regarding  List  II  sub-
stances exists for France, Belgium (Walloon Region) 
and  the Netherlands.  In  addition,  the  Netherlands 
adopted a policy on water management (laid  ~own 
in an official policy document). Finally, all 3 mem-
ber states committed themselves to all actions listed 
in the Ministerial North Sea Agreements (chromium 
and TotP are specially addressed). 
2)  Water  quality  objectives  are  adopted  in  France, 
Belgium and the Netherlands: France has developed 
a set of quality objectives for most of the selected 
List  II  substances;  Belgium  has  water  quality 
objectives for nutrients, arsenic, heavy metals, and 
Total  PAH;  The  Netherlands  has  water  quality 
targets and standards for nutrients (fotN and TotP), 
arsenic,  heavy  metals  (Cr,  Cu,  Pb,  and  Zn), 
parathion,  atrazine  and  3,4-benzo(a)pyrene  (see 
Appendix F). 
•  National legislation 
(France: Act of  July 1976 on classified installations, 
1976; 
Belgium:  legislation for  the protection of surface 
waters, 1971; 
Flemish region: decree of 28 June 1985 concerning 
environntentallicensing, amended by decrees of 07 
February  1990,  02  December  1990  and  21 
December  1990;  decree of 05  April  1995  giving 
general  requirements  concerning  environmental 
policy,  expanded  by  decree  of  19  April  1995 
concerning ,environmental auditing 
Netherlands:_ Pollution of  Surface Waters Act, 1970; 
•  PARCOM (Perris,  1974) 
•  76/464/EEC (Brussels, 1976) 
•  Ministerial  Declarations  on the  protection  of the 
North Sea (1984,  1987,  1990,  1995) 
•  OSPAR (1992) 
5-17 Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC, list II substances  Tt390  June 1996 
5-18 
Overall Summary: 
Fairly complete water quality data are available at the three stations selected for water quality 
measurements. There is a visible trend of improving water quality (decreasing concentrations) 
for many substances, such as heavy metals, arsenic, trichloroethane, and PAHs. The concen-
trations of TotN and Total P show a constant or slightly increasing trend (though concentra-
tions of TotP are decreasing in the Netherlands). 
From the information available on individual industrial loads, no conclusions on trends are 
possible. Additional information indicates that the discharges of  As, Cr, Cu, Pb, TotP, TotN, 
and TCA to all surface waters in Belgium have decreased. Also, the discharge of PAHs has 
decreased in the Netherlands. 
Thus,  concentrations of arsenic,  chromium,  copper,  lead  and  TotP decrease,  while the 
discharge of these substances  (to  all  surface waters  in  Belgium)  also  decreases.  If it is 
assumed that these are linked, one can conclude that a the developed Alternative Measures 
have contributed to this trend. June 1996 
5.6  Moselle River 
Country: 
Water Quality Data: 
Loads: 
Summary of Transposition: 
Working Practice: 
'T1390  Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC, Ust II substances 
Luxembourg  (Note:  The Moselle is a tributary of  the Rhine 
River, which is discussed in Section 5.8). 
Water quality data for chromium and other heavy metals are 
available for the years 1982-1991.  In addition, data for TotP 
are  available  for  the  period  1982-1992.  Data  on  some 
organic substances  are available for  the year  1992  (from 
station Palzem). 
Data for the heavy metals do not show a clear trend over the 
years, though it seems that concentrations may be decreas-
ing.  Some high concentrations are measured  in  individual 
years (zinc in 1991, copper 1988, lead in 1989). TotP shows 
a constant or increasing concentration trend. 
No  information  on  industrial  loads  from  individual 
dischargers of List II substances  i~ ~vailable. 
However, discharge information of  certain List II substances 
(Zn, Cu, Cr, Pb, TotN and TotP) in Luxembourg is sum-
marized for the year 1985 in Table 0.10, Appendix D-2; As 
there is  only  ont~ year of data,  no  conclusion on trends is 
possible. 
1)  Transposition imp  I  ies that regulations adopting and 
implementing Directive 76/464/EEC are subject to 
the 1971 framework legislation. 
1) 
2) 
Luxembourg is committed to the Rhine Action Pro-
gramme.  This implies  i.a.  the application of Best 
Available Techniques for industrial sectors. 
In  the  framework  of the  Rhine  Action  Program 
indicative quality objectives are set including those 
for  a  number of List II  substances  (fotN, TotP, 
chromium, copper, lead and zinc - see Appendix F). 
In case the indicative quality objectives are not met, 
additional measures exceeding BAT should be taken. 
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Figure 5.6 Summary of impact analysis of Directive 76/464/EEC for the Moselle River 
(tot) 
June 1996 
Tt390007 June 1996  T13!W  Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC. list II substances 
Driving Forces:  •  IRC (Bern,  1963) 
•  National legislation (frame work regulation of 1971) 
•  76/464/EEC (Brussels,  1976) 
•  IRC (Rhine Chemical Treaty; Bonn,  1976) 
•  RAP (Strassbourg, 1987) 
Overall Summary: 
Most of  the available water quality data (i.e. heavy metals) do not show a clear trend, though 
concentrations seem to be decreasing over the years. Concentrations of  TotP have increased. 
Discharge data is only available for 1985, thus it is not possible to see any trends. It is not 
possible to make a conclusion as to the impact of the developed Alternative Measures on the 
quality of the Moselle River. 
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5.  7  Po  River 
Country: 
Selected River Catchment: 
Water Quality Data: 
Loads: 






Only limited water quality data are available (8  substances 
for  the year  1990 only).  No  conclusion on water  quality 
trends in the Po River is possible. 
No  detailed  information  on actual  industrial  loads  from 
individual dischargers  is  available.  Only  1 dischargers  is 
identified for the river basin (discharging chloro-nitrobenzene 
compounds).  No conclusion on discharge trends in the Po 
River is possible. 
1)  Legislative Decree No 133 of27 January 1992 trans-
posed  Directive  76/464  into  national  law.  This 
decree  n~presents an  attempt to  resolve a  number 
problems on transposition of the Directive.  List II 
substances are still subject to the old limit values of 
the national legislation. 
1)  A non specific program regarding List II substances 
exits for Italy via the permitting system. 
2)  No information was made available on water quality 
objectives or standards. 
•  Nationallegisllation (Law no 319 of 1976) 
•  76/464/EEC {Bn1ssels,  1976) 
•  Barcelona Convention (Barcelona, 1976) and its protocols 
Given the available information, a conclusion as to the impact of the developed Alternative 
Measures on the quality of the Po River cannot be made. 
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Figure 5.8 Summary of impact analysis of Directive 76/464/EEC for the Po River 
(tot) 
June 1996 
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5.8  Rhine  River 
Countries: 
Water Quality Data: 
Loads: 
T1390  Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC. List II substances 
Germany, Netherlands, Luxembourg (Moselle), France 
(Moselle). Note 1: the Moselle River is also presented sep-
arately in section 5.6. Note 2: Switzerland is a riparian state 
of the Rhine, but not an EU Member State. 
A great deal of  data for many substances over the entire time 
period (1980-93) are available from 3 monitoring stations. 
The most data are available at station Lobith. 
Data for chromium and the other heavy metals as  well  as 
arsenic show decreac;ing concentrations. The nutrients TotN 
and TotP also show decreasing concentrations. Trends for 
the  organic  substances  endosulfan,  parathion,  cannot  be 
determined with few  years of data. Data for atrazine, 
1, 1, 1-TCA, and PAHs show no clear trend. 
A great deal of  data covering most substances are available. 
Chromium data are available for  19  individual dischargers 
from  3  countries  (FRA,  FRG,  and  NL).  For  most 
dischargers,  there  are  1-2  years  of data  (not  necessarily 
consecutive); for a fe:w dischargers, data are available for 3 
or more years. The biggest dischargers in each country as 
well as many other dischargers show a clear decrease in di-
scharge amounts.  At the same time, some dischargers show 
an increase, variable trend, or constant discharge. Overall, 
given the large decreases from many, including some of  the 
main dischargers, the trend is one of  decreasing discharges. 
Phosphorous data are available for 16 individual dischargers 
from 3 countries (FRA,  FRG,  and  NL).  For most of the 
dischargers only 1 or 2 years of data are available. Two of 
the  biggest  dischargers  have  significantly  cut  discharges 
between 1985 and  1992. For all other individual industries 
with more than onE~  yt~  of  data, the trend shows decreasing 
discharges. It is concluded that the overall trend in the river 
basin is of decreasing discharges. 
In  addition,  the discharge of PAH  in  the Netherlands  is 
summarized for 1985:: and  1989-95 (table D.9 in Appendix 
D-2). The discharge is lower in 1995 compared to  1985. 
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Figure 5.9  Summary of impact analysis of Directive 76/464/EEC for the Rhine River 
(tot) 
June 1996 
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Summary of Transposition: 
1) 
Working Practice:  1) 
2) 
1'1390  Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC, list II substances 
Transposition of Directive 76/464/EEC has been carried out 
by the following  legi~lative instruments: 
France:  Act of July 1976 on classified installation,  1976; 
Germany: 
Federal  Water  Management  Law  of  23-9-1986 
(amendedl 27-6-1994) 
Ordinance on Water origins of 3-7-1987 (amended 
27-5-1991) 
General  Administrative Rules  on Water  Polluting 
Substanc€~ 9-3-1990 
General  Administrative  Ordinance  on  Minimal 
Requirements relating to Waste Water Discharges of 
29-10-1992 
Waste Water Charge Act of  6-11-1990 (amended 5-
7-1994) 
Luxembourg: Transposition implies that regulations adopting 
and implementing Directive 76/464/EEC are subject to the 
1971  legislation. 
Netherlands: Pollution of Surface Waters Act.  1970. 
Non specific programmes regarding List II substances exist 
for France, Germany, Luxembourg and the Netherlands. In 
addition, the Netherlands adopted a policy on water manage-
ment (laid down in an official policy document). Finally, all 
4 member states committed themselves to all actions listed 
in  the Ministerial  North Sea Agreements  (chromium  and 
TotP  are  specially  addressed  in  both  international  pro-
grammes). 
Water quality objectives are adopted in France, Germany and 
the Netherlands: France has developed a set of  quality objec-
tives, for most of the selected List II substances; Germany 
has general water quality standards, as well as 'Zeilvorgabe' 
covering the substances TotN, TotP,  arsenic,  chromium, 
copper, lead, zinc, endosulfan, parathion,  1, 1,1,  -trichloro-
ethane, chloro-nitrobenzenes, and 3,4-benzo(b  )fluoranthene; 
The Netherlands has water quality targets and standards for 
nutrients (fotN and TotP), arsenic, heavy metals (Cr, Cu, 
Pb, and Zn), parathion, atrazine and 3,4-benzo(a)pyrene (see 
Appendix F). In the framework of  the Rhine Action Program 
indicative quality objectives are set  including those for  a 
number of List II substances. In case the indicative quality 
objectives are not met, additional measures exceeding BAT 
should be taken. 




•  IRC (Bern,  1963) 
•  National Legislation: 
(France: Act of July 1976 on classified installations, 1976; 
Germany:  Federal Water Management Law  (1986) 
•  Luxembourg: frame work regulation of 1971 
Netherlands: Pollution of Surface Waters Act,  1970; 
•  PARCOM (Paris,  1974); OSPAR (1992) 
•  76/464/EEC (Brussels,  1976) 
•  IRC (Rhine Chemical Treaty; Bonn, 1976) 
•  RAP (Strassbourg, 1987) 
•  Ministerial Declarations on the protection of the North Sea 
(1984,  1987,  1990, 1995) 
A  review  of the  available  information  on  industrial  loads  shows  a  general  decrease  in 
discharges. 
A review of water quality shows an  improvement in water quality for heavy  metals  and 
nutrients. The Alternative Measures developed in the relevant Member States have contributed 
to the improvement of water quality.  An extensive review of the Rhine River is given in 
Appendix C, which illustrates the type of analysis that can be made when complete informa-
tion is available. June 1996 
5.9  Rhone  River 
Country: 
Water Quality Data: 
Loads: 
Summary of Transposition: 
T1390  Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC, list II  substances 
France 
Water quality data for the Rhone comprises 2 years of data 
( 1991-92) for several substances  (arsenic,  atrazine,  1, 1, 1-
TCA, heavy metals, and PAHs); most of  these measurements 
are below detection limit. Data for TotP show a decreasing 
trend, however,  it is  not possible to  make a general state-
ment on trends. 
In general, there are a lot of  data available concerning_ ~anu­
facturing and discharging industries in France, including the 
Rhone. 
Eleven individual dischargers of chromium are identified. 
For most of these, only one year of data is  available, and 
thus no conclusion on trends is possible. 
Eight individual dischargers of phosphorous are identified. 
For most of these., only one year of  data is available. For the 
largest industrial discharger, 6 years of data are available, 
and a clear decrease in  discharge is visible. Overall, how-
ever, no conclusion on trends for TotP is possible. 
For other substances,  data for  some  individual  industries 
includes 6 years of effluent monitoring (1986-1992), and it 
is possible to see some decreasing trends. This is not enough 
however, to make a general statement on discharge trends. 
1)  Directive  76/464/EEC  has  been  transposed  into 
French legislation by a number of  ministerial decrees 
and circulars adopted in the framework of the law 
of 19 July 1976 on classified installations. 
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Figure 5.9 Summary of impact analysis of Directive 76/464/EEC for the Rhone River 
June 1996 




1)  In 1993, France adopted a general decree applicable 
to class A installations (see Appendix B for further 
description). This general decree also  incorporates 
some limit values for list II substances. 
Article  22  of the  general  decree  stipulates  that 
quality objectives of  receiving water courses must be 
considered when setting limit values for discharges. 
2)  France has developed a set of quality objectives, for 
most of the selected List II substances, as given in 
Appendix  F.  For  each  receiving  water,  quality 
objectives are set by prefectorial decree, taking into 





76/464/EEC (Brussels,  1976) 
National Legislation (Act of 19 July 1976 on clas-
sified installations) 
Barcelona  convention  (Barcelona,  1976)  and  its 
protocols 
Systematic monitoring of  French surface water concerning most List II  substances started only 
recently (1991). Thus, there is not enough historical water quality data with which to see any 
clear  trends  (however,  for  TotP,  more  data  were  available  and  concentrations  have 
decreased). 
Historical data is also limited for the monitoring of discharges. For some individual indus-
tries, where, effluent monitoring includes 6 years (  1986-1992), it is possible to see a decrease 
in trends. This is not enough however, to make a general statement on discharge trends. 
Thus, it is  not currently possible to make a conclusion as  to  the impact of the developed 
Alternative Measures on the quality of the Rhone River.  With continuation of the present 
monitoring system, there will be sufficient data to make a better analysis in several years 
time. 
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5.1 0  Sa  do River 
Country: 
Water Quality Data: 
Loads: 
Portugal 
Water quality data comprises 4 years (1989-1993, excluding 
1992) for chromium and the other heavy metals (zinc, cop-
per, and  lead) and 5 years (1989-1993) for nutrients (fotP 
and TotN). 
Concentrations of zinc seem to  indicate a decreasing trend, 
as do those for TotN and TotP. For the other substances, no 
trends can be determined. 
No  information  on  industrial  loads  from  individual 
dischargers of List II substances is available. 
Summary of Transposition: 
1)  Directive 76/464/EEC has been transposed into Portuguese 




1)  Programmes are initiated via the national policy document 
on the environment, resulting in more detailed water man-
agement policies.  In  addition there are non- specific pro-
grams regarding List II substances for Portugal via the per-
mitting system, or via specific actions on problem areas such 
as tanning, surfac:e treatment and textile industries. 
2)  Quality objectives for Portugal are given in Appendix F. In 
Portugal,  water  quality  standards  are  established  in  the 
legislation (Decree-law 74/90) for heavy metals and a few 
other List II substances (arsenic, chromium, copper, lead, 
zinc, and Total PAH) according to water use or as  a mini-
mum water quality level. In the same legislation, maximum 
allowable concentrations for discharges either to water bodies 
or to sewers are also included. 
• 
• 
PARCOM (Paris,  1974) 
76/464/EEC (Brussels, 1976) 
•  National legislation (The Environmental Law of 1987) 
•  OSPAR (1992) 
The available water quality data show decreasing concentrations for zinc, TotN and TotP. 
Data for copper, chromium and lead show now clear trend. No discharge data is available. 
Given the available information, a conclusion as to the impact of the developed Alternative 
Measures on the quality of the Sado River cannot be made. 
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Sado River 
- - -
l"mptementation :  Chromium 
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Figure 5.10 Summary of impact analy_sis of  Directive 76/464/EEC for the Sado River 
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5.11 Scheidt River 
Countries: 
Water Quality Data: 
Loads: 
T1390  Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC, list II  substances 
France, Belgium, The Netherlands 
Water quality data are available for  the station Doel  (Bel-
gium,  near  the  Netherlands  border).  Substantial  data  for 
heavy metals and  nutrients are available over a long time 
period ( -10 years).  Concentrations  for  some other  sub-
stances (arsenic, endosulfan, and PAHs are available for 5 
or less years). 
Concentrations  of chromium  as  well  as  the  other  heavy 
metals show a great deal of variability over the years, and 
no clear trend is visible (though lead concentrations seem to 
have decreased since 1984). 
Concentrations  of TotP clearly  decrease  over  the  period 
1982-1993. Concentrations ofTotN remain roughly constant. 
No trends in concentration can be seen with the other data. 
Sufficient data for a number of substances over a long time 
period are available. 
21  individual  dischargers  of chromium  are  identified  in 
Franee and  Belgium.  For most of these, only one year of 
data is available. For the 3 dischargers where several years 
of data  are available,  2  show  decreasing trends  and  one 
shows a fairly constant (slightly increasing) trend. No overall 
statement on trends is possible. 
A total of  8 individual dischargers of  Phosphorous are ident-
ified (in France and Belgium). For most of these, only one 
year of  data is available. No statement on trends is possible. 
For other substances, it is also difficult to make a conclusion 
on trends. For dischargers in France,  for which there are 
sometimes more than one year of data, there is often a decr-
easing trend. 
Also, TableD  .4 of  Appendix D-2 gives aggregated informa-
tion on estimated discharges to surface waters in Belgium. 
This aggregated information shows a decrease in discharges 
between 1985 and 1995 for several substances. 
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Figure 5.11  Summary of impact analysis of Directive 76/464/EEC for the Scheidt River 
(tot) 
June 1996 
Tl390 Ot2 June 1996 
Summary of Transposition: 
Working Practice: 
T1390  Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC, list II substances 
l)  Transposition of Directive 76/464/EEC has  been 
carried out by the foll9wing legislative instruments: 
France: Act of July 1976 on classified installations, 
1976: 
Belgium:  legislation for  the  protection  of surface 
water,  1971 
Flemish region: decree of 28 June 1985 concerning 
environmental licensing, amended by decrees of 07 
February 1990, 02 December 1990 and 21  Decem-
ber 1990;;  decree of 05 April  1995 giving general 
requirements  _concerning  environmental  policy., 
expanded  by decree of 19  April  1995  concerning 
environmental auditing 
Netherlands: Pollution of  Surface Waters Act. 1970. 
1)  Non  specific  programmes  regarding  List  II  sub-
stances  exists  for  France,  Belgium  (Brussels  and 
Flemish Region)  and the Netherlands.  In  addition, 
the Netherlands adopted a policy on water manage-
ment  (laid  down  in  an  official  policy document). 
Finally, all  3 member states committed themselves 
to  all  actions  listed  in  the  Ministerial  North  Sea 
Agreements  (chromium  and  TotP  are  specially 
addressed). 
2)  Water  quality  objectives  are  adopted  in  France, 
Belgium and the Netherlands: France has developed 
a set of quality objectives for most of the selected 
List  II  substances;  Belgium  has  water  quality 
objectives  for  nutrients(fotN and  TotP),  arsenic, 
heavy metals (Cr, Cu, Pb, and Zn), and Total PAH; 
The  Netherlands  has  water  quality  targets  and 
standards for  nutrients  (fotN and  TotP),  arsenic, 
heavy  metals  (Cr,  Cu,  Pb,  and  Zn),  parathion, 
atrazine and 3,4-benzo(a)pyrene (see Appendix F). 




•  National legislation 
France: Act of  July 1976 on classified installations, 
1976; 
Belgium:  legislation  for  the  protection of surface 
waters,  1971; 
Flemish region: decree of 28 June 1985 concerning 
environmental licensing, amended by decrees of 07 
February 1990, 02 December 1990 and 21  Decem-
ber 1990;  decree of 05  April  1995 giving general 
requirements  concerning  environmental  policy, 
expanded  by  decree of 19  April  1995 concerning 
environmental auditing 
Netherlands: Pollution of  Surface Waters Act, 1970; 
•  PARCOM {Paris,  1974) 
•  76/464/EEC (Brussels,  1976) 
•  Ministerial  Declarations  on the  protection  of the 
North Sea (1984,  1987, 1990,  1995) 
•  OSPAR (1992) 
For the Scheidt, concentrations ofTotP clearly decrease over the period 1982-1993. For other 
substances, no conclusions about the change in water quality can be made. 
Also for  individual industrial loads,  no  overall statement on trends is  possible.  Additional 
information indicates that the discharges of As, Cr, Cu, Pb, TotP, TotN, and TCA to all 
surface waters in Belgium have decreased. Also, the discharge of  PAHs has decreased in the 
Netherlands. 
Thus, concentrations TotP decrease,  while the discharge of this substance (to  all  surface 
waters in Belgium) also decreases. If  it is assumed that these are linked, one can conclude 
that the developed Alternative Measures have contributed to this trend. June 1996 
5. 12 Seine River 
Country: 
Water Quality Data: 
Loads: 
Summary of Transposition: 
T1390  Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC, list II substances 
France 
Water quality data for the Seine are available at the monitor-
ing station 'Paris' for heavy metals and arsenic for the years 
1980-1991, excluding  1988.  In  addition,  concentration of 
TotP are available  at the  monitoring  station  'Poissy' for 
1980-1993). 
Concentrations of chromium show a clear decreasing trend, 
especially since 1984.  Other heavy  metals show a similar 
trend, though not so sharply. The available concentrations 
of arsenic show an increasing trend. Concentrations ofTotP 
show variability, and no clear trend. 
There are a lot of data available for industrial discharges in 
France; for the Seine river catchment, there is a lot of infor-
mation on manufacturing and discharging industries. 
A total of 15 individual dischargers of chromium are ident-
ified.  For those where more than one year of data is avail-
able, decrease in discharges can be seen. Overall, however, 
no conclusion on trends for chromium is possible. 
A total of 36 dischargers of Phosphorus are identified. For 
most of  these where more than one year of  data is available, 
there  is  a  decrease  in  discharges.  For  a  few  of the 
dischargers,  the  discharge  levels  are  constant or slightly 
increasing. 
Overall, there is no clear trend in the changes in loads over 
the period 1980-1992. In many cases, the loads decrease, but 
there  are  also  examples  where loads  increase,  or remain 
constant. 
1)  Directive  76/464/EEC  has  been  transposed  into 
French legislation by a number of  ministerial decrees 
and  circulars adopted in the framework of the law 
of 19 July 1976 on classified installations. 
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Figure 5.12 Summary of impact analysis of Directive 76/464/EEC for the Seine River 
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1)  In 1993, France adopted a general decree applicable 
to class A installations (see Appendix B for further 
description). This general  decree also  incorporates 
some limit values for list II substances. 
Article  22  of the  general  decree  stipulates  that 
quality objectives of  receiving water courses must be 
considered when setting limit values for discharges. 
2)  France has developed a set of quality objectives, for 
most of the selected List II substances, as  given in 
Appendix  F.  For  each  receiving  water,  quality 
objectives are set by prefectorial decree, taking into 






PARCOM (Paris,  1974) 
76/464/EEC (Brussels,  1976) 
National Legislation (Act of July 1976 on classified 
installations). 
OSPAR (1992) 
Measured  water  quality  shows  decreasing  concentrations  for  heavy  metals,  increasing 
concentrations for arsenic, and no trend for the nutrient TotP. 
For industrial loads, there is no  clear overall trend in the changes in loads over the period 
1980-1992.  In  many  cases,  the loads decrease,  but there are also  examples  where loads 
increase, or remain constant. 
Given the available information,  a conclusion as  to  the impact of developed  Alternative 
Measures on the quality of the Seine River cannot be made. 
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5.13 Slaney  River 
Country: 
Water Quality Data: 
Loads: 
Summary of Transposition: 
Working Practice: 
T1390  Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC, Ust II substances 
Ireland 
Water quality data for List II substances in the Slaney River 
comprise zinc and copper (1989-1993), and chromium and 
lead (1993 only). TotN and TotP data are available for 1994 
only.  With  the available  data  no  assessment of trends  is 
possible. 
No  information  on  industrial  loads  from  individual 
dischargers of List II substances is available. 
Some  additional  information  on  annual  loads  (inputs)  is 
available from PAR  COM summaries (table D  .1 in Appendix 
D-2), for TotN, TotP, copper, lead, and zinc. No conclus-
ions on trends is possible. 
1)  Transposition of Directive 76/464/EEC has  been 
carried out by permitting through Local Government 
(Water  Pollution)  Acts  1977  and  1990  and  the 
Environmental Protection Agency Act,  1992. 
1)  In general, programmes for List II  substances are 
non- specific though quality objectives are used as 
the basis for setting limits as conditions of licenses 
for List II  substances.  Some specific programmes 
have  been  developed,  such  as  the  targeting  of 
phosphorus from diffuse sources and in sewage, and 
industrial discharges to sensitive areas. 
2)  Ireland has developed a range of  water quality objec-
tives  (arsenic,  chromium,  copper,  lead  and  zinc) 
contained  in  Memorandum  No.  1,  Water Quality 
Guidelines by the Technical Committee on Effluent 
and  Water  Quality  Standards  (see  Appendix  F). 
These  are presently  being  reviewed  with  priority 
being given to  phosphorus (see Appendix G)  and 
heavy metals. 
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Driving Forces: 
Overall Summary: 
•  PARCOM (Paris,  1974) 
•  76/464/EEC (Brussels,  1976) 
•  National  Legislation  (Local  Government  (Water 
Pollution) Act,  1977) 
•  OSP  AR (1992) 
A considerable amount of information from the national representative of Ireland has been 
supplied. The water quality data show no clear trend for the available substances. 
Also from the information provided, it seems that there are little or no industrial discharges 
of dangerous substances. The discharge data from PARCOM show no  clear trends. Thus, 
it is  not possible to make an  assessment of the effectiveness of the developed Alternative 
Measures on the quality of surface waters  in Ireland.  From personal communications,  it 
became clear that other EC Directives have had an impact on industrial waste production in 
Ireland. 
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5.14 Tagus  River 
Countries: 
Water Quality Data: 
Loads: 
Summary of Transposition: 
T1390  Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC, list II substances 
Spain and Portugal 
For the Tagus river in Spain, water quality data are available 
for heavy metals (1983-1993, with various missing years), 
and  arsenic (1985  and  1988-93).  No  data on organic sub-
stances are available. 
In Portugal, water quality data for heavy metals are available 
for the years 1989-92, plus some other years.  For arsenic, 
data are available for 19_89-1992, and for TotP, from 1980-
92.  Data for  (inorganic)  Nitrogen are from  1980-85  and 
1989-92. 
In Spain, most of the measured concentrations are reported 
as below detection limit. No analysis of trends is possible. 
In Portugal, chromium data from  1989-92 are significantly 
lower than those from 1980-84. For zinc and copper, recent 
data are lower than the concentrations  measured  in  1980. 
These data suggest a decreasing  trend.  No  clear trend  is 
visible in the data for lead. Data for arsenic show an increas-
ing trend over 4 years. For nutrients, the data show a lot of 
variation;  a decreasing trend in TotP can be seen. 
No  information  on  industrial  loads  from  individual 
dischargers of List II substances is available. 
Additional  information  on  direct  and  riverine  inputs  for 
1991-1994 is  available (table D.3, appendix D-2); no con-
clusion on trends is possible. 
1)  Transposition of 76/464/EEC has been carried out 
by the following legislative instruments: 
Spain: 
Royal Decree No 849 of 1986 (Articles 245 
to 274) 
Order of 12-11-1987 
Order of 28-6-1991 
Portugal: via legislation via legislative Decree No 74 
of 1990. 
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Implementation of the legislation in Spain is still in 
progress with major programmes of  work still being 
developed or being carried out. Discharge consents 
will be issued by the Drainage Basins on a case by 
case basis,  taking  into  account planned  reduction 
programmes. 
In Portugal programmes are initiated via the national 
policy document on  the environment,  resulting in 
more detailed water management policies. In addi-
tion there are non specific program regarding List 
IT substances for Portugal via the permitting system, 
or via specific actions on problem areas,  such  as 
tanning, surface treatment, and textile industries. 
No information was made available on water quality 
objectives or standards for Spain. Quality objectives 
for Portugal are given in Appendix F. In Portugal, 
water quality standards are established in the legis-
lation (Decree-law  7  4/90) for  heavy  metals  and  a 
few  other  List II  substances  (arsenic,  chromium, 
copper,  lead,  zinc,  and  Total  PAH)  according  to 
water use or as  a minimum water quality level. In 
the  same  legislation,  maximum  allowable 
concentrations for discharges either to water bodies 
or to sewers are also included. 
•  PARCOM (Paris, 1974) 
•  76/464/EEC (Brussels,  1976) 
•  Nationallegislation: 
(Spain: Water Act of 1985 
Portugal: The Environmental Law of 1987) 
•  OSPAR (1992) 
The available water quality data in Spain show no clear trends. The available water quality 
data in Portugal suggest a trend of  decreasing concentrations for zinc, copper, chromium and 
TotP, increasing concentrations for arsenic, and no clear trend for TotN. 
No discharge information is available from Spain. Data on riverine and direct discharges in 
Portugal show no clear trends for zinc, copper, chromium and TotN, and an increasing trend 
for TotP. 
Given  the available  information,  a  conclusion as  to  the impact of Alternative Measures 
developed in Spain and Portugal on the quality of the Tagus River cannot be made. 
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5.1 5 Thames River 
Country: 
Water Quality Data: 
Loads: 
T1390  Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC, list II substances 
UK 
Data are mostly available for heavy metals and TotN (1980-
1993). Some additional data are available for arsenic (1980-
81  and  1986-93), atrazine (1988-92)  and  TotP (1989, 90, 
and 92). 
Data for chromium show some variation, but no clear trend. 
This is also true for the other heavy metals zinc and copper. 
For lead, concentrations since 1987 are lower compared to 
the beginning of the 1980's. Concentrations of TotN, show 
some variability but no  clear trend.  For TotP, as  well  as 
arsenic and  atrazine, no  trend can be determined with the 
available data. 
Information on industrial loads from  individual discharges 
of List II substances is available on the public register held 
in Regional Offices, but has  not been compiled  nationally 
(and thus is not presented here). Information on riverine and 
direct  inputs  (Table 6  of Appendix  D-2)  show  decreased 
inputs to the North Sea for  the heavy  metals  and  arsenic 
from 1985-90-95 (rivers Thames and Trent included). 
Also, riverine plus direct inputs of  nitrogen and phosphorous 
for the Thames for 1985 and  1990-93 are available (table 8 
in  Appendix D-2);  no  conclusion is  possible for nitrogen; 
inputs show a decreasing trend for phosphorous. 
Communication from the National Expert (source UK813) 
states that there are very few direct industrial discharges of 
List II substances in the Thames River catchment. However, 
about 30 trade effluents containing heavy metals have been 
identified  which  are  consented  and  monitored  as  are the 
receiving water-courses. 
Also, most of the industry in the Thames basin is served by 
a public sewerage system where the trade wastes mix with 
domestic  sewage before  receiving  treatment  at  a  sewage 
treatment  works.  This  information  is  held  by the  Water 
companies. Sewage treatment works which receive signifi-
cant inputs of  List IT substances are consented and monitored 
for those substances. 
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Summary of Transposition: 
1)  Transposition of  Directive 76/464/EEC has been carried out 
by the following legislative instruments: 
Working Practice: 
Surface Water (Dangerous Substances) (Classifica-
tion) Regulations  1989 SI  1989/2286 discharges to 
water 
Surface waters (Dangerous Substances) (Classifica-
tion) Regulations  1992 SI  1992-337 discharges  to 
water 
Trade  effluents  (Prescribed  Processes  and 
Substances)  Regulations  1989  SI  1989/1156 
discharges to sewer 
Trade  effluents  (Prescribed  Processes  and 
Substances)  Regulations  1992  SI  1992/339 
discharges to sewer 
Environmental Protection (Prescribed Processes and 
Substances) Regulations 1991 SI 19911472 IPC pro-
cesses and substances 
Environmental Protection (Prescribed Processes and 
Substances) (Amendment) Regulations: 
SI 836  (1991), SI 614  (1992), SI 1749 (1993}, 
SI 2405 (1993},  SI  1271  (1994), SI  1329 (1994), 
SI 3247 (1995) 
1)  Programs: The discharge of dangerous substances into surf-
ace waters is prohibited except when authorised by a consent 
under the Water Resources Act 1991, an authorization under 
the Environmental Protection Act 1990. Limits are set in the 
consents  and  authorizations  for  the  discharge of List  II 
substances. In the UK, discharge limits are determined by 
Environmental Quality Standards (EQS) which apply to the 
receiving water. Water quality objectives are assigned to the 
-receiving water depending on the use of the water. EQS are 
then applied to the water to meet those objectives. Discharge 
limits are set at a level so that the EQS can be achieved in 
the  receiving  water.  Prescribed  processes  and  prescribed 
substances are controlled under the Environmental Protection 
Act,  and  the  discharger  may  be required  to  adopt  Best 
Available  Techniques  Not  Entailing  Excessive  Costs 
(BATNEEC) and, in the case of release to  more than one 
environmental medium, Best Practical Environmental Option 
(BPEO).  All other processes and substances are controlled 
by consents issued under the Water Resources Act of 1991. 
The consents and authorizations are valid indefinitely, but 
are reviewed periodically. Finally, the UK committed herself 
to all actions listed in the Ministerial North Sea Agreements 
(Cr and TotP are specially addressed). 




2)  Water quality standards have been adopted for several list 
II substances (arsenic, chromium, copper, lead and zinc). In 
addition,  there  are  p_roposed  water  quality  standards  for 
endosulfan and atrazine (see Appendix F). 
• 
• 
PARCOM {Paris,  1974) 
76/464/EEC (Brussels,  1976) 
•  National legislation (Environmental Protection Act, 
1990; Water Resources Act,  1991; Water Industry 
Act,  1991) 
•  Ministerial  Declarations  on  the  protection of the 
North Sea (1984,  1987,  1990,  1995) 
•  OSP  AR (1992) 
The available water quality data at the chosen station show variations in concentration of 
heavy metals, atrazine, TotN, and TotP over the years, but no clear trend except for lead 
(decreasing concentrations). 
The information on direct and riverine inputs reported to the Oslo and Paris Commissions 
for the catchment of  the North Sea (which includes the Thames) shows a decrease in inputs 
for the years 1985-1995 for the substances copper, zinc, arsenic, chromium and lead. 
Thus, both concentrations and  discharges of lead  decrease.  It can be concluded  that the 
developed Alternative Measures have contributed to the improved .quality of  the Thames River 
with respect to this substance. June 1996  T1390  Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC, list II substances 
5.16 Trent River 
Country:  UK 
Water Quality Data:  Water quality data comprise heavy metals, TotN and arsenic for the 
years  1980-1993.  Data for  1-3  years  are available  for  TotP and 
PAHs. 
Loads: 
Data for chromium show a clear decrease in concentrations, as  do 
those for the other heavy metals. Data for TotN show variability of 
the years, but no clear trend. No trend can be determined based on 
the data for arsenic and PAHs. 
Information on industrial loads from individual discharges of  List II 
substances  is  available  on  the  public  register  held  in  Regional 
Offices, but has not been compiled nationally (and thus is not pres-
ented here). 
Information on riverine and direct inputs (fable D .6 of  Appendix D-
2) show decreased inputs to the North Sea for the heavy metals and 
arsenic from 1985-90-95 (rivers Thames and Trent included). 
Estimated inputs of pesticides show a percent reduction of >50% 
from 1985 to 1995 for atrazine and parathion (fable 7, in Appendix 
D-2). 
Summary of Transposition: 
1)  Transposition of  Directive 76/464/EEC has been carried out 
by the following legislative instruments: 
Surface Water (Dangerous Substances) (Classifica-
tion) Regulations  1989 SI  1989/2286 discharges to 
water 
Surface waters (Dangerous Substances) (Classifica-
tion)  Regulations  1992  SI  1992-337 discharges to 
water 
Trade  effluents  (Prescribed  Processes  and 
Substances)  Regulations  1989  SI  1989/1156 
discharges to sewer 
Trade  effluents  (Prescribed  Processes  and 
Substances)  Regulations  1992  SI  1992/339 
discharges to sewer 
Environmental Protection (Prescribed Processes and 
Substances) Regulations 1991 SI 1991/472 IPC pro-
cesses and substances 
Environmental Protection (Prescribed Processes and 
Substances) (Amendment) Regulations: 
SI 836  (1991), SI 614  (1992), SI 1749 (1993), 
SI 2405 (1993), SI  1271  (1994), SI  1329 (1994), 
SI 3247 (1995) 
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Figure 5.16 Summary of impact analysis of Directive 76/464/EEC for the Trent River 
(tot) 
June 1996 
Tl390 017 June 1996 
Working Practice: 
Driving Forces: 
T1390  Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC, List II substances 
1)  Programs:  The discharge of dangerous substances 
into  surface  waters  i_s  prohibited  except  when 
authorised by a consent under the Water Resources 
Act 1991, an authorization under the Environmental 
Protection Act  1990.  Limits are set in the consents 
and  authorizations  for  the  discharge  of  List  II 
substances.  In  the  UK,  discharge  limits  are 
determined  by  Environmental  Quality  Standards 
(EQS)  which  apply to  the receiving  water.  Water 
quality objectives are assigned to the receiving water 
depending on the use of the water.  EQS  are then 
applied  to  the  water  to  meet  those  objectives. 
Discharge limits are set at a level so that the EQS 
can be achieved in the receiving water.  Prescribed 
processes and  prescribed substances are controlled 
under  the  Environmental  Protection  Act,  and  the 
discharger may be required to adopt Best Available 
Techniques  Not  Entailing  Excessive  Costs 
(BA TNEEC) and, in the case of  release to more than 
one  environmental  medium,  Best  Practical 
Environmental Option (BPEO). All other processes 
and  substances  are  controlled  by  consents  issued 
under  the  Water  Resources  Act  of  1991.  The 
consents and authorizations are valid indefinitely, but 
are reviewed periodically. 
Finally,  the  UK  committed  herself to  all  actions 
listed  in  the  Ministerial  North  Sea  Agreements 
(chromium and TotP are specially addressed). 
2)  Water quality standards have been adopted for sev-
eral list II substances (arsenic,  chromium, copper, 
lead and zinc). In addition, there are proposed water 




PARCOM (Paris,  1974) 
76/464/EEC (Brussels,  1976) 
•  National legislation (Environmental Protection Act, 
1990; Water Resources Act,  1991;  Water Industry 
Act,  1991) 
•  Ministerial  Declaration  on  the  protection  of the 
North Sea (1984,  1987,  1990,  1995) 
•  OSPAR (1992) 
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Overall Summary: 
_The water-quality at the chosen station shows decreasing concentrations for the heavy metals 
zinc, copper, chromium and lead. Trends for arsenic, TotN and PAH are not clear. 
The information on direct and  riverine inputs reported to the Oslo and  Paris Commissions 
for the catchment of the North Sea (which includes the Thames) shows a decrease in inputs 
for the years 1985-1995 for the same heavy metals (zinc, copper, chromium and lead, as well 
as  arsenic, atrazine and parathion. 
Thus, both concentrations and discharges of  the selected List II heavy metals decrease. It can 
be  concluded  that the developed  Alternative Measures  have contrib!lted to  the  improved 
quality of the Trent River with respect to these substances. June 1996 
5.17 Denmark 
Country: 
Selected River Catchment: 
Water quality data: 
Loads: 
Summary of Transposition: 
Working Practice: 
Driving Forces: 
T1390  Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC. list II substances 
Denmark 
None selected 
No water quality information has been sent from the national 
representative. Time series for several years of  water quality 
data for List II substances apparently are not available at the 
Danish EPA (J.B. Jensen, Danish EPA, personal communi-
cation). 
However, data reports are produced by the Danish EPA: 
Since  1989,  reports  for  the  whole  country  are  produced 
about general water quality parameters, oxygen and nutrients 
[source: DK1006].  It is expected that in the future further 
monitoring of  an expanded list of  substances will take place. 
At present, all the waterboards produce reports themselves 
and the information is not assembled for the whole country. 
No  information  on  industrial  loads  from  individual 
dischargers of List II substances is available. Summary data 
(table  D .2  in  Appendix  D-2)  show  decreases  in  heavy 
metals, nutrients (fotP and TotN), and organic compounds 
since 1985. 
1)  Transposition of Directive  76/464/EEC  has  been 
carried out via the Environmental  Protection Act, 
last revision 1995. 
1)  A non specific program regarding List II substances 
exits for Denmark via the permitting system. 
Finally, Denmark committed herself to  all  actions 
listed  in  the  Ministerial  North  Sea  Agreements 
(chromium and TotP are specially addressed) 
2)  Denmark  adopted  water  quality  objectives  for  a 




PARCOM (Paris,  1974) 
Baltic Sea Convention (Helsinki 1974) 
76/464/EEC (Brussels, 1976) · 
•  Ministerial  Declaration  on  the  protection  of the 
North Sea (1984,  1987,  1990,  1995) 
•  National Legislation (1991  =  last revision) 
•  OSPAR (1992) 
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Overall Summary: 
The description of the driving forces and the order of impact 
of  the driving forces were discussed at the Danish EPA with 
the National Expert. 
Aggregated information on loads shows a clear decreasing trend, but it is  not possible to 
distinguish trends for individual substances.  Also, without any water quality data, it is not 
possible to  evaluate the impact of the developed  Alternative Measures on the quality of 
surface waters in Denmark. Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC. list II  substances  T1390  June 1996 
6  Overall analysis of Directive 76/464/EEC 
Summary of Member State Strategies 
Next to  the "substance by substance approach"  (as  required under Directive 76/464/EEC) 
the "sector by sector approach" (resulting in Best Available Techniques (BAT)  for industrial 
sectors) has gained in importance as a complementary approach to  control pollution of the 
aquatic environment.  In  addition, the latest trend comprises the application of biological 
testing in both waste waters and surface waters to identify specific deleterious substances e.g. 
to be included in programmes. 
Many Member States have followed an "emission approach" for List II substances rather than 
the  required  environmental  quality  objective  approach.  In  cases  where  the  "emission 
approach"  is  followed,  practice shows that BAT for  point sources  are applied  and  Best 
Environmental Practice (BEP) for diffuse sources are being developed. If  the receiving waters 
do not meet the environmental quality objectives after completion of  BAT and BEP, additional 
measures exceeding BAT and  BEP can become compulsory. The check whether environ-
mental  quality objectives are met is based on the results of monitoring programmes of the 
aquatic systems.  Substances are monitored which are considered relevant for  the aquatic 
system,  taking into  account the availability of analytical  methods  having sufficiently low 
detection  limits  and  the costs for  monitoring.  In  cases  where the environmental  quality 
objectives  approach  is  followed,  consented  values  are directly  derived  from  operational 
environmental quality standards. 
As  required  by  Article 7 of Directive 76/464/EEC, most Member States have set water 
quality objectives. Many Member States have simply adopted water quality objectives set in 
several Community Directives. In addition, national water quality objectives have been and/or 
are (being) developed by Member States, taking into account the local needs and situations 
of  the aquatic environment. Within the framework of  the Rhine Action Programme, indicative 
water quality objectives for priority substances (known as 'reference  values~) for approximate-
ly 50 substances have been developed for the international catchment area of the Rhine. For 
further substances considered to pose a risk for the Rhine, indicative water quality objectives 
are being developed (currently for about 8 substances). 
The overall conclusion is that none of the Member States is completely in accordance with 
the  requirements  of Article 7  of Directive 76/464/EEC regarding pollution control  and 
reduction  measures  of List II  substances.  Instead,  Member  States have made  their own 
interpretation of Article 7  of the Directive and  developed  what  we  have referred  to  as 
'Alternative Measures' for control of List II substances. These Alternative Measures have 
been influenced by Article 7 as well as the articles relating to control of List I substances and 
other (inter)national Driving Forces. In most cases, it is the  ~Alternative Measures' which 
have had the most direct impact on the water quality of the surface waters concerning List 
II substances in the Member States. The Alternative Measures are in line with local, national 
and  international requirements and do not necessarily consider individual List II substances 
specifically but rather consider them as  part of a general  policy and  procedure for  water 
pollution control. 
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Driving Forces 
Many international agreements which considerably support the goals expressed in-Directive 
76/464/EEC have prompted action on pollution reduction programmes.  Such international 
agreements include several EC Directives as  well  as  international agreements such as:  the 
Convention for the prevention of marine pollution from land-based sources, Convention for 
the protection of the Rhine against pollution, the Rhine chemical treaty, the Rhine Action 
Programme, ministerial declarations on the protection of  the North Sea against pollution, the 
Convention to protect the Baltic Sea against pollution and the Convention for the protection 
of the Mediterranean against pollution. Also, economic developments and developments in 
industrial activities and  production processes have influenced  pollution control measures. 
Quantification of  the relative contributions -of these development to the improvement of  water 
quality is not possible to make.  However, it can be concluded, that the sum of all of these 
Driving Forces have served to cause Member States to develop their own strategies (Alterna-
tive Measures) for pollution control. 
Industrial and Municipal Loads 
For the Rhine River, a comprehensive survey of all  industrial and municipal discharges for 
the years  1985 and  1992 is available. This survey shows that for most of the selected List 
II substances, discharges have decreased significantly in this period. 
For the river Scheidt, a great deal of  discharge information for individual industries was made 
available, especially for chromium and phosphorus. Additional discharge information for all 
of Belgium suggests that discharges have decreased noticeably between 1985 and 1995. This 
discharge  trend  is  also  be relevant for  the Meuse.  There were  few  data on  individual 
dischargers available for the Meuse. 
For the rivers in  France (Loire, Rhone and Seine), a great deal of data on individual dis-
charges are available.  In a some cases, a decreasing trend can be seen, but in most cases, 
no clear trend is observed. 
For several rivers, including those in the UK (Mersey, Thames and Trent), as  well as the 
Slaney and Tagus, discharge information in the form of riverine plus direct input data was 
available for some substances. In many cases, a decreasing trend can be seen for the data 
that is available. 
For the Axios, Ebro, Moselle, Po and Sado Rivers, no data on industrial and municipal loads 
were available. 
Water Quality 
Yearly average water quality data have been collected for  16 rivers in the European Union. 
In  general, historical data for most of the List II  substances were available only for a few 
rivers.  In general, water quality data are more available for the heavy metals and nutrients 
than for the organic substances. 
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For three of the rivers (Meuse, Scheidt and Rhine), an extensive amount of data for List II 
substances, including heavy metals and arsenic, organic pollutants, and nutrients were coll-
ected from the National Experts. In general, where such complete data are available, a trend 
of improving water quality (i.e. decreasing concentrations) can be seen, though this trend 
is often not so clear for the nutrients or organic micropollutants. 
For the rivers Mersey, Thames, Trent, Moselle, Ebro, Seine and Tagus, data were available 
for many  years for heavy  metals and  nutrients.  For the Sado River, data for  these same 
substances were available for the last five years. For the Slaney River, data for a few heavy 
metals are available for the last five years.  No data for the List II organic substances were 
available for these rivers. 
For the Axios River, only data on nutrients were made available. 
For Loire River,  limited data for  several  List II  substances including heavy  metals  and 
organic pollutants were available from recent years. 
For the Po River, I ittle or no  water quality data were made available. 
A summary of the discharge and water quality data available in each river basin is given in 
Table 6.1. From this information, a further conclusion about the impact of Directive 
76/464/EEC can (in some cases) be made. 
Monitoring 
Considering the monitoring of water flows and water quality data in the Community, some 
general conclusions can be drawn: 
•  monitoring of surface waters is performed by the competent authorities at different 
levels in different countries (e.g. national, provincial or local). In a number of  cases, 
surface water monitoring is also carried out by non-governmental organisations, such 
as drinking water production companies; 
•  at the beginning of the 1980's, it was common practice to monitor surface waters for 
the water flow  and general water quality parameters such as  dissolved oxygen. In 
many .rivers, the List II heavy metals were also routinely monitored; 
•  In only a few rivers was the monitoring expanded with the analysis of some List II 
organic substances. In the river catchments of the Rhine, Meuse,  and  Scheidt, an 
extended group of the above mentioned parameters has been analyzed over a longer 
period of time; 
•  for  a number of substances, the concentrations are below  the limit of detection. 
Furthermore, this detection limit may be changing with time; 
•  for  several  rivers,  annual  average  concentrations are calculated  and  reported  by 
setting any values below the detection limit to half the detection value. This calcula-
tion method was also used in cases where only daily concentration data were report-
ed. For other rivers, annual average concentrations are reported with no  indication 
of how any data below the detection limit were handled. 
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Considering the monitoring of  waste water discharge, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
•  in  the majority of the Member States, self monitoring of waste water discharges 
seems to  be common practice; enforcement of the terms and  standards set in the 
permits (on spot check basis) is carried out by the competent authorities; 
•  a number of Member States made actual discharge information available for individ-
ual  industries (i.e.  this  information came from the central  level).  In  a number of 
Member States, the information on industry discharges is decentralized. This decen-
tralized information could not be made available by the National Expert.  All  dis-
charge data used in this report are from publicly available literature (see References); 
•  some Member States aggregated discharge information at a central level; this informa-
tion is sometimes aggregated per river catchment (e.g. direct and  indirect riverine 
input data, as  reported by PARCOM); 
•  the procedures for discharge monitoring and reporting of  discharges data at a central 
level seem to be less developed than for surface water monitoring. 


















Summary of trends in water quality and discharges to surface water and conclusions on the 
impact of Directive 76/464/EEC 
Summary WQ  Summary Discharges  Conclusion on impact 76/464/EEC 
TotPt  Tot(in)N  t  ND  No influence 
: 
! 
Zn,Cu,Cr,Pb ?  ND  No conclusion possible 
I  TotN t 
TotP, atrazine t  ?  No conclusion possible  i 
Cr~  (As, Cr, Cu, Ph,  I  TotN, TotP, Zn) 
Cu,  Ph~  Cu, Ph  +  Both concentrations and discharges  l 
Zn,  Cr  ~  Zn?  -- of Cu and Ph decrease.  i 
I 
TotN t  TotN, TotP?  l 
I 
(Riv. + Dir. inputs) 
Zn, Cu, Cr, Ph '  Concentrations of As, Cr, Cu, Ph, 
As, PAH, TCA  ~  ?  )1.2  and Total P decreased, as did 
I  TotN  t,  TotP~  discharge to all surface waters in 
atrazine, parathion,  (Cr, Zn, PAH)  Belgium 
endosul.? 
Zn, Cu, Cr, Ph?+  ?  No conclusion possible 
TotP t  (Zn, Cu, Cr, Ph, 
I 
TotN, TotP)  I 
I 
Zn, Cu, Cr, Ph?  No conclusion possible  j 
I 
As, TotP, TotN ?  ND  I 
atrazine?  I 
(one yr. data only)  I 
Both concentrations and discharges  l 
'  • 
of the selected List ll substances  j 
have decreased.  l  (see App. C)  (see App. C)  l 
Zn, Cu, Cr, Ph ?  ?  No conclusion possible  I 
'  TotP+ 
I 
As, P  AH, TCA ?  (fCA, As, Cr, Cu,  I  atrazine?  Ph, TotN, TotP) 
Zn,TotN,TotP '  ND  No conclusion possible  ! 
Cu, Cr, Ph 1  ! 
Zn, Cu, Cr, Ph ?  ? )1,2  Concentrations of Total P decreased,  ! 
TotN ?  , TotP +  as did discharge to all surface 
PAH,As?  (Zn, Cu, Ph, TotN,  waters in Belgium 
endosulfan ?  TotP) 
Zn, Cu, Cr, Ph  "- ?  No conclusion possible 
TotP 1  (As, Cr, Cu, Ph, 
As t  TotN, TotP, Zn) 
Zn, Cu, Cr, Ph?  ?  No conclusion possible  l 
TotN, TotP?  (Zn, Cu, Ph, TotN,  l 
I 





loads)  I 
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I 
Tagus )
3  Zn, Cu  ?/~  No conclusion possible 
Cr?H  Pb ?/?  Zn, Cu, Pb? 
I 
As ?It  TotP-t, TotN ? 
TotP NO/+ 
I TotN ND/?  (Riv.  + Dir. inputs)  I 
Thames  Pb  ~  Pb  ~  Both concentrations and discharges 
Zn, Cu, Cr?  Zn, Cu, Cr +  of lead decrease. 
TotN? TotP?  TotN? TotP~ 
atrazine?  atraz., parath.  + 
(Riv.  + Dir. inputs) 
Trent  Zn, Cu, Cr, Pb  ~  Zn, Cu, Cr, Pb +  Both concentrations and discharges 
-- As?  As+  of Zn, Cu, Cr, and Pb decrease. 
TotN?  atraz., parath.  "-
PAH? 
(Riv.  + Dir. inputs) 
Notes: 
)1  As, Cr, Cu, Pb, TotP, TotN, and TCA discharges to all Belgian surface waters were lower in 1995 
compared to 1985 (estimated values for 1995) 
)2  Industrial discharges of PAH decrease from 1985 to 1995 in The Netherlands 
)3  Summary given for both Spain and Portugal (SIP), due to differences in data availability and observed 
trends. For other international rivers, the trends were consistent in the different countries. 
t  =  concentration/discharges increasing for the listed substances 
"- = concentration/discharges decreasing for the listed substances 
?  =  no clear trend in concentrations or discharges 
ND= No Data 
Overall 
The available data on water quality and discharges have been used to make an assessment 
of  the Alternative Measures developed by the Member States regarding the improved quality 
of the selected surface waters. 
There are several (six) rivers for which extensive information exists regarding water quality 
and discharges on which to base a conclusion about the impact of Directive 76/464/EEC 
regarding List II substances. These are the Rhine, UK Rivers (Mersey, Thames, and Trent) 
Meuse, and Scheidt Rivers. For other rivers, there is either: 
I 
•  extensive water quality data and limited discharge information; 
•  limited water quality data and extensive discharge information; 
•  limited water quality data and limited discharge information. 
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Overall conclusions for the Rhine (see also Appendix C) 
•  the water quality for all List II substances improved in the period 1980-1992; 
•  the industrial and municipal discharges of List II substances were strongly reduced 
in the period 1985-1992; 
•  Directive 76/464/EEC has not been completely implemented as specified in Article 
7.  However, all the Rhine countries have developed Alternative Measures for the 
control of List II  substances. The Alternative Measures  have resulted in a clear 
improvement of the quality of the Rhine River in the period 1980-1993. The Direc-
tive together with other Driving Forces is one of the factors that lead to the develop-
ment of the Alternative Measures.  In turn, the Directive was  partly based on the 
Chemical Treaty for the Rhine of 1976. 
Overall conclusions for the UK Rivers (Mersey, Thames and Trent): 
•  In the Mersey River, both concentrations and discharges of  copper and lead decrease 
in the period 1980-1993; 
•  In the Thames  River, both concentrations and discharges of lead decrease in the 
period 1980-1993; 
•  In the Trent  River, both concentrations and discharges of zinc, copper, chromium 
and lead decrease in the period 1980-1993; 
•  The UK follows a water quality-based approach for control of  water pollution of List 
II  substances, which is  in agreement with the principles of Directive 76/464/EEC. 
However, the Directive has not been completely implemented as specified in Article 
7. The Alternative Measures as developed in the UK have lead to water quality impr-
ovements for heavy metals in the UK rivers. 
Overall conclusions for the Meuse and Scheidt: 
•  the water quality for Total P in the Scheidt improved in the period 1980-1992 (for 
other substances, no clear trend was visible); 
•  the water quality for arsenic,  chromium,  copper,  lead and Total P  in the Meuse 
improved in the period 1980-1992; 
•  considering estimated discharges to surface water for all of Belgium, there has been 
a strong reduction of Total P, as well as  arsenic, chromium, copper, lead over the 
period 1985-1995. 
•  Directive 76/464/EEC has not been completely implemented as specified in Article 
7.  However, the Alternative Measures  which  were developed  in part due to  the 
Directive have lead to the measured quality improvement of the Meuse and Scheidt 
Rivers. 
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Overall conclusions for remaining rivers: 
•  the  availability of water quality data is  variable.  In  general,  there are more data 
available for the heavy metals and nutrients than for the organic micropollutants. The 
trends in water quality is quite variable: sometimes improving, sometimes worsening, 
sometimes remaining constant, or fluctuating with no clear trend; 
•  the availability of information on industrial and  municipal  discharges also  widely 
variable.  The type of information  available  includes  discharges  from  individual 
industries, aggregated discharges (groups of  substances), and the sum of  riverine plus 
industrial discharges (river discharges to sea); 
•  in general, there is less information available for discharges than for water quality. 
•  Directive 76/464/EEC has not been completely implemented as specified in-Article 
7. Instead, the Member States have developed their own Alternative Measures for 
water quality management of List II substances. However, the Directive is probably 
one of the driving forces  for the 'Alternative Measures' followed by the relevant 
Member States. There is  not enough data available to  make an assessment of the 
Alternative Measures. 
General Conclusions: 
Directive 76/464/EEC has not been completely~implemented as specified in Article 7 in any 
of the Member States. However, each of the Member States has developed its own 'Alter-
native Measures'  for  control of pollution to  surface waters  from  List II  substances.  The 
Directive is one of the driving forces (together with other (inter)nationallegislations, treaties 
and conventions) influencing the development of the 'Alternative Measures' followed by the 
Member States. Most Member States have followed an "emission approach" based on BAT 
and  BEP  for  List II  substances  rather than  the required environmental  quality objective 
approach. If  the receiving waters do  not meet the environmental quality objectives after 
completion of BAT and BEP,  additional  measures  exceeding BAT and  BEP  c~  become 
compulsory. 
For the Rhine River,  the selected UK rivers (Mersey,  Thames, and Trent) as  well as  the 
Scheidt and  the Meuse  Rivers,  there is  an  observed decrease  in  both concentrations and 
discharges of (some of) the selected List II substances. For these rivers, it can be concluded 
that the developed Alternative Measures lead to the water quality improvements. 
For the other rivers, there is not enough data available to make an assessment of the Alterna-
tive Measures developed by the relevant Member States. 
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From investment programme to technical plan and execution of works by Aquafin 
: Publication of the European Water Pollution Control Association (EWPCA).  Vol.4, 
Nr. 2, March 1994 
The flemish policy concerning the reduction of emissions into the surface water 
May, 1992 
: Vlaamse Milieumaatschappij - Bestuur Meetnetten en Planning. 
Point 1 LaHaye: 14-18 November 1994 
Compte-rendu 
: Vlaamse Milieumaatschappij - Bestuur Beleid en Planning. 
Acties  door Vlaanderen  m.b.t.  de  emissiereductie van gevaarlijke stoffen  (Lijst II). 
February ,  1995 
: Vlaamse Milieumaatschappij - Bestuur Beleid en Planning. 
Brief overview of national strategy on List II dangerous substances 
Meeting of National Experts on Directive 76/464/EEC. Brussels,  14-15 July 1993 
: Vlaamse Milieumaatschappij- Bestuur Beleid en Planning. 
Overview 1977- 1993 Data 
River Scheidt: Doel, Bleharie.  River Meuse:  Lanaken 
: Vlaamse Milieumaatschappij 
VMM Monitoring Campaign 
inland waters,  micro-pollutants , 1991 
: Vlaamse Milieumaatschappij 
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Maa.s  te Lanaken , grens B/NL 
Immissie data:  1981  - 1987, 1990 - 1991 
Schelde te Doel, grens B/NL 
Immissie data:  1981 - 1987,  1990 - 1991 
Comments on the preliminary analysis of 01-03-95 
: Vlaamse Milieumaatschappij - Bestuur Beleid en Planning. 
Vlaamse Milieumaatschappij-Bestuur Beleid en Planning 
Kwlaiteitsobjectieven- Vlarem llbis 
Bestuur Meetnetten en Planning, Dienst Water 
Jaarverslag Meetnet Oppervlaktewater, 1992 
: Vlaamse Milieumaatschappij-VMM 
Flux vers Ia mer du Nord/Stofstromen naar de Noordzee 
Les emissions belges de substances dangereuses dans I'  air et dans l'eau durant Ia periode 
1985-1995. 
Resultaten emissiemeetnet water - 1993 
Vlaamse Milieumaatschappij 
: Bestuur Meetnetten en Onderzoek, Dienst Water,  Afdeling Afvalwater 
Letter to L.J Brinkhorst, Director General DGXI, from Ph. de Schoutheete de Tervarent, 
Representation Permanente de Ia Belgique aupres des Communautes Europeennes, 
27-07-1989. 
Letter to L.J Brinkhorst, Director General DGXI, from Ph. de Schoutheete de Tervarent, 
Representation Permanente de Ia Belgique aupres des Communautes Europeennes, 










Ecotoxicological Evaluation of Industrial Wastewater, Miljoprojekt 254 
: Danish Environmental Protection Agency 
Danmarks udledning af industrielt spildevand, Miljoprojekt 153 
: Miljoministeriet 
Eutrophication of Coastal Waters 
Coastal Water Quality Management in the County of Funen, Denmark, 1976- 1990 
: Funen County Council, Department of Technology and Environment 
Information obtained from Danish Environmental Ministry concerning 
transposition of Directive 76/464/EEC and "Daughter Directives" 
Fourth North Sea Conference, Inputs of Hazardous Substances 
Second meeting of progress report group (PRG-2/2/l~) 
: Copenhagen, 20 January 1995 
Redegorelse fra Miljostyrelsen, Nr. 3 1993 
Aquatic Environment Nationwide Monitoring Programme 1993-1997 
: Miljoministeriet Miljostyrelsen 
Redegorelse fra Miljostyrelsen, Nr. 2 1994 
V  andmiljo-94 
: Miljo-og Energiministeriet Miljostyrelsen 
Letter to Director General DGXI, from the Danish Environmental Representative 
3 January 1990 
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Measurements of Lindane, Atrazine and PCP for three Loire stations,  1980-1993 
(Orleans, St. Luce and Pt. de Veachette) 
: Agence de I'  eau Loire - Bretagne 
Measurements of flows, BODS and Oxygen for three Loire stations, 1980-1993 
(Orleans, St. Luce and Pt. de Veachette) 
: Agence de 1  'eau Loire - Bretagne 
Suivi des micro-polluants dans les cours d'eau. 
Campagne 1992, Bassin Loire - Bretagne 
: Agence de l'eau Loire -Bretagne 
Etude des Micropolluants dans les cours d'eau. 
Campagne 1991, Bassin Loire- Bretagne 
: Agence de I'  eau Loire -Bretagne 
Synthese des ·donnees de Ia qualite des eaux de surface en Seine-Normandie 
de 1990 a  1992 
: Direction des etudes et recherches/service milieu naturel 
Water quality data for Seine, Rhone and some other french rivers 
(incl. diskette) (02/1994) 
: Minisrere de I'  environnement. Direction de I'  eau. 
Etude des Metaux Lourds sur les Mousses Aquatiques. 
Campagne 1992, Bassin Loire - Bretagne 
: Agence de 1  'eau Loire -Bretagne 
Cartographie de Ia pollution industrielle 1985- 1987. 
Rejets des etab1issements les plus polluants 
: Service de 1'environnement industriel, December 1987 
Cartographie de Ia pollution industrielle. 
Principaux rejets en 1992 
: Ministere de l'environnement, 2nd Edition, June 1994 
Cartographie de Ia pollution industrielle 
Principaux rejets industriels 1989- 1990 
: Ministere de I'  environnement, March 1992 
Cartographie de Ia pollution industrielle 
Principaux rejets industriels, 1988- 1989 









Cartographie de Ia pollution industrielle. 
Rejets de l'annee 1991 
: Ministere de l'environnement, January 1993 
Personal communication with a representative of the Agence de l 'Eau Rhin Meuse. 
Les agences de I'  eau 
: French Ministry of the Environment 
Debits des Cours D'Eau 
10 ans d'Observations 1984- 1993 
: Le Reseau National des Donnees sur l'Eau, Decembre 1994 
Qualite des Cours D'Eau 
10 ans d'Observations 1984- 1993 
: Le Reseau National des Donnees sur l'Eau , Decembre 1994 
Comments on Management Profiles in France 
Letter from the National Representatives (G. Galaszewski and E. Louvet) 
:  April 1995 
Information on water quality standards in France 
letter from Jacques Ibert, 30, Nov.  1995 
: Ministere de L'environment, France 
Information Water Quality in France plus diskette with files 
letter from G. Golaszewski, 23 February 1996. 
: Ministere de L'environment, France 
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ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY IN GERMANY 
: Water Resources Management in Germany Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety 
Erprobung  von Zielvorgaben fiir  28 gefahrliche Wasserinhaltsstoffe an ausgewihlten 
Flieszgewassem  1988-1991 
:  U mwelt Bundes Amt, Berlin 
Die Gewassergiitekarte der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, 1990 
: Landerarbeitsgemeinschaft Wasser (LAW  A) 
Ableitungund Erprobung von Zielvorgaben fiir gefiihrliche Stoffe in Oberflichengewissm 
Diskussionsbeitrige 
: UWSF -Z. Umweltchem. Oekotox. 6 (1) 1994 
Flieszgewisser der Bundesrepublik Deutschland Karten der W asserbeschaffenheit 
1982- 1991 
: Linderarbeitsgemeinschaft Wasser (LAW  A) 
Bestandsaufnahme zur Einleitung prioritarer Stoffe im deutschen Rheineinzugsgebied-St-
and 1992 
: Deutsche Kommission zur Reinhaltung des Rheins 
Schadstoff-Fracht des Rheins 1985 und Prognose der Reduzierung 1995 
: Deutsche Kommission zur Reinhaltung des Rheins 
Deposition of  Zinc, Cadmium and Lead to the Rhine River Basin due to Emissions from 
Local Sources and Corrosion Caused by S02. Summary Report 
: Institute of Meteorology and Water Management in Warsaw , December 1991 
Umweltpolitik: Water Resources Management in Germany 
Prof. Dr. Klaus Topfer 
: The Federal Minister for the Environment 
Bericht der Bundesregierung iiber die U msetzung der Beschliisse der 3. International  en 
Nordseeschutz-Konferenz. Mirz 1990, Den Haag 
: Unterrichtung durch die Bundesregierung. Drucksache 12/4406 (19.02.93) 
Vollzug der EG-Gewisserschutzrichtlinie 76/464/EWG und deren Folgerichtlinien in 
ausgewihlten Mitgliedstaaten. Endbericht, Juni 1993 
: EURECO, Luxembourg 
Bewertung Wassergefii.hrdender Stoffe; 
Bewertung der Eigenschaften von Stoffen bzw. Stoffgemischen im Hinblickauf  technische 
Massnahmen zure Abwendung der Gefiihrdung des Wassers durch Unfalle beim Lagem, 







Herausgegeben vom Bundesminister des Innem 
ISSN 0341-1435, 38 Jahrgang, Nr 17, Bonn 12 Juni 1987 
Katalog Wassergefahrdender Stoffe, 
Beirat Beim Bundesm.inister fiir Umwelt, Naturschutz und Reaktorsicherheit 
:Herausgegeben vom Umweltbundesamt, Mai  1985 
Gewissergiitebericht '91 
Landesamt fiir Wasser und Abfall Nordrhein-Westfalen 
Letter from i.V. Schnepf, Ltd. Ministerialrat, Umweltm.inisteriumBaden-Wiirttemberg, 
Comments on Member State Profile, and discharges database for Germany 
Quality  Targets  for  Concentrations  of Hazardous  Substances  in Surface  Waters  in 
Germany. U. Inner, C Markard, K. Blandzik, C. Gottschalk, C Kussatz, B. Rechenberg, 
and D. Schudoma. 
: Ecotoxicology and Environmental Safety, No. 32., 1995 
0117  Erprobung von Zielvorgaben fiir  28  gefiihrliche wasserinhaltsstoffe an ausgewiihlten 
Fliessgewissem 1988-1991. Texte 9/94, ISSN 0722-186X. 
: Umwelt Bundes Amt 
0118  Zielvorgaben fiir gefihrliche stoffe in Oberflachengewissem;  stand: Juli 1993. Texte 
44/94, ISSN 0722-186X. 
: Umwelt Bundes Amt 
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Information about Greece (Axios River I Gulf of Thessaloniki) 
+ diskette with data.  Obtained via J.v.Gils, Delft Hydraulics. 
: Ministry of Environment, Greece 
Some data of Axios river. 
Cadmium and Mercury (1980- 1988) 
: EC counsellor for Greece,  Brussels 
Policy Plan for the management of inland water quality in Greece 
Draft, Athens, July,  1994 
: Ministry of Env. Phys. Planning and Public Works 
Axios River Basin Water Quality Management 
v. Gils (Delft Hydraulics) and Argiropoulos (Min. for the Environment, Greece) 
: Water Resources Management 5:  271-280, 1991 
Programmes to reduce water pollution from the toxic substances featuring in List II of 
Directive 76/464/EEC; 
Letter + Annex 1 + Annex 2 from Kh.  Zerefos to DGXI, 8 December 1989, 
:Greek Ministry of the Environment, Regional Planning and Public Works Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC. list II  substances  T1390  June 1996 













The biological survey of river quality: 
results of the 1992  investigations 
: Environmental Protection Agency 
Environmental Protection Agency Act. 
Number 7 of 1992, Arrangement of Sections 
: Environmental Protection Agency 
Approximate Quantities used in Ireland 
Local Government (water pollution) Acts,  1977 and 1990. 
(control of EDC, TRI, PER and TCB discharges) Regulations 1994 
: Statutory instruments No. 245 of 1994 
Local Government (water pollution) Act,  1977 
(control of Cadmium discharges) Regulations 1985 
: Statutory instruments No. 294 of 1985 
Local  Government  (water  pollution)  Acts,  1977  and  1990.  (control  of  Urrbon 
Tetrachloride, DDT and Pentachlorophenol discharges) Regulations 1994 
: Statutory instruments No. 43 of 1994 
Local Government (water pollution) Acts, 1977 and 1990. (control of Aldrin, Dieldrin, 
Endrin, Isodrin, HCB, HCBD and CHCL3 discharges. Regulations 1993 
: Statutory instruments No. 348 of 1993 
Local Government (water pollution) Act,  1977 
(control of  Hexachlorocyclohexane and mercury discharges. Regulations 1986 
: Statutory instruments No.55 of 1986 
Annual report on direct and riverine inputs to convention waters during the year 1992. 
Irish Sea Coastline 
: Paris Commission : Procedures and Decisions Manual 
Annual report on direct and riverine inputs to convention waters during the year 1992. 
Atlantic Coastline 
: Paris Commission : Procedures and Decisions Manual 
Annual report on direct and riverine inputs to convention waters during the year 1992. 
Celtic Sea Coastline 
: Paris Commission : Procedures and Decisions Manual 
Monitoring data for River Slaney (1979- 1994) 
+ diskette with data 
: EPA and Wexford County Council 
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Water Quality Management Plan for the River Slaney Catchment including the Estuary 
July 1986 
: Carlow County Council, Wexford County Council and Wicklow County Council 
Comments on Transposition of 76/464/EEC in Ireland 
: Letter from the National Representative (D. Moore, March, 1995 ) 
Information on surface water standards in Ireland 
: Letter from Marie Hughes, Department of the Environment, Ireland 
Statutory Instruments, S.l. No. 293 of 1988 
European Communities-(Quality of salmonid waters) Regulations, 1988 
: Dublin, Published by the Stationery Office, Pl. 6007 
Statutory Instruments, S.l. No. 155 of 1992 
Quality of Bathing Water Regulations, 1992 
: Dublin, Published by the Stationery Office, Pl. 8975 
Statutory Instruments, S.I. No. 200 of 1994 
Quality of Shelfish Waters Regulations, 1994 
: Dublin, Published by the Government Supplies Agency, PN 0930 
Statutory Instruments, S.l. No. 294 of 1989 
European  Communities  (Quality of Surface  Water  Intended  for  the  Abstraction  of 
Drinking Water) Regulations, 1989. 
: Dublin, Published by the Stationery Office, Pl. 6095 
Comments on the implementation of Directive 76/464/EEC in Ireland 
Letter from David Moore, 12 March, 1996 and 
Phosphorous Quality Objective Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC. List II substances  T1390  June 1996 
= Italy 
1700:  Chlorinated pesticides and PCBs contents of the two main tributaries into the Adriatic Sea 
: The Science of the Total Environment, 17  (1981) 
: Elsevier Scientific Publishing Company, Amsterdam 
1701:  Toxicological and chemical characterization of organic micropollutants in River Po waters 
: WR-MS 172 Water Research.  1991 
1702:  Comparison between chemical and biological approaches for the evaluation of the organic 
enrichment of the River Po (Italy) 
:Paper: 1st Int. Workshop 'Lowland Stream Restoration', Aug, 1991, Lund, Sweden 
1703:  The Po river basin (Italy): problems and water management policies 
:European Water Pollution Control, vol 4 nr 2 , 1994 
1704:  Water Quality in the Po river basin (Italy). An overview of the problems. 
: Proceedings of the Freshwater Europe Symposium: River Water Quality, Monitoring and 
Control; Editors: Walley and Judd 
1705:  A Snapshot Survey on the River Po 
: Commission EC/Joint Research Centre, Environment Institute 
1706:  Monitoring Strategies in the Po River Basin 
R. Pagnotta e.a. 
: Proceeding of conference: Monitoring Tailor-Made, Beekbergen NL, March, 1995. 
1707:  La qualita delle acque del flume Po negli anni '90 
: Consiglio Nazionale delle Richerche, Roma, 1991 
1708:  Qualita' delle acque superficiali e loro classificazione, Allegato 1 
Estratto da:  Schema previsionale e programmatico, Iegge 283/89 art 2bis 
: Autorita di bacino del fiume Po, Parma, Maggio 1992 
1709:  Qualita' delle acque superficiali e I  oro classificazione, AI legato 2 
Estratto da: Schema previsionale e programmatico, Iegge 283/89 art 2bis 
: Autorita di bacino del fiume Po, Parma, Maggio 1992 
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Water quality in Luxembourg: monitoring results on fish water 1985 - 1988 
contamination by heavy metals of rivers in Luxembourg; 
: annual activity report concerning the water control results 
Contamination des cours d'eau du Grand-Duche de Luxembourg par les micropollutants 
metalliques et organochlores. Etude par Ia methode des mousses aquatiques. 
: Laboratoire d'Ecologie, Universite de Metz 
Rapport d'activite 1993 
Grand-Duche de Luxembourg 
: Ministere de I'  environnement 
Monitoring data of the rivers Moselle, Sure and Sarre ( 1982 - 1992) 
Grand-Duche de Luxembourg 
: Administration de I  'Environnement. Division des Eaux. 
Vorkommen geloster organischer Mikroverunreinigungen im Einzugsbereich von Mosel 
und Saar.  02./03/12.1993 
(Presence de micropolluants organiques dissous dans le bassin de Ia Moselle et dela Sarre) 
: Intemationale Kommissionen zum schutze der Mosel und der Saar gegen verunreinigung 
Bericht iiber Schadstoftbelastung von Fischen in Saar und Mosel in 1991 
Dezember 1993 
:lntemationale Kommissionen zum Schutze der Mosel und der Saar gegen Verunreinigung 
Qualite des eaux de Ia Moselle, de Ia Sarre et de leurs affluents, annee 1993. 
Agence de l'eau rhin-meuse. Decembre 1994 
:  Commissions Intemationales pour Ia Protection de Ia  Moselle et Ia  Sarre contre Ia 
Pollution 
Spurenschadstaffe in Schwebstoffen der Mosel und der Saar  02./03/12.1993 
(micropolluants dans les matieres en suspension de Ia Moselle et de Ia Sarre) 
: Intemationale Kom.missionen zum schutze der Mosel und der Saar gegen verunreinigung 
Subject: National water quality objectives in Luxembourg 
letter from Monique Back-Reichard, 9 November 1995 
: Administration de L'environnement, Division des Eaux Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC, list II  substances  T1390  June 1996 













Jaarboek Monitoring Rijkswateren 1991 
Ri  jkswaterstaat 
: DGW I RIZA 
Rijn- en Noordzeeactieplan industriele lozingen 1991 
Ri  jkswaterstaat 
: RIZA, Lelystad. nota nr. 93.029 
Emissiereductie Rijn- en Noordzeeactieplan 
Tussenstand en prognose 
: RIZA nota nr. 92.065 
Hoe wordt de kwaliteit van het oppervlaktewater in Europa verzekerd? 
Paper: 46e Vakantiecursus in drinkwatervoorziening TU Delft. Jan.  1994 
: M. K.  H. Gast, RIW  A 
Recente ontwikkelingen in de Europese wetgeving 
Paper: 46e Vakantiecursus in drinkwatervoorziening TU Delft. Jan.  1994 
: F. Rillaerts, EUREAU, Brussels 
Resultaten van het waterkwaliteitsonderzoek in de Maas in Nederland 
1973- 1992 
: RIZA Hoofdafd. Informatie en Meettechnologie. notanr. 94.005 
Resultaten van het waterkwaliteitsonderzoek in de Maas in Nederland 
1970- 1989 
: RIZA Hoofdafd. Informatie en Ontwikkeling. notanr. 90.047 
De Rijn en Rijntakken 
verleden, heden en toekomst 
: RIZA Hoofdafd. Informatie en Ontwikkeling.notanr. 93.004 
Representativiteit meetstations Lobith en Kl..eve-Bimmen 
meetcampagne 1988 
: ICWS, Amsterdam (volgnr. 89.03) 
Jaarverslag 1991 deel A:  de Rijn 
: RIW  A Samenwerkende Rijn- en Maas waterleidingbedrijven 
Resultaten van het waterkwaliteitsonderzoek in de Rijn in Nederland 
1972- 1991 
: RIZA nota 92.047 
Cijfers achter de belasting van het Schelde-estuarium over de periode1980- 1991. 
Werkdocument GWWS-93.817x 
: Rijkswaterstaat. Dienst Getijdewateren 















deel B:  de Maas 
: Rijncommissie Waterleidingbedrijven 
Jaarverslag  1981 
deel B:  de Maas 
: Rijncornmissie Waterleidingbedrijven 
T1390 
De samenstelling van bet Maaswater in 1981 
: Rijncommissie Waterleidingbedrijven  RIW  A 
De samenstelling van bet Maaswater in 1982 
Samenwerkende Rijn- en Maas-waterleidingbedrijven 
: RIWA 
De samenstelling van bet Maaswater in 1983 en 1984 
Samenwerkende Rijn- en Maas-waterleidingbedrijven 
: RIWA 
De samenstelling van bet Maaswater in 1985 en 1986 
Samenwerkende Rijn- en Maas-waterleidingbedrijven 
: RIWA 
De samenstelling van bet Maaswater in 1987 en 1988 
Samenwerkende Rijn- en Maas-waterleidingbedrijven 
: RIWA 
Jaarverslag 1990 
deel B: de Maas 
: Rijncommissie Waterleidingbedrijven, RIW  A 
Jaarverslag 1991 
deel B: de Maas 
: Rijncommissie Waterleidingbedrijven, RIWA 
Jaarverslag 1992 
deel B:  de Maas 
Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC. list II substances 
: Samenwerkende Rijn- en Maas-waterleidingbedrijven, RIW  A 
De samenstelling van bet Rijnwater in 1982 en 1983 
Samenwerkende Rijn- en Maas-waterleidingbedrijven 
:RIWA 
De samenstelling van bet Rijnwater in 1984 en 1985 
Samenwerkende Rijn- en Maas-waterleidingbedrijven 













De samenstelling van het Rijnwater in 1986 en 1987 
Samenwerkende Rijn- en Maas-waterleidingbedrijven 
: RIWA 
De samenstelling van het Rijnwater in  1988 en  1989 
Samenwerkende Rijn- en Maas-waterleidingbedrijven 
: RIWA 
De samenstelling van het Rijnwater in 1990 en 1991 
Samenwerkende Rijn- en Maas-waterleidingbedrijven 
: RIWA 
Diverse infonnatie over de Schelde 
+  diskette met data 
:B. van Eck, RIZA 
Ontwikkeling in de belasting en de waterkwaliteit van het Schelde-estuarium in de peri  ode 
1980 - 1991 (2 boeken: tekst+kaarten) (text also in English) 
: Direct.  -Gen. RWS, Dienst Getijdewateren, Dir. Zeeland. DGW 92-042 
Jaarverslag 1992, 1993 (2 delen) 
deel A:  de Rijn 
: Samenwerkende Rijn- en Maas-waterleidingbedrijven ,RIW  A 
De samenstelling van het Maaswater 1989, 1990, 1991 en 1992 
Samenwerkende Rijn- en Maas-waterleidingbedrijven 
: RIWA 
Rijn- en Noordzeeactieplan industriele lozingen 1985- 1992 
Wunderink S.E., October 1994 
: RIZA, Lelystad notanr. 94.054 
Resultaten van het waterkwaliteitsonderzoek in de Rijn in Nederland 1973 - 1992 
: RIZA nota 94.006 
Organische micro verontreinigingen in Rijn en Maas 
1988- 1990 
: RIZA nota 92.009 
Jaarverslag 1993 
Deel B: de Maas 
: Samenwerkende Rijn- en Maas-waterleidingbedrijven RIW  A 
Toepassing van richtlijn 76/464/EEG en dochterrichtlijnen betreffende de verontreiniging 
veroorzaakt door bepaalde gevaarlijke stoffen die in het aquatisch milieu van de Gemeen-
schap worden geloosd 
Informatie voor Nederland over het jaar 1991 
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Waste Water Charge Schemes in the European Union (in preparation) 
: RIZA, the Netherlands 
Milieu in Frankrijk 
: Publication of the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs 
E.G. emissierapportage zwarte-lijststoffen 1989-1990 
coOrdinatiecommissie uitvoering wet verontreiniging oppervl~tewateren 
: CUWVO werkgroep VI, november 1992 
Informatie voor Nederland over de gevaarlijke stoffen , 1989 
Toepassing van richtlijn 76/464/EEG 
: RIZA I  11-01-91 
Informatie voor Nederland over de gevaarlijke stoffen , 1991 
Toepassing van richtlijn 76/464/EEG 
: RIZA I  16-08-93 
Informatie voor Nederland over de gevaarlijke stoffen , 1992 
Toepassing van richtlijn 76/464/EEG 
: RIZA I 18-03-94 
Resultaten van het waterkwaliteitsonderzoek in de Maas in Nederland 1974-1993 
: RIZA Notanr. 95.018 
Maascampagne '91 
Momentopname van de waterkwaliteit in het Maasstroomgebied 23-24 September 1991 
: RIWA 
Schoot-Uiterkamp, J.F.J., F.P.M. Leek and A.F. de Savonin Lohman, 1995. 
Waste Water Charge Schemes in the European Union; Part 1:  Comparison and Evalu-
ation, January 1995 
: RIZA Nota nr. 95.030; ISBN: 903694502X 
Meeting of  National Experts on Directive 76/464/EEC- List II Substances, Brussels 14-
15 July, 1993. Supporting Document for a presentation addressing the approach followed 
by the Netherlands, presented by Mario Cerutti. 
Milieukwaliteitsdoelstellingen bodem en water 
Derde Nota Waterhuishouding 
: Tweede Kamer der Staten Generaal, Vergaderjaar 1991-1992 Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC, list II substances  T1390  June 1996 








Plano Nacional da Politica de Ambiente 
: Versao prelirninar para discussao publica 
Plano Nacional da Politica de Ambiente 
: Versao preliminar para discussao publica, Anexos 
Sousa, A.  G.B., Barros, M.C., et al., 1992. Uma estrategia para a resolu<rao dos proble-
mas de poluicao hidrica em Portugal. Lisboa - Decembro de 1992. 
: Associacao Portuguesa dos Recursos Hidricos (APRH) 
Comments to Annex 1 (letter from M.C. Barros to G.H. Broseliske) 
: Instituto da Agua, Lisboa, Portugal 
OECD Environmental Reviews, Portugal 
:OECD, Paris, 1993 
MARN/DGA- unpublished data (provided by M.C. Barros (INAG) to G.H. Broseliske 
(RIZA)) 
: lnstituto da Agua, Lisboa , Portugal 
Information on Water Quality Objectives in Portugal, from o.a. Dario da Republica 
correspondance from M.  C. Barros 
: Instituto da Agua, Lisboa, Portugal 
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Impacto de Ia Directiva 76/464 en el Rio Tajo , Zone Espanola 
: Direccion General de Calidad de las Aquas, Madrid, Spain 
Aplicacion de Ia directiva sobre substancas peligrosas en el medio 
acuatico (76/464/EEC) 
: M.O.P.U. Direccion General de Obras Hidraulicas 
Analisis de calidad de aguas 1989 - 1990 
Summary of Ebro data- Station 027 (fortosa) and Station 163 (Asco) 
: Ministerio de Obras Publicas y Transportes Julio 1991 
Analisis de calidad de aguas 1989 - 1990 
Summary of Tajo data- Station 019 (Alcantara) and Station 015 (falavera) 
: Ministerio de Obras Publicas y Transportes Julio 1991 
Localizacion de Substancias Microcontaminantes en Aguas Superficiales 
:March 1995 
Water Surveillance from on high by Marta Ruiz 
Information about SAl  CA (Sistema Automatico de Informacion de Cali  dad de las Aguas 
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COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 
of 4  May  19i6 
on pollution caused by certain dangerous substances discharged into the aquatic 
environment of the Community 
(76/464/EEC) 
THE COUNCil OF  THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES. 
Having regard to the Treaty establishinE the European 
Economic Community. a:1d  in  particular Articles  J  00 
and  235  thereof. 
Having regard  to the proposal  from  the Commission. 
Having regard  to the opinion of the European Parlia-
ment (1}. 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the  Economic  and 
Social  Committee (1). 
Whereas there is an urEent need for general and simul-
taneous  action  by  the  Member  States  to  protect  the 
aquatic  environment  of  the  Community from  pollu-
tion.  particularly  th;~n  caused  by  cenain  persistent. 
toxic and bioaccumulable substances ; 
\X:hercas  sc:vcral  con\'ention~  or  draft  conventions. 
including  the  Convention  for  the  prevention  of 
marine  pollution  from  land-based  sources.  the  draft 
Com·c:ntion  for  the  protc:ction  of  the  Rhine  again~t 
chemical  pollution ·and  thl·  draft  European  Conven-
tion  for  tfw  ptOtl'Ction  oi  intc:rnational  watercoun.<:~ 
a~ainst pollution. are  dcsignc:d  to protect intc:rnational 
watercourst:s and  the marine t:n\'ironmcnt from  pollu-
tion ;  whl·n:a~  it  ic;  imponant  to  c:nsurc:  the  coordi-
natt:d  Jmplt-mtnration  of  tlu:~c conventions; 
(') 0 I  ~o c  -'.  li.  1.  J<r~. p.  t-~. 
(-')  OJ  No  C  H·"·  I'·  ~.  I iJ:"c;,  p.  7f.. 
\\'hert·as any  disparity  between  the provisions on the 
discharge  of  cenain  dangerous  substances  into  the 
aquatic environment already applicable or in  prepara-
tion in the various Member States may create unequal 
conditions of competition and thus directly affect  the 
functioning  of  the  common  market ;  whereas  it  is 
therefore  necessary  to approximate  laws  in  this field. 
as  provided  for  in  Article  I 00 of  the Treaty; 
Whereas it  seems necessary for  this approxim.ation of 
Jaws  to be accompanied by  Community action so that 
one of the aims of the Community in  the sphere of 
protection  of  the  environment  and  improvement  of 
the quality of  life:  can  be achieved  by  more extensive 
rules ; whereas certain specific provisions to this effect 
should therdore be laid down ; whereas Anicle l.H of 
the Treaty should  be  invoked  as  the  powers  required 
for  this  purpose  have  not  been  provided  for  by  the 
Treaty; 
Whl·rea~ the  pro!!ramme  of  action  of  the  Europea1 
Communitie~ on  the  environment p).  provides  for 
number of  mea~ures to  protect  fresh  water  and se 
water  from  cenain  pollutants; 
\\'ht:rea-..  in order to cnsun· effective prOtl·ction of th 
aquatic  environment of the  Community. it  is  neces· 
sary to  e~tahlish a first  list. called list I, of certain indi-
vidual  substances selectl·d mainly on the basis of their 
toxicity.  persistence.  and  bioaccumulation.  with  th<.· 
c:xn·ption  of  tho~t: which arc  bioloJ.:ically  harmlt"!>s  or 
C)  OJ  l\o C  111.  2u.  12.  J<J7~. p.  1. \l.·hid1  :ue rapidly conven<:d into  subs!an~C'S which are 
-biolopically harmless. and a  St:l·ond  list,  call~d List  II. 
containin~ su!Jstances  v.hich  have  a  dclct<:rious  effect 
on  the  aquatic emironment. which  can.  however.  be 
l"Onfin(·d  to  a  givl'n  area  and  which  Jc:pend  on  the: 
characteristi<:s  and  location  of  the  watc:r  into  which 
they  are  dischargt"d ;  whereas  any  dischar~t- of  these 
substances  should  be  subject  to  prior  authorization 
which  specifies emission  standards; 
\X'hereas  poilution  through  the  di~charge  of  the 
various  dangerous  subst:mces  within  list  I  must  be 
eliminated;  ~:hereas  th<:  Council  ~hould.  within 
specific  tame  limits  and  on  a  proposal  from  the 
Commission. adopt  limit  values  which  the  emission 
standards  should  not  exceed.  methods  of  measure-
ment, and the time limits with which existing dischar-
gers should comply ; 
\X"hereas  the  Member States should apply these  limit 
values. except v.·here  a  Member State can prove to the 
Commission. in  accordance with a  monitoring proce-
dure set up by 1he Council. that the quality objecti,·es 
established  by  the  Council. on  a  proposal  from  1he 
Commission. are  being  mer  anJ  ~ontinuously main-
tained  throughout  the  area  v..hi~h  mi~ht bt"  afiected 
l'ly  the discharges because of tht.>  action tahn. among 
others. by  thJt  Member State : 
\X"hert"as  it  is  ncces~ary  to  reduce  water  polJution 
caused  hy  the  substJn(;<.'S  withm  list  II ;  whereas  to 
:his  end  the  Mcmbcr  St:~tt.·~  should  establish 
programme~ which  incorpor.ne  qu.1lity  obj<.'nives  for 
water  drawn  up  in  ("Omplianu·  with  Council  Direl·-
ri,·es  whert:' they exi~t ;  ·~:herc.~a~ tht·  cmi!:.~ion standard~ 
appli<.:al>le  to such substances shculJ be calculated in 
terms of thcst:  qt·ality objeniws : 
\X'her<'.lS,  subject to cenam e:-xu·ptions  and  modifica-
tions.  thi!'  Dirc:ctiw  shoulc.i  bl·  applied  to  dischar~l'S 
mto  ground  wat~.:r  pcndin!!  thc  adoption  of  spt"cific 
Communit~ rules  in  the  matter: 
\X:hc:-rcas  one.·  or  mort:  1\kmb<:r  St:ltt'S  may  be  abk. 
mdividu:~lly  or  jointly.  to  t:~ke  more  stringent 
mca~urcs than  tho~c  pro"idl·d  for  undl·r  this  Direc-
ti\1..' : 
\X'hcreas  ;~n imcntory of di!'<.·harl!cS  of certain partil·u-
brly danl!l'rous  ~ub~tanl·cs  into  th  ..  .- ;tquatic  environ-
ml:nt of thl' Community ~hould bl·  ... lr.twn up in ord(·r 
to  know  v. hl'n.·  thl·y  oril!in.ltnl : 
\\'hC'rc:;t~  it  may  b<.'  fll·et·~~~·~·  to  rt·vi:-l"  .md.  v. hc:r(· 
rl·quirl:d,  suppkml'nt  Li:-b  I  and  II  on  ttu- basis  of 
t·xpc.·ricn<.:c:.  if  appropriat...-.  by.  tr.ln~krrinl!  n·rt;un 
!:-Ub~t:lm·l·s  from  Li't  II  to  Li't  I. 
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H."\S  ."\OOPTED  THIS  DIRECTI\'E: 
I.  Subje<.·t  to Article 8, this  Directi\'t~ shall apply to: 
in!Jnd surface  water. 
territorial  waters. 
internal coastal  waters, 
- ground  water. 
. 2.  For the  purposes of this  Directive: 
(a)  'inland  surface  water'  means  all  static  or flowing 
fresh  surface water situated  in the territory of one 
or more  Member States ; 
(b)  'inh:rnal coastal waters· means waters on the land-
w;ud  side of the base line from which the breadth 
of territorial  ~:aters is  measured. extending. in the 
case  of watercourses.  up to the fresh-water limit ; 
(.::)  ·fre5-h-water  Iimir'  means  the  place  in  the  ~·ater­
cour~e v.herc:.  at  low  tide  and  in  a  period of low 
frl'sh-watc:-r  flow,  thert:'  is  an  appreciable  increase 
in  salinity  due  to the  presence of sea-water; 
(d)  'discharge· means the introduction into the waters 
· referred to in paragraph 1 of any substances in List 
I or  Li~t  II  of the Annex, with  the exception of: 
- di~charges of dredgings, 
- operational  disch3fges from  ships in territorial 
\1. aters. 
dumping from  ships in  territorial waters: 
k) "pollution·  me~ns the di-:;chargl'  by man. directly or 
indJrl'ctly. of substances or enerl!Y  into the aquatic 
cn\ironmtnt, the  rc~ults of which  are  such  as  to 
cau!le  hazards  to  human  health.  harm  to  living 
re~our<."l'~  and  to  aquatic  <:<.·osystems.  damage  to 
aml'nitit·s  or  inlt.'rfer<:nC<.'  with  other  legitimate 
uses  of  water. 
.At·tidt·  1 
Mc:-mbcr  Stat<.-s  !~hall tale the appropriate steps to elim-. 
inate pollution of the:  watc:rs  rderred to in Anide I  by 
the:  danJ!<:rous  ~ub~t~:Ke~ in  the  families  and groups 
oi  sub~tancc:~  in  Li!>t  I  of  thl·  Annex  and  to  reduce 
pollution  of  tht:  s.1id  water~  by  the  dangerous 
!-uhst:tno:s in th<:  famili<:s :md {!roups of substances in 
LiM  II  of  tht·  Annex. in  accordance  with  this  Direc-
tiw. thl:  prm1~1on~ of which represent only a  first step 
tow:.rd!'  thi!oo  ~oal.  -10  76/464 
With  rt·}!ard  to the  sub~tanct>s bdonJ!ing to the fami-
lies  and  groups  of  substancc..·s  in  Li~t  I.  her~inaftcr 
called  'substances  v:ithin  List  I' : 
t. all  disch:uges into the  v:at~rs referred  to  in  Article 
I  which  are  liable  to  contain  any  such  substance 
shall  require  prior authorization by  the compdent 
authority of  the  Member State concerned; 
2.  the authorization shall lay down emission stand:nds 
with  regard  to  di~charges  of  any  such  substance 
into the waters  referred  to  in  Article  I  and. where 
this  is  necessary  for  the  implementation  of  this 
Directive, to discharges of any such substance into 
sewers;  • 
.t in  the  case  of  existin~  discharges  of  any  such 
substance  into  the  waters  rderred  to  in  Article  I, 
the  dischar~ers must  comply  with  the  conditions 
laid  down  in  the  authorization  within  the  period 
stipulated therein. This period may not exceed the 
limits laid  down  in  accordance with  Article 6  (4); 
4.  authorizations may  be granted for  :1  limited  period 
only.  They  may  be  renewed.  taking  into  account 
:~ny  ch:~rges  in  the  limit  ,·alut·s  referred  to  in 
;\rucle  6. 
1.  Member States  sh:~ll apply :1  system of zero-emi~­
sion  to  discharges  into  ground  watt'r  of  substances 
within  list I. 
2.  Member States  shall  apply  to ground  water  the 
pro'\·isions of this  Directi\·e  relating to the substances 
belonging to the families and groups of substances in 
list  II,  hereinafter  called  'substances  within  list  II'. 
3.  Paragraphs  I  and  l  shall  appl~  neither  to 
domestic  effluents  nor  to  discharges  injected  into 
deep. saline and  unusable  strata. 
4.  The  provisions  of  this  Directive  relating  to 
~round water shall  no longer apply  upon  the  imple-
mentation  of  a  separate  Directive  on  ground  water. 
Artich 5 
I.  The emission standards laid down in  the authori-
zations granted pursuant to Article 3 shall determine : 
(a)  the  maximum  concentration  of  a  substance 
permissible in a discharge. In the case of dilution 
the  limit  value  provided  for  in  Article  6  (1)  (a) 
shall  be  divided  by  the dilution  factor ; 
(b)  the maximum quantity of a  substance  permissiblt 
in  a  discharge  during  one  or  r.1ore  specified 
periods  of  tim<.-.  This  quantity  may.  if  necessary. 
also  be  expr<.'~sed as  a unit of  Wt:i~ht of the:  pollu-
tant  per  unit  of  the  <:haractl'ristic  c..-kml'nt  of  tht: 
poiluting  activity  (t".g.  unit  of  wc:ight  per  unit  of 
raw  material  or  per  produn  unil). 
2.  For each  authorization, the competent authority 
of  the  Member  State  concerned  may,  if  necessary, 
impose  more strinEent emission  standards than  those 
resulting from  tht·  application of tht·  limit values  laid 
down  by  the  Council  pursuant  to  Article  6,  taking 
into account in particular the toxicity, persistence, and 
bioaccumulation  of  the  substance  concerned  in  the 
enviror:ament  into which  it  is  discharged. 
3.  If  the  dischar~er  states  that  he  is  unable  to 
comply  with  the  n·quired  emission  standards,  or  if 
this situation is  evident to the competent authority in 
the  Member  St:~te  concerned,  authorization  shall  be 
refused. 
4.  Should  the emission  standards not be complied 
with,  the  competent  authority  in  the  Member  State 
concerned  shall  take  all  appropriate  steps  to  ensure 
that the conditions of authorization are fulfilled and. if 
necessary.  that  the discharge  is  prohibited. 
Artid1:  6 
1.  The  Council.  acting  on  a  proposal  from  the 
Commission.  shall  Jay  down  the  limit  values  which 
the  emission  standards  must  not  exceed  for  the 
various dangerous substJnces included  in  the  families 
:~nd  groups  of  substann.·s  within  List  I.  Thes~ limit 
\J)ues  sh:~tl  be dt'termint'd  hy : 
(a}  the  m:~ximum  concentr:~tion  of  a  substance 
permissible  in  a  disch:~r!!c. and 
(b)  where appropriate, the maximum quantity of such 
a  substance  expressed  as  a  unit of weight  of  the 
pollutant  per unit of the characteristic element of 
the polluting activity (e.g.  unit of weight  per unit 
of raw  material  or per product  unit). 
'V:'here  appropriate.  limit  values  applicable  to  indus-
trial  diluent~ shall he established according  to  sector 
and  type  of  product. 
The  limit  values  applicable  to  the substances  within 




taking _into  account the best technical means available. 
2.  The  Council.  actin~  on  a  proposal  from  the 
Commis~ion. shal1  lay down quality  objectiv~s for the 
substances within  list  J. 
These objectives shall be bid down principally on the 
b:~~is of  the toxicity.  pt·rsist<:n<.·e  and accumulation  of 
the said  substance'S  in  livin~  or~anisms and  in  sedi-
ment.  JS  indicat<:d  by  tht·  latc:st  condusive  ~(-it'ntific 
data, taking into a<.-count  the diff<>rence  in  char~ICtcns­
tics  betw(·<:n  s:tlt-wat<:r  and  frc:sh  water. J.  The  limit  values  established  in  accordanct'  with 
paragraph  I  shall  apply except  in  the cases  v.:here  a 
Member State on pro,·e to the Commission, in accor-
.iancc  v.·uh  a  momtorin.g  procedure  set  up  by  the 
·ouncil on a propo::.al  from  the Commission. that the 
:llity  obj('CtiH'S e\tabllshed in  a<.·cordance  with  para-
ph  2.  or  more  sev("n:  Community  quality  objec-
.:s.  are  being  mc.-1  and  continuously  maintained 
oughout  the area  which  mighr  be  affected  by the 
.charge~ because of the action  taken. among others. 
:  that  Mem~r  State. 
.  "he  Commission  shall  report  to  the  Council  the 
.  nstances  where  it  has  had  recourse  to  the  quality 
objectives  method.  Every  five  years  the  Council shall 
review, on the basis of a Commission proposal and in 
accordance  \a:ith  Article  J 48  of  the  Treaty.  the 
instances  v.·here  the  said  method  has  been  applied. 
4.  For  rhose  substances  included  in  the  families 
and groups of substances  referred  to in  paragraph  1. 
the deadlines referred  to in  point 3 of Article 3 shall 
be  laid  down  by  the  Council  in  accordance  with 
Article  J 1.  taking  into  account  the  fe:nures  of  the 
industrial  sectors  concerned  and.  where  appropriate, 
the  types  of products. 
I.  In  order  to  rt>duce  pollution  of  the  waters 
reft:"r.ed  to  in :\rticle  I  by the substances within  List 
II. Member States  shall  establish  programmes  in  the 
implemcntauon  of  which  they  shall  e~pply  in  parti-
cular the  methods referred  to  in  paragraphs  .:!.  and  3. 
..,  :~II  discharges  into  th.:  wat~rs  rderred  to  in 
:\rticl.:  J  v.·hich  arc.- li~ble  to  contain  e~ny  of  the 
sub~tances within list II shall require prior authoriza-
tion  by the competent authority in the Member State 
concerned. in  which  emission standards shall he  laid 
down. Such  standards  shall  bt>  ba!ted  on  the  quality 
objecti"·es. which shall he fixed as pro\'ided for in para-
graph  .). 
3.  The programmes referred to in  paragraph  1 shall 
includl· quality ohj<.'Ctives  for water: these shall be laid 
down  in  ae<:ordann:  with  Council  Directives,  wh('re 
thty  exi~t.  . 
4.  The  pro~rammc.-s m:~y also include ~pecific provi-
!'ions  governinj!  the  composition  and  use  of 
substances  or groups of substances and  products  e~nd 
shall tak('  into account the btest economically fc·asible 
technical  dc.·velopmc:nts. 
Ci.  Th<:  programmes  shall  set  deadlines  for  their 
implem('ntation. 
n.  Summari<:!t  of the programmes and the rc:sults  of 
their  impk-m<.·nt:ttion  !>hall  he  <:ommunicatcd  to  the 
Commis!>ion. 
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7.  The  Commission,  together  with  the  Member 
States.  shall  arrange  for  regular  comparisons  of  the 
pr.:>grammes  in order to ensure sufficie_nt coordination 
in  their  implementation. If it  sees  fit.  it  shaH  submit 
rdevant  proposals  to  the  Council  to  this end. 
Artich 8 
Member  States  shall  take  all  appropriate  steps  to 
implement  measures  adopted  by  them  pursuant  to 
this  Directive  in  such  a  way  as  not  to  increase  the 
pollution of ~·aters to ~·hich Article  I  does not apply  . 
They shall  in  addition  prohibit all  acts  ~·hich inten-
tionally  or unintentionally circumvent the  provisions 
of this  Directive. 
Arlich 9 
The  application  of  the  measures  taken  pursuant  to 
this Directive may on no account lead. either directly 
or  indirectly,  to  increased  pollution  of  the  waters 
referred  to  in  Article  I. 
Arrick 10 
\\'here  appropnate, one or more  Member States may 
individually  or  jointly  take  more  stringent  measures 
than  those  provided  for  under this  Directive. 
Artich  I I 
The competent  authority shaH  draw up an  inventory 
of the discharges into the waters  referr~d to in Article 
I  which  may  contain  substances  v•ithin  list  1  to 
which  emission  standards are  applicable. 
Artidt 12 
1.  The  Council.  acting  unanimously.  shall  take  a 
decision  within  nine  months  on  any  Commission 
proposal made pursuant to Article 6 and on the propo-
sals  concerning  the  methods  of  measurement  appli-
cable. 
Proposals concernins; an initial series of suh~tances as 
well  as  the  methods of  measurement  applicable and 
the  deadlines  rdcrr~d  to  in  Article  6  (4)  shatl  be 
~uhmittt:d  lw  the  Commi~sion within  a  maximum 
period of tw~ years followin!! notification of this Direc-
tive. 
2.  The Commis~ion shall. where possible within 27 
months  following  notification  of  this  Directive, 
fo!v:ard  the first  proposals made pursuant to Article 7 
(7). Th(." Coun<."il. :Kting un;~nimously, shall take a deci-
::.ion  within  ninl'  month!\. 12  76/464 
A11idt 13 
1.  For  the  purposes  of  this  Directive,  Member 
States  shall  supply the  Commission, at  its  request  to 
be submitted in each case, with aJI  the necessary infor-
mation, and in  particular ; 
- details  of  authorizations  granted  pursuant  to 
Article  3  and Article  7 (l), 
- the results of the inventory pro,·ided for  in Article 
1 J. 
- the results of monitoring by the national  nerwork, 
- additional  information  on  the  programmes 
referred  to in Article  7. 
2.  Information  acquired  as  a  resuh of the applica-
tion of this Article shall be used only for  the purpose 
for  which  it  was  requested. 
3.  The Commission and the competent authorities 
of the Member States, their officials and other servants 
shaJI  not  disclose  information  acquired  by  them 
pursuant  to this  Directive  and of  a  kind  covered  by 
the obligation of professional  secrecy. 
4.  The provisions of paragraphs 2 and  3  shall  not 
prevent  publication of general  information or surveys 
which  do  not  contain  information  relating  to  parti-
cular undertakings or associations of undertakings. 
Artidt- 14 
The Council, acting on a  proposal from  the Commis-
sion,  which  shall  act  on  its  own  initiative  or at  tht' 
request  of  a  Member  State,  shall  revise  and.  where 
necessary,  supplement  lists _I  and  II  on the basis  of 
experience,  if  appropriate,  by  transferring  certain 
substances  from  list II  to  list I. 
Artidt: 1  j 
This  Directive  is  addressed  to  the Member States. 
Done at  Brusssels,  4  May  197  6. 
b.1 r  I h(·  Cmou if 
Tht:  Pnsidnu 
G.  THORN Dangerous substances  13 
.-1.\".\T.X 
Lisr I  of  famili~s and groups of substances 
Li~t  I  wntains t:<:'rtain  indi,-idu.al  subst.an<.t·~  v. hi.::h  bdon!! w  the:  foll0"' mg  fan11lu.:~  and  ~roups of 
~ubstancc!:>. sclcclt'd  m:~inly on th<.·  ha:-is  of tht:ar  toxKity.  per~i5-h:nn: ::mJ  b1oan:umubtion. with the 
exception cf those whi<.·h  arc  biologically  h:~rmlc)S or which  :~u:  r:1pidly  conn:ru·d into  ~uh~tances 
which  are  biologically  h:~rml<:s~: 
I. organoh:1logen compounds and  suh~tant:e~ which mJy form su<.·h  compc.,und!- in the.·  aquJti<.· cnvi-
~~ffiL  . 
:!.  organopho5-phoru:.  <.ompound:-.  . 
.  t  orl'!anotin  <.:ompounds. 
-1.  subsunces in respect of ~.-hich it hJs bc:cn  pro,cd that they possess orcinogc.·nic pro~nin in or 
via  the aqu:Jtic  environment  ( 1 ~ 
5.  mercury and  itl'  compounds. 
6. cadmiUm  and 1ts  <.:ompounds  • 
. .  pc:ni~tef'l  mmc:ral  011~ and  h~Jrocarbons of pdrolc:um  on~sn. 
:~nJ for  th<.·  purpo~·~ oi  •mrh:m<.·ntin~  :\nidc.~ .!.  Joi.  ll  and  14 oi  thi~ Dm:cuw : 
1\.  pc:r5t~knt !-yntlt\'tl'  ~ub~uncc:!- ~·hich  may  iloat.  remam  in  su~~n!'ion or sink  ~nd whid1  may 
mtnfc.·rc.·  ~  ith  .1n'  u,c:  of  the.·  ~·.Jtc."r... 
List  II of families and groups of  sub~tances 
Li~t  II c.ontarn!' · 
sul,)t:tn.:.c:!' t'donl!anf to the bmilic:~ and 1!roup) of ~uh~t:tncc:. in Li't I for wluc.h  the limat \·alucs 
rd  ..  ·rrc:d  w  an  :\rude.·  f. of  the  Dut:di\~ h:t\t:  not  been dch:rmint·d. 
,-cnaan tnc.ii\ sdu.1l  ~uh~Unl·<.·) and GJlc~oric.·~ of ~ub~tann-·) helon~inl! to the: fan11lin :snd groups of 
)Ub!-Un<.t:!  lt:-h:J  l•c:low . 
.Inti  '#.lu~·h h.lh' .1  ddl·lc.'nou~ cttc:ct  on th,·  aqu:~ti<.· cn,·ironment  ..... hit·h ,·Jn. h<.lwnc:r. ht: confin<.•d  to 
.1  p\l'O  ;~r,·a :snd "'hal  h  ,ic:p<.·n,l  on the  d13r.1c..t<.rs~tK~ and lo...1taon  ot the.·  ....  ·.a~c.-r  into "'hich  th<.·y  :~re 
da~"  har1!<.'d_ 
famili~s and  ~roups of subnanc~~ rcferr~d to in the second indent 
I_  zin"  f- ~t·knaum  II. tin  Jt-.  ,·,uudJUm 
2.  <."opp<.·r  :u~cnit  t.!.  banum  17.  <:obah 
flll.:kd  S.  ;entamony  n. hc:ryllium  Ui.  thalium 
"' 
duomaum  9.  moh.h<knum  14.  boron  J'f_  tdlurium 
lc:;ttl  IU.  titai~IUOl  Jc;_  uranium  .!H.  ~11\l•f 
\.  Slth~t.ulc.',·:- ...,fudt  h;l\<.'  ;I dc:kt<.-riou!'  dint on the.·  t.t~tc: anc.l.'or  !'Old• (•f  the.·  produ<.'b  for  human 
~ <.•n:-umption  tkn,c.·,l  trom  the.·  ;lquatK <."n,·ironmc:nt. 
4.  ·1  o~~:a,  <•r  flc.·r ... •~tc.·nt  UtJ.!.IIll"  "<'f11Jl4.•un ..  t~ ut  ~tlau•n  .•  nHI  ~uh:.t.ulc.c.·~  ~luda m;c~  ~in· ri:-.c.·  to "u" h 
"ompc.•un,J,  Ill  ~.ctc.·r. <."Kdu,lmJ!  '"''"""  ~lu.la .Itt· l•wlt•J.!:K·•Ih- h.srmlc.·  .. ,  <•r  ;arc.·  upac.lly  <."On\·<.·rtt·d  in 
W.lh.'f  IIllO  h,tflllft·''  'Uh,f.IIH.'-·'-
(I) Where ccrt.lin 5Ubstmccs in Ust ll are carcinogens. they are included in catcgoey 4 of  this list. 14  76/464 
5.  Jnor~:mic compound~ of phosphorus and c:kmental  pho~phorus. 
b.  Non  pt-rsistenr  n11ncr.ll  oils and  hydro(.·arbons  of po:trokum  origin. 
7.  Cyanidc:s.  fluoridt-~. 
~- Substances  which  ha  ... ·e  an  ad~;erse effect  on tht- oxygen  babncc, particularly: 
ammonia, nitrites. 
Statement on Article 8 
With  regard  to  the discharge  of waste  water  imo the open  sea  by  means of  pipelines, 
Member States undenake to lay down requirements v.·hich  shall be not less stringent than 
those  imposed  by  this  Directive. Appendix B:  Water  Management  Profiles  for  EC 
Member States ) 
1 
(Comprising  key issues of organisation, legislation, trans-
position of Directive 76/464/EEC (for List II substances), per-
mitting, enforcement and monitoring) 
) 
1  New Member States (Sweden, Finland and  Austria) are not included, since the project 
was required to assess the effectiveness of the Directive since its adoption. Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC, list II substances  T1390  .June 1996 
BELGIUM 
Brussels region 
(sources:  EC002, ECOOJ,  EC012, DJJO, BJJO, B330, B331) 
1  Organization 
The competent authority in Brussels is the Brussels Institute for Environmental Management 
(IBGE-BIM).  IBGE publishes reports on the state of the environment in Brussels based on 
data, primarily collected by the national authorities. 
2  Framework legislation 
The framework legislation for protection of surface water was adopted in  1971  (Loi du 26 
mars  1971  portant sur Ia  protection des  eaux de surface contre  Ia  pollution).  Directive 
76/464/EEC is  applicable in the Brussels region through a mix of royal decrees  (national 
level) and regional. 
3  Transposition 
Directive 76/464/EEC is transposed via a Royal Decree of 03-08-1976. 
Some List II substances are covered by regional regulations subsequent to a royal decree of 
1987 (Arrete Royal du 4 novembre 1987 fixant des normes de qualite de base pour les eaux 
du reseau hydrographique public). 
There is no programme for List II substances, except that their discharge is forbidden unless 
it is specially authorised in the discharge permit. 
4  Permitting and enforcement 
Currently the industrial waste water emissions are covered by a separate permit system. A 
new permit system will be adopted soon. New permits will be valid for  10 years, renewable 
twice during this period of 10 years. 
5  Monitoring 
a. Waste water monitoring 
Monitoring of  waste water discharges is carried out by the Environmental Inspectorate. There 
are currently no specific provisions at regional level for self-monitoring. 
b. Surface water monitoring 
The monitoring of the quality of surface waters is carried out by the authorities. 
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Aemish region 
(sources:  EC002, EC003, ECOJ2, DJJO, BJJO,  B117 Bl19, B320, B325, B330, B331) 
1  Organization 
The Administration for Environment, Nature, Land and Water Management called AMINAL 
(Administratie Milieu, Natuur-, Land en Waterbeheer), is  a subdivision of the Department 
of  the Environment and Infrastructure (Departement Leefmilieu en Infrastructuuur) belonging 
to the Administration of  the Flemish Government. The Flemish Environmental Agency (VMM 
= Vlaarnse Milieu Maatschappij) is an official organisation responsible for planning (sewage 
infrastructure and sewage treatment plants and environmental policy), monitoring, control 
and collecting levies on waste water discharges. 
2  Framework legislation 
Regulation of  (point source) discharges in Flanders is primarily based on the Act of26 March 
1971 concerning the protection of surface waters against pollution (Wet van 26 maart 1971 
op de bescherming van de oppervlaktewateren tegen verontreiniging). This Act has been 
regularly amended and supplemented (10 times in the period 1979- 1992). The Decree of 
28  June  1985 concerning environmental  licensing has  been  ammended  by decrees of 07 
February 1990, 02 December 1990 and 21  December 1990; The Decree of 05 April 1995 
giving general  requirements  concerning environmental  policy has  been expanded  by the 
Decree of 19 April 1995 concerning environmental auditing. 
3  Transposition 
The directive has been transposed into national and regional law. Directive 76/464/EEC was 
first transposed into a Royal Decree of03. August 1976 (Koninklijk Besluit van 03 augustus 
1976 houdende algemeen regelement voor bet lozen van afvalwater in de gewone oppervlakte-
wateren). One has to keep in mind that environmental legislation became progressively a 
regional matter from 01  January 1989 onwards; product norms are still a federal matter). 
Two major pieces of legislation have recently been adopted: 
VLAREM 1: 
General rules and permit procedures (Besluit van de Vlaamse Executieve van 6 februari 1991 
houdende vaststellingvan bet Vlaams Regelement betreffende de Milieuvergunning, gewijzigd 
bij besluiten van de Vlaamse Executieve van 27 februari 1992, van 28 oktober 1992, en van 
01  juni 1995). 
VLAREM 2: 
VLAREM 2 of 01 June 1995 replaces VLAREM 2 of 1992 for juridical reasons. Specific rules 
for the different environmental compartments (air, water, soil, noise) and industrial sectors 
(nuisance causing installations). The new  VLAREM 2 imposes VMM to work out discharge 
reduction programmes and other "76/464 obligations  u. 
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As a base line, next to general conditions, discharge standards for specific industrial sectors 
were set (based on BAT). Priority sectors have been alloca!ed also based on the agreements 
of the North Sea Conferences.  Inventories of emissions and  water qualities of List II sub-
stances guide the authorities when taking further measures as  reflected in the 20-25 quality 
objectives (as  of 01-07-1995) for surface waters  in  Flanders (concerning nutrients, heavy 
metals, organic substances such as  pesticides and inorganic substances). Special or supple-
mentary  conditions  can  relate to  the  quality  of receiving  waters.  For diffuse  pollution, 
fertilizer and manure policies are executed (e.g. the manure action programme). 
4  Permitting and enforcement 
Since 1992 all issued discharge permits are based on VLAREM I and II. These regulations were 
established in order to integrate all previous fragmentary environmental legislation into one 
up-dated coordinated Flemish environmental legislation. All EC Directives are put into force 
in VLAREM. 
Discharges from installations classified as first or second class need a discharge permit. An 
application for a permit has to be made at the provincial level for nuisance causing installa-
tions in the private sector (industry) and at the regional level for installations under control 
of official  bodies.  The applications are judged by  provincial  and  regional  commissions. 
AMINAL/Division of permits  (AMINAL/ AMV of Afdeling Milieuvergunningen) coordinates 
the permit procedure and  exercises,  together with  VMM  in  an  advisory  role,  on water 
discharges and emissions into air. 
Permits delivered or requested before September 1991  are valid for a maximum period of 
20 years or the period as mentioned in the permit if less. 
Permits for discharges containing List II substances have to be evaluated at least every four 
years and renewed or adapted considering progress in best available techniques and water 
quality objectives. 
Enforcement of the terms and standards set in the permits is carried out by AMINAL/Division 
of environmental Inspection (AMINAL/ AMI = Afdeling Milieu Inspectie) 
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5  Monitoring 
a. Waste water monitoring 
Monitoring of waste water discharges is conducted by (i) the plant operator, (ii) the Flemish 
Environmental Agency (VMM), and (iii) the Inspection Division of the Flemish Ministry of 
the Environment. 
Monitoring of  waste water by the plant operator (parameters, sampling, frequency, methodol-
ogy of analyses) to control ELVs is required by VLAREM. The monitoring can be conducted 
by the plant operator or by an independent officially authorised laboratory. If  monitoring is 
conducted by the plant operator, the whole monitoring procedure must be approved by an 
authorised environmental expert. 
b. Surface water monitoring 
The Flemish Environmental Agency (VMM) runs the measuring network for the control of 
the physico-chemical and biological (biological index) quality of surface waters. VMM also 
publishes various annual reports on waste water emissions. 
Walloon region 
(sources:  EC002, EC003, ECOJ2, EC014, DJJO, B330, B331) 
1  Organization 
The competent body in the Walloon region is the General Directorate for Natural Resources 
and the Environment (DGNRE). Two divisions of  the DGNRE are involved in areas covered 
by the directives: 
Division of Surface Waters (Divisions des eaux de surface), whose competencies include 
waste water discharge permits. 
Division of industrial Pollution (Divisions de pollutions industrielles, DPI). This division 
is in charge of monitoring all  industrial emissions and immissions. 
2  Framework legislation 
The framework legislation (at national level) for protection of surface water was adopted in 
1971 (Loi du 26 mars 1971 portant sur Ia protection des eaux de surface contre Ia pollution). 
Decree of 07 October 1985 sets a framework legislation on the protection of surface water 
in the Walloon region. 
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3  Transposition 
Directive 76/464/EEC is transposed via the Royal  Decree of 03-08-1983 
There is  at the moment no  programme covering List II  substances.  As  a base line,  next to 
general conditions, discharge standards for specific industrial sectors were set (BAT). Priority 
sectors have been allocated  also  based on the agreements  of the North Sea Conferences. 
Inventories of emissions and  water qualities of List II substances guide the authorities for 
taking further measures while reflecting upon 20-25 quality objectives for surface waters 
(0 1-07  -1995) in Wallonia (concerning nutrients, heavy metals,  organic substances such as 
pesticides). Special or supplementary conditions can relate to quality of receiving waters. For 
diffuse pollution, fertilizer and manure policies are executed. 
4  Permitting and enforcement 
A system of permits for industrial waste water is organized by Regional Decrees of 1985 and 
1989. Discharge permits must be renewed every four years. Permits set limit values based 
on continuous measurements or daily averages. 
The enforcement of waste water discharges does not systematically take place. 
5  Monitoring 
a. Waste water monitoring 
Monitoring in  the framework of maintenance and  compliance with permit conditions is  a 
responsibility of the Division of Surface Water. 
Results from discharge monitoring are not published but can be obtained from the authorities 
upon request. 
Wallonia adopted a general decree in February 1993 for the discharge of List II hazardous 
substances to surface water  and  sewers.  This decree  includes a  number of requirements 
applicable  to  self-monitoring,  sampling,  measurements  and  reporting.  Self-monitoring 
requirements are also laid down in permits on a case-by-case basis. 
b. Surface water monitoring 
Surface water quality is monitored systematically by the authorities. 
The Walloon Region publishes an annual report on surface water quality. 
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DENMARK 
(sources:  EC002, EC003, EC012, DK1003, DK1007) 
1  Organization 
In Denmark, the county and municipal authorities are in principle responsible for the control 
of waste water discharges. This control is part of their overall environmental responsibility. 
2  Framework legislation 
The Environmental  Protection Act (Lov om Milj4Jbeskyttelse,  1974)  introduced compre-
hensive environmental legislation and was enacted before Denmark became a member of the 
EC. 
3  Transposition 
Directive 76/464/EEC is transposed via the Environmental Protection Act, last revision 1995. 
The Ministerial  Decree of January  1995  (Bekendtg4Jrelse om kvalitetsgrrensevaedier for 
vandomrAder og krav til udledning af visse farlige stoffer til vandl4Jb,  scper  eller havet), 
specifies the constraints for the discharge of  both List I and List II substances. The discharge 
of List II  substances  requires  a  permit containing limit values,  issued on the basis of a 
combination of  the principle of best available techniques (sector by sector) and the principle 
of  compliance with fixed environmental quality objectives for the receiving waters. (For List 
I substances at least the limit values set in the "Daughters" of Directive 76/464/EEC are to 
be met). 
The Decree contains water quality objectives for  List I  and  List II  substances.  Quality 




the "132 Substances" )
1 minus the 17 List I substances for which limit values and 
environmental quality objectives are set at Community level; 
a number of heavy metals; 
a number of substances having a carcinogenic effect on man or having a negative 
impact on water for man as far as taste and bad smell are concerned. 
) 
1  Resolution of  the Council adopted on the 7th of February 1983, containing a list of 129 priority 
pollutants (later on this list was expanded to 132 substances). 
In addition, a regional approach is followed, whereby prioritization for environmental quality 
objectives for List II substances is taking place. A very important part of Danish policy is 
a nutrient reduction program for point and diffuse sources. 
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4  Permitting and enforcement 
In  Denmark the county (for direct discharges)  and  municipal authorities (for indirect dis-
charges) are in principle responsible for the control of waste water discharges. 
County and municipal authorities each have officials with authority to check campi iance with 
permits which have been granted by them. 
The Environmental Protection Agency (Miljcp Styrelsen) is generally not involved in compli-
ance checking and enforcement, but where the local authority fails to act, it can initiate legal 
action against an operator. 
5  Monitoring 
a. Waste water monitoring 
Self-monitoring is  required for all  installations that need a permit to operate.  Monitoring 
methods and frequencies are specified in the permits, in accordance with national guidelines. 
The national authorities have published data on site-specific industrial waste water discharges. 
Of particular interest in this respect was the Environment Project, that covered eight industry 
sectors, focusing primarily on large installations discharging hazardous substances. 
In addition annual inventories are made of  the effluents from industrial activity to lakes, rivers 
and the sea. 
b. Surface water monitoring 
The Danish government carried out research projects concerning surface water quality in 
particular "hot spots" areas. 
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FRANCE 
(sources:  EC002, EC003, EC012, F213, F214, F217, F218, DJJO, NL537; GEN018) 
1  Organization 
The key organisations in charge of water management  in  France include the Ministry of 
Environment, Regional Directorates and Water Agencies. The Ministry of Environment is 
competent for regulatory aspects. The quality of  the aquatic environment is the responsibility 
of 22 Regional  Directorates of Environment (Directions Regionales  de I  'Environnement; 
DIREN). These Regional Directorates are managed by the Ministry of Environment. 
The Classified  Installations  Inspectorate  is  responsible  for  coordinating  permitting  and 
monitoring activities of  classified installations. The Inspectorate is organized at regional level, 
located within 22 Directorates of  Industry, Research and Environment (Directions Regionales 
de I  'industries, de Ia Recherche et de I  'Environnement; DRIRE). These  DRIRE~rganizations 
are managed by both the Ministry of Environment and the Ministry of Industry. 
The 6 Water Agencies (Agences de l'Eau) collect data on water consumption and waste water 
discharges for taxation purposes. The Water Agencies are mainly planning and fund-raising 
agencies. The raised money will be reallocated to the dischargers as financial support in order 
to encourage discharge reductions. Construction of  sewer systems or sewage treatment plants 
for example is carried out by the municipalities. 
Under the auspices of the Minister of the Environment, the prefects of the 100 departments 
have a  key role  in  water control.  National  river quality and  the setting of river quality 
objectives is the responsibility of the prefect. Moreover the prefect has to assure compliance 
with the standards via inspection and prosecution. For this purpose the Service for technical 
Assistance to Treatment Plants (Serviced'  Assistance Technique aux Stations d'Epurations; 
SA  TESE) operates under the supervision of the departments. 
2  Framework legislation 
In France the Act of 19 July 1976 on classified installations (Loi 76-663 du 19 juillet relative 
aux installations classees pour Ia protection de I'  environnement) is the framework legislation. 
3  Transposition 
Directive 76/464 has  been transposed into French legislation by  a number of ministerial 
decrees  (MD) and circulars (CQ  adopted in the framework of the law of 19 July 1976 on. 
classified installations: 
In 1993 France adopted a general decree applicable to class A installations (where 'A' refers 
to Authorization and does not imply a level of importance). Numerous installations in France 
are submitted to authorization (about 6000) and thus this representS a large part of industrial 
plants. This general decree contains limit values for List I substances of the Directives. It 
also incorporates some limit values for List II substances. 
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Article 22 of the general decree stipulates that quality objectives of receiving watercourses 
must be considered when setting limit values for discharges. France has developed a set of 
quality objectives. For each receiving water, quality objectives are set by prefectorial decree, 
taking into account the functions and targets of  the local receiving water. It was reported that 
concentration values have generally not been transposed into departmental objectives (sources: 
EC002, EC003). 
4  Permitting and enforcement 
Industrial  waste  water  discharges  are covered  by  environmental  permits  coordinated  at 
regional level by the Inspectorate of  Classified Installations (Class A installations) and issued 
by  the prefectorial authorities. Permit conditions are granted on the basis of circulars and 
ministerial decrees covering specific aspects of industrial activities. 
The prefect has to assure compliance with the standards via inspection and prosecution. For 
this purpose the Service for Technical Assistance to Treatment Plants (Service d'  Assistance 
Technique a I'  exploitation des Stations d'Epurations; SATESE) operates under the supervision 
of the departments. 
5  Monitoring 
a. Waste water monitoring 
The General  Decree of 01.  March  1993  requires classified  installations to  (selt)monitor 
emissions of List I and II substances on a daily basis  when discharged quantities exceed 
certain limits. Classified installations are those needing an authorizations (referred to as "Class 
A installations" above) and mainly comprise industrial installations. 
SATESE executes the monitoring of  discharges mainly originating from municipal waste water 
treatment plants. 
b. Surface water monitoring 
The General Decree of  01. March 1993 also stipulates discharge rates of  COD, hydrocarbons 
and  heavy  metals  beyond  which  classified  installations  must  monitor the quality of the 
receiving watercourses. 
In general, the quality of  the aquatic environment is monitored by the DIREN and the 6 Water 
Agencies. 
At national level results are centralised by the Ministry of Environment; at regional level 
monitoring data is centralised and published by the DIREN and the 6 Water Agencies. 
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GERMANY 
(sources:  EC002, EC003, ECOI2. DI09, DIIO. Dll5, DII9, GEN018) 
1  Organization 
The federal government passes framework acts which contain the basic provisions on water 
management measures.  Implementation of the water legislation is the responsibility of the 
"Uinder" and the municipal authorities which both implement the permitting procedures and 
grant permits. 
Specific provisions such as discharge standards are provided by the Administrative Frame-
work  Ordinance  (Rahmen-Abwasserverwaltungsvorschrift).  The  Lander  are  required  to 
incorporate these  requirements  and  are  entitled  to  be  more  stringent if necessary.  The 
ordinance covers direct discharges into surface waters. 
The Ministry of Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety (Bundesministerium 
fiir Umweltschutz, Naturschutz und Reaktorsicherheit) and other ministries are responsible 
for the preparation of legislation rather than the implementation. 
The implementation of the legislation is the responsibility of the "Lander". Generally there 
are three levels of authority involved in surface water management: 
The competent "Lander" ministry, p.e. in Rheinland-Pfalz the Ministry of Environment 
and Forestry (Ministerium fiir Umwelt und Forsten). 
Regional authorities, generally responsible for permitting and monitoring. 
Local authorities, generally responsible for permitting and monitoring. 
2  Framework legislation 
The Federal Water Act (Gesetz zur Ordnung des Wasserhaushalts, WHG) of 23 September 
1986 represents the legislative framework for the control of hazardous discharges. Most of 
its general provisions  are interdependent with Lander legislation. 
All the Lander have implemented federal water legislation by establishing their own water 
statutes. 
3  Transposition 
Directive 76/464/EEC (and its daughter directives) have been transposed into German law 
by the following legislation: 
Federal  Water Act  (Gesetz zur Ordnung des  Wasserhaushalts - WHG) of 23-9-1986 
(amended 27-6-1994); 
Ordinance on Waste Water origins (Abwasserherkunftsverordnung- AbwHerkV) of 
3-7-1987 (amended 27-5  1991); 
General  Administrative Rules  on Water Polluting Substances  (Katalog  W  assergefahr-
dender Stoffe) of 9-3-1990; 
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General  Administrative Ordinance on Minimal Requirements relating to  Waste Water 
Discharges (Rahmen-Abwasser Verwaltungsvorschrift- Rahmen Abwasser VwV) of29-
10-1992; 
Waste Water Charges Act (Abwasserabgabengesetz- AbwAG) of 6-11-1990 (amended 
5-7-1994). 
These general administrative rules on water polluting substances are" Verwaltungsvorschriften 
des  Bundes"  (administration  regulations  at federal  level).  There are also  administrative 
regulations at "Lander-level" which implement parts of the Directives. In March 1995, the 
Bundesrat decided upon an amendment of  the WHG. This amendment should give the federal 
government the legal basis to implement EC-directives by ordinances instead of  administrative 
regulations.  The Bundesstag has  now to decide about the amendment that is forced  by  a 
decision of the European court. The Landers will amend their legislation in the same way. 
Difficulties arise in translating EC Directives into national law both because of the federal 
structure of  Germany in which enforcement of water laws is the responsibility of  the Lander 
and  because of different interpretations of the requirements set in  the EC Directives. The 
principal difference between the German approach of controlling hazardous discharges and 
that in Directive 76/464/EEC is that German legislation is applied to industrial sectors rather 
than individual substances. In federal "Verwaltungsvorschriften" a Best A  vail able Techniques 
(BAT) is defined for about 60 industrial sectors. Among these there are sectors discharging 
hazardous substances (such as heavy metals and AOX substances) to surface waters. German 
legislation is based on emission limits rather than quality objectives. 
In the absence of general environmental quality criteria, the Federal Government and the 
Federal States reached agreement in 1993 on a "Concept for the derivation of quality guide 
values  for  the protection of inland  surface waters  against pollution".  Based  on current 
scientific knowledge it lays down,  on a trial basis, separate,  legally non-binding quality 
objectives  (quality guide values) for various water uses  meriting protection (e.g.  aquatic 
communities, drinking water supply, professional and sports fishing). Quality guide values 
are also given for suspended particulate matter and sediments, to ensure that a hazard to the 
respective uses worthy of protection need not be feared. 
The quality guide values set are concentration values for hazardous substances in the water 
compartment which should not be exceeded, if at all possible (orientation values rather than 
normative limit values).  In using the quality guide values, the enforcement authorities are 
free to decide in each case which uses worthy of  protection to take into account, whether to 
set intermediate values and, if so, what time targets to allocate to the various intermediate 
values. Initially, compliance with the quality guide values will be monitored on the basis of 
water quality data. A second step envisaged is to search for the causes of pollution in cases 
where water pollution exceeds the quality guide values. 
On that basis, sources of pollution and the effectiveness of cleanup measures can be better 
determined, and measures designed to reduce water pollution, e.g. drawing up of effective 
cleanup  programmes  can  be  proposed.  The  concept  (which  follows  the  environmental 
pollution control ('immission') approach) therefore constitutes an ideal complement to the 
well-tried emission approach (reduction or prevention of pollutant inputs at source). 
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In addition to improving the quality of water, the water system as a whole, including banks 
and  their respective environment must be so conserved or reshaped  that a  sound species 
variety can develop in an ecological system. This must be as  close to nature as  possible. 
The limit values  of the Directives are "Anforderungen"  in  German  legislation.  In these 
"Anforderungen" the limit values are implemented as loads and/or concentrations. The EC-
Iimit values correspond with the "Anforderungen" according to Best Available Techniques 
set in the "Verwaltungsvorschriften".  In many cases, the German "Verwaltungsvorschriften" 
contain just loads, although the Directives contain loads as well as concentrations (source: 
DllO, EURECO, pag. 74). 
In  the Chemicals  Act,  there is a  possibility to forbid or to  decrease the production, the 
application or putting on the market of  certain hazardous substances with reference to human 
and environmental conditions. 
Germany has a ministerial decree to control the application of PCB and PCB-substitutes. By 
1999, the application of  PCB and its hazardous substitutes must be put to an end by applying 
a step by step programme, and the substances have to be destroyed in an environmentally 
correct way. 
German legislation does not distinguish between List I and II substances. It is sector-specific. 
Hazardous discharges must be treated  according to the "state of art"  and  less hazardous 
discharges must comply with the less stringent"  generally acknowledged rules of  techniques". 
4  Permitting and enforcement 
The requirements for the discharge of waste water into surface waters are defined  in the 
WHG.  In principle, every discharge of water and every waste water treatment installation 
requires a permit from the competent authority. 
The implementation of water resources management regulations is exclusively a matter of 
the Federal States and  the municipalities.  The water management  administrations of the 
Federal States are predominantly integrated in the respective general Federal State administra-
tions; in the new states, partly special environmental administrations have been introduced. 
In most Federal States, water resources management is  carried out on three levels just as 
general administration . However, the assignment of tasks differs from state to state: 
Supreme authority: 
(Ministry with a water resources department; predominantly ministry for the environment). 
Functions: water management control and superior administrative procedures. 
Intermediate-level authority: 
District government, offices of the presidents of the governments, Federal State authorities. 
Functions: regional water resources management planning, important procedures under the 
water acts, administrative procedures. 
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Lower Authority: 
Lower water authorities (districts or towns not belonging to a country) as well as  technical 
authorities (e.g. water resources authorities). 
Functions:  procedures under the water acts as well as technical advice, monitoring of waters 
and waste water discharges. 
Some smaller states have a two-level administration (i.e.  no  intermediate-level  authority) 
while city states have only one level of water resources management. 
For the comprehensive technical functions of water resources management,  most Federal 
States consist of (apart from  water resources  authorities) central  state authorities having 
different  designations  (Federal  State  authorities  of environmental  protection,  for  water 
resources management, for water waste etc.). The technical function of these Federal State 
authorities  in the sectors  water  science,  water  resources  management  planning,  official 
technical advice, preparation of technical guidelines, and education and training, differ from 
state to state. The said authorities are responsible to  the supreme authorities. In part, the 
Federal State authorities are also  in charge of enforcement functions  (e.g.  flood  warning 
services, monitoring of waters and discharges, waste water charges). 
For the purposes of  coordinating common problems and handling legislative instruments under 
the water acts, the supreme Federal State authorities working in the field of water resources 
management have pooled together to form the Joint Water Commission of  the Federal States 
(LAW  A). 
Waste waster containing hazardous (groups of) substances must meet the discharge standards 
laid down in accordance with the state of techniques (Stand der Technik; also referred to as 
Best Available Techniques) 
As far as permit granting is  concerned, the competent authority can restrict the period of 
validity of  a permit. (source: DllO, EURECO 2.1.4). A four yearly evaluation of  the permit 
is neither set in the national legislation nor is  it a permit condition. Competent authorities 
however,  have the right to  evaluate and  to  actualise permits at any time (source:  DllO, 
EURECO pg. 77, 2.1.4). 
Enforcing compliance of  terms as set in permits is in particular a responsibility of  the Lander 
and the lower environmental administrations. 
5  Monitoring 
a. Waste water monitoring 
In principle, the enforcement by the competent authority is regulated in the water statutes 
of  the Lander. Supplementary to this kind of  enforcement on these statutes (water acts, ordi-
nances, administrative regulations) a system of so-called self-enforcement by the dischargers 
is also regulated. This system includes the control of the quality of the waste water by the 
discharger himself. 
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In the WHG, it is determined that users of water who are permitted to discharge more than 
750m
3 of waste water on one day shall appoint one or more water pollution control officers. 
In case the waste water discharge does not exceed 750m
3/day, the competent authority may 
direct the discharger to appoint pollution control officers. 
Analysis  methods  are  specified  in  the  Administrative Framework  Ordinance  (Rahmen-
Abwasser  Verwaltungsvorschrift)  and  in  the  individual  plant  operation  permits  (self-
monitoring). 
The national authorities draw up  inventories for the EC as  part of their general  reporting 
duties. These inventories are compiled by the Lander authorities. 
b. Surface water monitoring 
Surface waters in  Germany are subject to regular monitoring. Water quality monitoring is 
to safeguard natural waters as ecological systems, and also for their many diverse uses. Water 
quality monitoring goals include: 
- documenting the long-term developments and present state of water pollution, 
- assessing the impacts of anthropogenic substances on aquatic ecosystems, 
- preventing potential danger to human health (especially by early recording of  short-term 
changes) 
- showing the effectiveness of water protection measures (limitation of  emissions) and the 
needs for further action by means of water quality (immission) values. 
As  written in section 4, surface water monitoring is  also  a matter of the Federal  States. 
According  to  the three  levels of administration,  different agencies  realize surface water 
monitoring on the basis of state water laws and supplementary regulations.  Generally the 
agency at the highest administration levels is responsible for data collection and reporting. 
Data reports to the EC are coordinates by the LAW  A and/or the Federal Environmental 
Agency. 
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GREECE 
(sources:  EC002, EC003, ECOJ2, ECOJ4,  GR902,  GR904) 
1  Organization 
At central level, waste water discharges are (primarily) the responsibility of both the Ministry 
of  Environment and the Ministry of  Health. However, day to day control lies with the prefec-
tural authorities. 
The role of the prefectures is very important as far as discharge permitting is concerned. In 
the case of major or Class  A  installations the central  ministries will  also  be involved  in 
reviewing the permit. Compliance with waste water permits is supervised by the Ministry 
of Health. 
2  Framework legislation 
The permitting of industrial installations and  hence of their discharges is controlled under 
the terms of  the Basic Law on the Environment N 1650 of 1986. Health Decree Elb/221/1965 
however, remains in force until full  implementation of Law N 1650 of 1986. 
3  Transposition 
The process of transposition is  essentially complete,  but full-scale  implementation of the 
Directive and its requirements is still in progress. 
Transposition of the Directive has been carried out by following legislative instruments: 
Presidential Decree No 1180 of 1981 
Health Decree Elb/22111965 (remains in force until full implementation of Law N 1650 
of 1986) 
Act on the Protection of the Environment No  1650 of 1986 
Ministerial Decision No  144 of 1987 
Ministerial Decision No 18186/271 of 1988 
Implementation of specific programmes to reduce the levels of List II substances comprise 
institutional and implementational measures, projects and various studies. 
Prefectures are entitled to issue measures for the protection of  the aquatic environment in their 
region, laying down general and specific conditions applicable both to the discharge of List 
I and List II substances. To implement these provisions, identical administrative approaches 
(submission of studies, approval of studies, execution of projects, authorization) are being 
followed by all prefectures in Greece. Thus, on the recommendations of  the competent central 
ministries, approval, publication and implementation ofprefectorial decisions started, covering 
receiving surface waters liable to water pollution. At the moment, a substantial number of 
prefectorial decisions have been adopted, covering almost the entire aquatic environment (both 
sea and inland waters) of Greece.  Most of these decisions lay down limit values for List I 
and  List II  substances. Many decisions also  lay down quality standards for the receiving 
waters. 
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4  Permitting and enforcement 
The permitting of industrial installations and hence of their discharges is controlled under 
the terms of the Basic Law on the Environment of 1986. Standards to be used in permits are 
drawn up by the Ministry of  Health, advised by the Ministry of  Environment. These standards 
reflect the limit values and quality objectives of the Directives. Permits tend to be renewed 
every 3 - 5 years and are changed when standards or processes change. 
For List II substances, the prefectorial decisions as  mentioned under 'Transposition' must 
be regarded. Enforcement of  the terms and standards set in the permits is mainly the responsi-
bility of the Ministry of Health and the Prefectures (source: GR902). 
5  Monitoring 
a. Waste water monitoring 
Most discharges are subject to self-monitoring by operators. Otherwise monitoring tends to 
be on the basis of complaints or incidents. 
Environmental Resources Management (sources: EC002 and EC003) reports that the official 
reporting of monitoring or discharge surveys does not appear to be well developed in Greece 
at the present. 
b. Surface water monitoring 
Sources EC002 and EC003 report that no specific programmes on the monitoring of List I 
and II substances in Greece exist. Source GR902 however, reports that the Water Department 
of the Ministry of the Environment has  planned the start of a surface water monitoring 
program for toxic substances of both List I and List II substances of Directive 76/464/EEC. 
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IRELAND 
(sources:  EC002, EC003, IRL603,  IRL604, IRL605, /RL606, IRL607,  IRL613) 
1  Organization 
The development and  implementation of policy and  legislation related to  the protection of 
the aquatic environment is  the responsibility of the Department of the Environment, while 
implementation  is  the  responsibility of local/sanitary  authorities  and  the  Environmental 
Protection Agency. The Department is responsible for the transposition of Directive 76/464 
and  its daughter Directives and has a supervisory role in relation to  their implementation. 
Specific aspects of the Directives are implemented by the following: 
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA); 
The 33  local  authorities are responsible for licensing discharges of trade and sewage 
effluent to waters, and for monitoring of compliance with discharge conditions; 
The 87 sanitary authorities are responsible for licensing discharges to sewers and for 
monitoring of compliance with discharge conditions. 
2  Framework legislation 
The framework  legislation for  water  pollution control  is  the  Local  Government  (Water 
Pollution) Act of 1977, the Local Government (Water Pollution) (Amendment) Act of 1990 
and the Environmental Protection Agency Act of 1992. 
3  Transposition 
Transposition of Directive 76/464/EEC is carried out by permitting through Local Govern-
ment (Water Pollution) Acts 1977 and 1990. It has been stated that due to the general absence 
of import, production and use of most List I and II substances and  the very limited use of 
a few, that water quality has been largely unaffected by such substances with the exception 
of  nutrients, particularly from agriculture. Ireland has made regulations to adopt water quality 
objectives for water uses - bathing, fresh water fish, surface water abstraction, etc. Most of 
the State's fresh waters would be regarded by local authorities as having to meet fresh water 
fish  quality  objectives and  this  has  been  reflected  in  Water  Quality  Management  Plans 
prepared by Local Authorities. 
4  Permitting and enforcement 
The entry of polluting matter into surface waters is prohibited and the discharge of trade or 
sewage effluent to waters  and the discharge of trade effluent to  sewer must be licensed. 
Licenses are issued by the local/sanitary authority or the EPA as appropriate. Licenses are 
reviewable at least every 3 years but may be reviewed earlier where circumstances warrant. 
A distinction between scheduled and non-scheduled industries has to be made. The Environ-
mental  Protection Agency (EPA) licenses the discharges of all scheduled industries to both 
surface waters  and  to  sewerage through an  integrated  pollution control system based on 
BATNEEC. Potentially less polluting industries (i.e non-scheduled industries) are licensed by 
sanitary and local authorities for discharges to sewers and waters respectively. 
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Statutory emission standards are imposed as conditions in licenses only for List I substances 
whereas quality objectives are used as a basis for setting limits _as  conditions of licenses for 
List II substances. 
Compliance checking with regard to discharge licenses is undertaken by licensing authorities. 
5  Monitoring 
a. Waste water monitoring 
Monitoring of discharges is carried out by the operator (based  on terms  in the discharge 
permit). 
In addition,  licensing  authorities exercise compliance checking  by  spot check discharge 
monitoring. 
b. Surface water monitoring 
Monitoring of  surface waters is conducted by EPA and local authorities. Quality control and 
data reporting is coordinated by the EPA. 
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ITALY 
(source-s:  EC002. EC003) 
1  Organization 
One of the major concerns of the national authorities in implementing directive 76/464/EEC 
and it daughters was the need to overhaul the existing administrative system. The responsibil-
ities of all tiers of government in Italy are currently in a state of flux.  In general there is a 
move towards devolving authority to lower tiers of government. 
The national authorities are responsible for policy development on the control of industrial 
discharges, overseeing the implementation of the decree, developing technical standards for 
sampling of  discharges and receiving waters. They are also responsible for setting limit values 
for List I and II substances. 
The regional authorities are responsible for the production of  water quality plans and for data 
collecting relating to discharges and water quality within their regions. 
The provincial authorities retain overall competence for the administration of  the authorization 
and inspection system. In practice these activities are normally carried out by the municipal 
authorities (especially in case of discharges into the municipal sewer) and the local health 
authority respectively. 
2  Framework legislation 
Law no 319 of 1976 is the Italian framework legislation. 
3  Transposition 
Legislative Decree No 133 of27 January 1992 transposed Directive 76/464 into national law. 
This decree represents an attempt to resolve a number of problems on transposition of the 
Directive. 
List II substances are still subject to the old limit values of the national legislation. 
Italy  prefers the Emission Limit Value approach for  monitoring compliance,  taking  into 
account all listed substances. National and local priorities will be set for programmes which 
include Environmental Quality Standards and Emission Limit Values 
4  Permitting and enforcement 
Provincial and municipal authorities are the main agents involved in permitting. All permits 
are granted for four years with the request for renewal being presented one year before expiry 
of an existing permit. In the case of discharges containing List ll, b~t not List I substances 
the duration of the permit is decided on the basis of regional water quality programmes. 
Enforcement of the terms and standards set in the permits is carried out by  the competent 
authority 
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5  Monitoring 
a. Waste water monitoring 
The frequency of monitoring and analysis to be carried out is fixed in the discharge permit 
and both activities are the responsibility of the operator. 
b. Surface water monitoring 
The monitoring to be carried out under the terms of decree 133 should produce useful data 
for both List I and II substances. Environmental Resources Management (sources: EC002, 
EC003) reports that at present no specific programmes of monitoring of discharges exist at 
a national level. 
At present reporting and data availability varies widely between regions, premises and local 
health authorities. The investigation of pollution is largely based on complaints. 
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lUXEMBOURG 
(sources:  EC002, EC003) 
1  Organization 
The Ministry of Environment (Administration de 1  'Environnement) is competent for regula-
tory aspects and discharge permits, whereas  its  administration is  in charge of monitoring 
industrial waste water and water quality. 
2  Framework legislation 
In 1971 a framework regulation was adopted for the transposition of  EC Directives concern-
ing e.g. agriculture. By extension this law has also been used for transposing EC Directives 
related to the environment but will be completed shortly by a framework law for the transpo-
sition of environmental Directives. 
3  Transposition 
Regulations adopting and implementing Directive 76/464 are subject to the 1971 framework 
legislation. In most cases the Directives have been transposed as such. List II substances have 
generally not been addressed by regulation.  Luxembourg opts for self-control rather than 
regulating action. 
4  Permitting and enforcement 
A permit is always required for the discharge of industrial waste water. Permits delivered 
before 1990 are valid for a period of  30 years. The validity of new permits is not limited but 
they can be revised at any time by the authorities.  New permits refer to discharge limits 
included in the regulation, except for certain substances. 
Enforcement of the terms and standards set in the permits is carried out by the competent 
authority. 
5  Monitoring 
a. Waste water monitoring 
The administration conducts an average of four to  six checks per company per year down 
to three checks for industries with minor discharges. The administration centralises monitoring 
data for industrial discharges. 
Measurements are also conducted by industries themselves, but the results collected have no 
legal  status.  The authorities are trying to  define legal  conditions that will  apply to  self-
assessment. 
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b. Surface water monitoring 
The Water Department_of the Ministry of  the Environment is responsible for the monitoring 
of surface and ground waters. 
The quality of surface waters is assessed indirectly by measuring the concentration of heavy 
metals in algae after immersion in watercourses for a certain period of time. 
The administration centralises monitoring data for surface water quality. 
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NETHERLANDS 
(sources: EC002, EC003, EC012, DJJO, GEN018, NL535, NL538, NL539, NL540, NL541, 
NL545) 
1  Organization 
The Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management (Ministerie van Verkeer 
en Waterstaat) is the competent authority for waste water discharge permitting in the case 
of discharges  into  state managed  waters  (in  general  the major  surface waters having an 
interregional importance). The (twelve) provinces are the competent authority for the non-state 
managed  waters (waters having more a regional importance). In practice, however,  most 
provinces  (the exceptions being Utrecht and  Groningen), delegated their authority to  (± 
thirty) local water boards ("Waterschappen"). 
"National Policy Documents on Water Management" are frequently prepared presenting an 






The National Policy Document contains a list of environmental quality objectives, including 
most of the 76/464/EEC List I  substances  and  a number  of List II  substances.  Quality 
objectives are given for general parameters, nutrients, salts, radio-active parameters, biologi-
cal  parameters,  metals,  EOX/AOX,  PAH's,  volatile  halogenated  hydrocarbons,  chloro-
benzenes, PCB's, organo chlorinated pesticides, chlorinated phenols, organo phosphorous 
pesticides, organo tin compounds, phenol herbicides, carbonates, dithio carbamates, chloro-
phenoxy  carboxylic  acids,  halogenated  nitro  aromatics,  pyrethroid  pesticides,  anilides, 
aromatic chlorinated amines and carboximides. 
The provinces are required to make their own policy plans both to meet the targets specified 
in the National Policy Document and  aspects  which  are of provincial interest.  Orders  in 
council  specify  some elements  that must be included  in  provincial  plans.  These include 
requirements of  EC Directives. The final level of  planning is at water board level. The water 
boards are responsible for drawing up concrete management plans to implement the provincial 
plans. 
2  Framework legislation 
Regulation of (point source) discharges in the Netherlands is primarily based on the Pollution 
of  Surface Waters Act (Wet verontreiniging oppervlaktewateren, Wvo; adopted in 1969; last 
revision 1994). The Wvo is a framework act.  Water management planning is based on the 
Water Management Act. 
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3  Transposition 
Directive 76/464/EEC has fully been transposed into Dutch legislation. 
In the Netherlands List I substances, candidate List I substances and some List II substances 
are dealt with by means of emission limit values.  In the case of some List II substances a 
quality objectives approach is  pursued (e.g.  for chloride, sulphate, heat). Table 1 gives an 
overview of the application of concepts and technologies in relation to the substances to be 
emitted. 
Table 1:  concepts and technologies to be used in relation to substances to be emitted. 
type of substance  black-listed substance  other pollutants 
example  specific organohalogen  heavy metals,  chloride, 
substances, dioxins,  oxygen consuming  sulphate, 
mercury, cadmium etc.  substances,  heat 
nutrients (P &  N) 
always  restriction of pollution 
clean-up primarily on  emission reduction  water quality objectives 
the basis of  approach  approach 
treatment method  best technical means  best practicable means  acceptability of dis-
charges and steps to be 
taken depending on the 
water quality objectives 
aimed at 
any further require- unacceptable concen- ! water quality objectives 
ments based on  trations in the aquatic 
I  environment 
This concept is  applied by competent authorities to  set specific limit values in discharge 
permits. 
It is also important to mention the international Rhine Action Program (RAP) adopted in 1987 
and the North Sea Conference Declarations of 1987 (London), 1990 (The Hague) and  1995 
((Esbjerg). These plans for the protection of  European waters also contain specific obligations 
for the reduction of discharges to the catchment area of the Rhine and inputs to the North 
Sea of priority substances also containing List II substances. The combined list of Rhine and 
North Sea priority substances c-RAP/NAP-list") is being used in the Netherlands as a basis 
for accelerated pollution reduction. 
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4  Permitting and enforcement 
Discharge permits may contain technical terms which the operator is required to meet (also 
see table 1). These conditions are based on best technical means  (List I and List I candidate 
substances) and  best practicable means  (most of the List II substances), and on legal  stan-
dards. The entity of best technical means and best practicable means are referred to as Best 
Available Techniques. 
Enforcement of the terms and standards set in the permits is carried out by the competent 
authority (the Ministry of Transport, Public Works and  Water Management for the state 
managed waters and the provinces and local water boards for the non-state managed waters). 
5  Monitoring 
a. Waste water monitoring 
Monitoring of discharges is carried out by the discharger (a self monitoring obligation laid 
down in articles in the discharge permits) and (with a lower frequency)  by the competent 
authorities as a reflection of their water management task (including enforcement). 
Water  monitoring data are applied for  regular  national  (and  international)  reporting  on 
discharges. 
b. Surface water monitoring 
Surface water monitoring of the state managed  waters  is  carried out and  reported by  RIZA 
(inland waters including part of the brackish waters) and RIKZ for remaining brackish waters 
and the (North) Sea).  RIZA and  RIKZ are technical  institutes of the directorate "Rijkswater-
staat"  of the  Ministry  of Transport,  Public  Works  and  Water  Management.  Non  state 
managed waters are monitored by the provinces and local water boards. RIZA is responsible 
for reporting monitoring data (of both state and non-state managed waters) to the European 
Commission. 
In  this  context  it  is  worth  while  mentioning  that  water  production companies  are  also 
monitoring surface waters (even in international cooperation frame works). The results are 
also periodically reported. 
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PORTUGAL 
(sources EC002, EC003, EC012, Pl204) 
1  Organization 
At central level; the Ministry of  Environment and Natural Resources (Ministeriodo Ambiente 
e Recursos Naturais, MARN) is the competent authority for water policy and water manage-
ment in Portugal. The Directorate of  the Environment of  this Ministry (Direccao-General do 
Ambiente,  DGA)  is  responsible for  developing  policies,  legislations  and  programmes  at 
national level. 
Within the MARN, the Water Institute (lnstituto da Agua) has the overall responsibility for 
water management but the Regional Directorates of  the Environment and Natural Resources 
(Direccoes  Regionais  do  Ambiente e  Recursos  Naturais,  DRARN)  are the executive  and 
operational bodies. The Directorate of  the Environment's role derives from its responsibilities 
concerning environmental policy (not just water), implementation and enforcement. 
2  Framework legislation 
The Environmental Law of 1987 (Lei de Bases do  Ambiente) is a framework legislation 
demanding and  permitting specific legislation and regulations. Regarding water management 
specific legislation on some important aspects has been published. The more important are: 
Decree-law 74/90, March 7 - Water quality standards and generic waste water discharge 
standards. 
Decree-law 45/94, February 22 - Planning of water resources management. 
Decree-law 46/94, February 22 - Permitting system for uses of water public domain. 
Decree-law 47/94, February 22 - Economical and financial regime of the use of water 
public domain. 
3  Transposition 
Environmental  Resources  Management  (ERM)  reports  that the transposition of Directive 
76/464/EEC into  national  legislation is  essentially complete.  It has  been carried out by 
legislative Decree No  74 of 1990,  though permitting requirements  are established under 
Decree-law 46/94. 
4  Permitting and enforcement 
Permitting and enforcement is carried out under the provisions of Decree-law 46/94 of 22 
February, of  Decree~law 74/90 of  7 March and of regulations concerning specific activities. 
The  competent  authorities  are  the  Regional  Directorates  for  Environment  and  Natural 
Resources  (there are 5  such  Directorates).  The Water  Institute has  a coordinating role, 
establishing criteria and  issuing guidelines to guarantee an  harmonized approach and  the 
Directorate of the Environment has a decisive role in the permitting where large and highly 
polluting industries or large urban waste water treatment plants are concerned. Permits for 
waste water discharges may  be granted for  10 years and  the terms and the standards laid 
down in the permit may be altered  under "good reason~~ or may be renewed. 
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Enforcement of the terms and standards set in the discharge permits is carried out primarily 
by the competent authority for the permitting, but the Directorate of the Environment may 
also carry out enforcement actions (and  participate in the permitting) whenever  it  is  con-
sidered necessary on a policy basis. Enforcement actions should be carried out regarding each 
discharge, every six months. 
5  Monitoring 
a. Waste water monitoring 
Self-monitoring of  discharges is requested within the permitting system. Dischargers (indus-
tries or municipalities) are required to collect and analyze samples of  their effluents according 
to  what is  set out in the permit.  It may  be required that results  of this self-monitoring 
activities are periodically sent to the permitting competent authority.  The data regarding 
discharge monitoring gathered either by the authorities or by the discharger are not widely 
reported at present. 
b. Surface water monitoring 
Monitoring of  surface water quality is carried out at both national and regional level. A Water 
Quality  Network  is  established  nationwide  coordinated  by  the  Water  Institute with  the 
participation (sampling and analysis) of the Regional Directorates and DGA. The results' of 
such monitoring have been published.  All the concerned authorities carry out surface and 
groundwater quality studies (monitoring or other types of studies) which may or may not be 
published. The objectives of the Water Quality Network are to collect data to assess water 
quality on a national basis to provide support to decision-making regarding planning and water 
management. In addition, monitoring of  water with specific uses is carried out to comply with 
EU  legislation. Since 1993 monthly publication of data (and its assessment) from selected 
sampling stations of the Water Quality Network is  being done by the Water Institute in 
connection with the Regional Directorates and the DGA. 
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SPAIN 
(sources: EC002,  EC003, EC012, £1104, £1105, £1107, £1108) 
1  Organization 
The administrative hierarchy in Spain consists of a central government, regional authorities 
(Comunidas Aut6nomas), provinces and municipalities. Surface water quality management 
is  the responsibility of the central government (Ministry of Public Works,  Transport and 
Environment; Ministerio de Obras PUblicas, Transportes y Medio Ambiente) except in the 
case ·of water basins which fall entirely within one administrative region. In that case water 
quality is controlled by the regional environmental agencies. 
In addition to this administrative structure, Spain is split up into 10 continental regions based 
on hydrographical principals. The Canary Islands are considered separately. Each of these 
river basins have a Drainage Basin Authority (Organismo de Cuenca hidrografica) which 
reports to the Directorate General for Water Quality (Direccion General de Calidad de las 
Aquas  of Ministry of Public Works,  Transport and  Environment)  but has  considerable 
independence as far as day to day planning and management are concerned. 
2  Framework legislation 
Regulation of the water management in Spain is primarily based on the Water Act of 1985; 
Ley de Aguas  1985. 
3  Transposition 
ERM  (EC002,  EC003)  reports  that the  transposition of Directive  76/464  into  Spanish 
legislation is essentially complete. The relevant items of legislations are: 
Royal Decree No 849 of 1986 (Articles 245 to 274) 
Order of 12-11-1987 
Order of 28-6-1991 
Implementation of the legislation is  still in progress with major programmes of work still 
being developed or being carried out. 
An  ambitious  national  program  has  started  to  be  implemented  by  the  Drainage  Basin 
Agencies.  Discharge consents will be issued on a case by case basis,  taking into account 
planned  reduction programmes.  Studies of industrial sectors will  allow  prioritization and 
identification of principle problem areas.  International commitments  (OSP  AR,  Barcelona 
Convention) will act as  a guidance. 
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4  Permitting and enforcement 
Permitting is the responsibility of the 10  Drainage Basin Agencies. Discharge permits are 
normally valid for 4 to 5 years unless there is  a significant variation in either the process 
being operated or characteristics of  the discharge. Permits for discharges to the sewer system 
are issued by  municipalities. Enforcement of the terms and  standards set in the permits is 
carried out by the Drainage Basin Agencies. 
5  Monitoring 
a. Waste water monitoring 
Monitoring of discharges is carried out by the discharger (a self monitoring obligation laid 
down  in  articles  in  the discharge permits} and  by  or on behalf of the Drainage Basin 
Agencies. 
Water monitoring data are applied on an ad hoc basis for national (and international) reporting 
on discharges. At this moment Spain is preparing a national data system on discharges of  List 
I substances, containing potential dischargers of List I substances; in the near future it is 
expected to include actual discharges of these substances in a systematic way. 
b.  Surface water monitoring 
Surface water quality monitoring in  Spain is  controlled by the Ministry of Public Works, 
Transport and  Environment through the water basin authorities. Monitoring is  carried out 
for List I substances. There is a national monitoring network which has been operating for 
ten years. Monitoring data used to be published annually (until 1991). All data however, are 
put in a water quality data system, from which these data can easily be obtained. 
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UNITED KINGDOM 
(sources:  EC002,  EC003,  EC012,  GEN028,  DJJO,  UK800,  UK803,  UK806,  UK808, 
UK812, NL536) 
Although practical arrangement for the control of  discharges of  dangerous substances to water 
are similar  in  all  parts of the  United  Kingdom,  there are differences  in  legislation  and 
organisations responsible for  the control. This water  management profile for  the United 
Kingdom focuses on England and Wales. Key differences are indicated regarding Scotland 
and Northern Ireland. 
1- Organization 
Overall responsibility for protection of  the aquatic environment from discharges of  dangerous 
substances lies with the Department of Environment. Regulatory functions in  England and 
Wales  including the issuing of authorizations and consents, and  compliance checking are 
undertaken by the following: 
Non-IPC discharge to water - National Rivers Authority (NRA) 
IPC discharge to water and sewer- Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Pollution (HMIP) 
Non-IPC discharge to sewer - water companies and  NRA 
In Scotland, the Water Purification Boards carry out equivalent functions to the NRA;  The 
we regulation is the responsibility of Her Majesty's Industrial Pollution Inspectorate (HMIPI). 
Discharge to sewers is controlled by local authorities. In Northern Ireland, discharge to water 
and sewer is controlled by the Department of the Environment for Northern Ireland. 
2  Framework legislation 
The framework legislation for the control of water pollution is as follows: 
Discharges to water: 
Discharges to sewer: 
Discharges to sewer and water from 
processes subject to  Integrated Pollution 
Control (IPC): 
Water Resources Act 1991 
Water Industry Act 1991 
Environmental Protection Act 1990 
In Scotland, the frame work legislation controlling water pollution by dangerous substances 
is the Control of Pollution Act 1974. In Northern Ireland, discharges are controlled under 
The Water Act (Northern Ireland) 1972. Integrated Pollution Control under the Environment 
Protection Act 1990 applies in Scotland but has yet to be introduced in Northern Ireland 
(source: EC003). 
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3  Transposition 
The framework  acts  are implemented  in  relation to discharges  of List I substances by  a 
number of regulations (listed below).  There are currently no  regulations to  implement the 
Directive with respect to discharges of List II substances. 
Surface Waters (Dangerous Substances) (Classification) Regulations 1989 SI 1989/2286-
discharges to water 
Surface Waters (Dangerous Substances) (Classification) Regulations 1992 SI 1992/337-
discharges to water 
Trade Effluents (Prescribed Processes and Substances) Regulations 1989 SI 1989/1156-
discharges to sewer 
Trade Effluents (Prescribed Processes and Substances) Regulations 1992 SI 1992/339-
discharges to sewer 
Environmental Protection (Prescribed Processes and  Substances) Regulations  1991  SI 
1991/472- IPC processes and substances 
Environmental Protection (Prescribed Processes and Substances) (Amendment) Regula-
tions:  •  SI 836  (1991) 
•  SI 614  (1992) 
•  SI 1749 (1993) 
•  SI 2405 (1993) 
•  SI 1271  (1994) 
•  SI 1329 (1994) 
•  SI 3247 (1995)  - IPC processes and substances. 
Environmental Quality Standards (statutory requirements) are set for: 
EC List I substances: 
EC List II substances: 
EQS  in preparation for: 
mercury, cadmium, HCH(total), DDT (total), drins (total), 
carbontetrachloride, pentachlorophenol, hexachlorobenzene, 
hexachlorobutadiene,  chloroform,  1  ,2-Dichloroethane, 
trichloroethylene, tetrachloroethylene and trichlorobenzene; 
lead, chromium, zinc, copper, nickel, arsenic, boron, iron, 
pH, vanadium, tributyltin, triphenyltinand five mothproofing 
agents  (PCSD's,  cyfluthrin,  sulcofuron,  flucofuron  and 
permethrin); 
benzene, toluene, xylene,  inorganic tin, and  all  remaining 
Red List Substances (atrazine, simazine, trifluralin, malathi-
on, azinphos-methyl, dichlorvos, endosulphan, fenitrothion), 
ammonia, and sulphide. 
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4  Permitting and enforcement 
The  discharge  of dangerous  substances  into  surface  waters  is  prohibited  except  when 
authorised by  a consent under the Water Resources Act  1991,  an  authorization under the 
Environmental Protection Act 1990. Limits are set in the consents and authorizations for the 
discharge of List II substances. In the UK, discharge limits are determined by Environmental 
Quality Standards (EQS) which apply to  the receiving water.  Water quality objectives are 
assigned to the receiving water depending on the use of the water. EQS are then applied to 
the water to  meet those objectives. Discharge limits are set at a level so that the EQS can 
be achieved in the receiving water. 
Prescribed  processes  and  prescribed  substances  are  controlled  under  the  Environmental 
Protection Act, and the discharger may be required to adopt Best A  vail able Techniques Not 
Entailing Excessive Costs (BA TNEEC) and, in the case of release to more than one environ-
mental  medium,  Best Practical  Environmental  Option  (BPEO).  All  other processes  and 
substances are controlled by consents issued under the Water Resources Act of 1991. The 
consents and authorizations are valid indefinitely, but are reviewed periodically. 
Enforcement of the terms and standards set in  the discharge permits is carried out by the 
National Rivers Authority (source: UK800) in England and Wales and the Water Purification 
Boards in Scotland. 
5  Monitoring 
a. Waste water monitoring 
Discharges  into  surface  water  from  non-IPC  processes  are  monitored  by  the  licensing 
authority (National Rivers Authority, NRA in England and Wales and the Water Purification 
Boards in Scotland). 
The monitoring of discharges is carried out by the operator for IPC processes and non-IPC 
discharges to sewer. 
b. Surfaee water monitoring 
Surface water monitoring is  undertaken by the National  Rivers  Authority in  England and 
Wales and the Water Purification Boards in Scotland. 
Data from environmental monitoring are reported to the EC. 
8-32 Appendix C  Analysis of the Rhine River with respect 
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Introduction 
The entire catchment area of the Rhine is located in 9 mid and western European countries. 
The major part of the catchment area is  located in Switzerland, France, Germany, Luxem-
bourg and the Netherlands and comprises approximately 185,000 km
2
• The length of  the river 
is more than 1000 km,  measured from its major origin (Swiss Alps) to the Rhine estuary in 
the Netherlands, where it flows into the North Sea. More than 40 million people live within 
its catchment area. The river flow ranges from  1000 m
3/sec at the Swiss-German border to 
2200 m
3/sec at the Dutch-German border. The catchment area is highly industrialised. In 
addition,  the Rhine is  one of the most intensively used  rivers  in  the world  for shipping, 
connecting the  world's  largest sea  harbour  (Rotterdam)  with  the  world's  largest  inland 
harbour (Duisburg) in the heart of the Ruhr area. 
The riparian states of the Rhine, (i.e. Switzerland, France, Germany, Luxembourg, and the 
Netherlands) and the European Community have signed several treaties in order to protect 
the river Rhine against pollution. Also, the riparian states and the EU are working together 
within the framework of the Rhine Action Program (RAP). This program aims both at the 
intensified protection of  the Rhine against pollution, and at the ecological and morphological 
restoration of the Rhine. 
Finally, it is worthwhile mentioning that recently the IRC adopted guidelines for discharge-
monitoring by point source dischargers (i.e.  substance or group of substances to  monitor, 
and frequency of monitoring). Guidelines are also given for the enforcement intensity to  b~ 
employed by the competent authority. 
The major part of  the information presented in this appendix is based on information brought 
together by the riparian states of the Rhine within the framework of the Rhine treaties and 
the Rhine  Action Program (results of monitoring data  on  both  surface water,  including 
suspended solids, and on industrial, municipal and  diffuse discharges). Table C.l gives an 
overview of monitoring activities in the riparian states of the Rhine (source:  International 
Rhine Commission, GEN027). 
Transposition of Directive 76/464/EEC in river basin legislation 
Appendix B gives an overview of  the implementation of  Directive 76/464/EEC in the riparian 
Rhine states of France,  Luxembourg,  Germany and  the Netherlands.  In  general  it can be 
concluded, that transposition of Directive 76/464/EEC into national legislation is completed. 
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Waste loads (selected List II substances for the purpose of this study) 
Within the framework of the Rhine Action Program,  the International RhiRe  Commission 
adopted a number of reports giving a clear view of the discharge trends of priority pollutants 
in the catchment area of the Rhine for the period  1985 -1992.  The majority of the List II 
substances selected for the purpose of this study are included in this list of priority substances 
(exempt poly cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and total-nitrogen, although for the latter informa-
tion is gathered by the International Rhine Commission comparable to  priority substances). 
The results as  given in Table C.2, should be assessed considering the trends in the Rhine 
water quality as given in chapter 4. To obtain a good balance between discharge trends and 
water quality trends, the Swiss discharge data are included, in spite of the fact that Switzer-
land  is  not a  EU-Member State.  Discharge data for  Luxembourg for  1992 (although of 
relatively minor importance) are not available. 
For all  substances which are considered within the framework of the Rhine Action Pro-
gramme,  the IRC adopted  indicative water quality objectives (so  called  "Zielvorgaben"). 
Except for polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and total-nitrogen, all List II substances selected 
for the purpose of this study are included in  this list of priority pollutants. Based on the 
monitored concentrations of the priority substances in  the Rhine River at its  international 
monitoring locations compared  with the "Zielvorgaben",  it was  concluded that additional 
abatement measures should be considered (exceeding BAT and BEP) for a number of  priority 
substances. Among these, three selected 76/464/EEC List II  substances are included (zinc, 
copper, lead). At the moment, the International Rhine Commission has decided to develop 
indicative water quality objectives for polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. The necessity to 
develop indicative water quality objectives for total-nitrogen is under scrutiny. 
It is important to keep in mind that significant discharge reductions in industrial and municipal 
sources took place in the past 15  - 20 years.  For this reason, the relative contribution of 
diffuse discharges of many priority substances is increasing, and in a number of cases they 
are even exceeding the discharge contribution of the point sources. 
The IRC concluded that additional abatement measures for the priority substances not reaching 
the "Zielvorgaben" should be considered only after integral pathway studies and assessments 
were conducted,  including diffuse sources in  the catchment area of the Rhine.  This work 
started in  1995. 
Considering the results as listed in table C.2, a number of  conclusions can be drawn consider-
ing the data for  1992. The discharge of chloronitrobenzenes via municipal waste water is 
absent.  For other substances (copper and  arsenic) discharges via industrial and  municipal 
waste water are of the same order of magnitude. Finally there are a number of substances 
which are either primarily discharged via municipal waste water (e.g. total-nitrogen and total-
phosphorus) or via industrial waste water (e.g. chloronitrobenzenes). 
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It is important to realise that municipal waste water consists of  waste water from households, 
contaminated rainwater (as  far as  it is  collected via the municipal  sewerage system) and 
smaller industries connected to the municipal sewerage system.  It is in general not correct 
to  presume that connected  industries (i.e.  the smaller  industries connected to  municipal 
sewerage systems) are primarily responsible for the discharge of selected List I substances 
via municipal waste water.  Rain water and households also contribute significantly to sewage 
treatment plants. 
The reduction in total point-source discharges in the period 1985- 1992 ranges in the order 
of  40 %to 100 %, as shown in Figure C.2. Changes in discharges from individual industrial 
dischargers of selected List II substances (as given in Appendix D) vary widely in the same 
period of time, ranging from an increase of the discharge to an almost complete elimination 
of  the discharge. One must bear in mind, that discharge reductions of  selected substances such 
as e.g. endosulfan and parathion via industrial and municipal discharges only have a relative 
significance compared to their total discharge to the environment. The diffuse discharge of 
these crop protection products arising from their agricultural use is of  an order of magnitude 
greater than the point source discharge of these substances. 
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Driving forces behind the observed changes in industrial waste loads 
For the international catchment area of the Rhine there are a number of international driving 
forces  leading to  the reduction of discharges by industries and  municipalities.  The Rhine 
Convention (Bern 1963), The Rhine Chemical Treaty (Bonn,  1976), Directive 76/464/EEC 
and to a lesser extend the Rhine Chloride Treaty (Bonn 1976) play an important role as far 
as the quality improvement of the river Rhine via discharge reductions is concerned. Since 
1987, the Ministers of  the riparian states of the Rhine and the European Community adopted 
the  Rhine  Action  Programme,  giving  a  political  incentive  to  expedite the  clean-up  and 
ecological restoration of the river Rhine. 
The Paris Convention, recently merged with the Oslo Convention giving the OSP  AR Conven-
tion (protection of the marine environment in the north east part of the Atlantic Ocean) and 
the North Sea Ministers Conferences should be mentioned as well, because these also formu-
late Best Available Techniques and  limit values  for  substances  representative of specific 
industrial branches. 
In  addition,  there  are  several  surface  water  bound  EC-Directives  (including  Directive 
76/464/EEC) demanding a certain minimum water quality regarding specific functions of  the 
surface waters (see Table 3.1 giving a specific overview of surface water Directives in the 
Community). 
It is  worth while mentioning, that there was  an intensive exchange of information between 
the International  Rhine  Commission  (coordinating  the  execution of the Rhine  Chemical 
Treaty) and the European Commission (coordinating the execution of  Directive 76/464/EEC), 
considering the technical specification of limit values for List II substances. 
It can be concluded that no  one single convention, treaty or Directive is  responsible for 
quality improvement of the river Rhine. Rather, it is a combination of conventions, treaties, 
Directives and action programmes applied in a coherent way that lead to successful restoration 
and protection of the water quality of the Rhine. 
Besides formal (legal) incentives and political commitments, there are economic incentives. 
Charge schemes for discharges to the sewerage are in force in all countries (N544). Revenues 
from this charge are mainly used for the financing of communal waste water treatment. In 
Germany, France and the Netherlands charge schemes are also in force for discharges direct 
to  surface waters.  In France and the Netherlands the main objective of the charge scheme 
is the financing of water quality management (e.g. communal waste water treatment). The 
German waste water scheme is primarily meant to have an incentive effect on direct dischar-
ges.  Due to the relative high charge rates an  incentive effect on direct discharges  is  also 
established in the Netherlands. 
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 Appendix 02  Discharges of List II  substances 
to Surface Waters in the EU 
Additional Discharge Information Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC, list II  substances  T1390  June 1996 
Slaney river (Ireland) 
For this project, the catchment of the Slaney river on the basis of consultation with the Irish 
national representative. 
For the Slaney River,  annual  loads (inputs) are reported for the List II  substances: total-
phosphorous, total-nitrogen, copper, lead and zinc (source: IRL611 concerning "PARCOM 
Pilot and Comprehensive Studies''). The results for these substances are given in Table D .1. 
Table D.1:  PARCOM: annual loads for the Slaney river (tonnes I year) 
Substance  1986  1987  1990  1991  1992  1993  1994 
Total-phosphorous  NM  NM  171  94  75  291  285 
Total-nitrogen  NM  NM  4,663  5,711  2,799  5,980  8,651 
Copper  6.9  5.5  1.7  NM  6.7  3.8  3.16 
Lead  6.4  5  0.72  NM  0.79  1.6  2.95 
Zinc  28.1  16.7  12.3  NM  17.9  28.1  12.4 
NM =  Not Measured 
Data in Table D .1  give no  trend of annual loads for the substances concerned.  1986-1987 
estimates for lead are "maximum" estimates due to higher analysis detection limits. Further-
more, the data are not linked to individual dischargers. 
Denmark 
In sources DK1001  and DK1004, Denmark reported on the discharge via industrial waste 
water of many polluting (List I and List II)  substances.  With the exception of total-phos-
phorous and total-nitrogen source DK1001 does not make a distinction between individual 
List II substances. The overall results are given below in Table 0.2. 
Table D.2:  Discharge via industrial waste water in Denmark in tonnes I year 
Group of substances  discharge  discharge in  discharge in  expected dis-
in 1985  1988/1989  1993  charge in 1995 
Heavy metals  20  11  5 
Total-phosphorous  2,300  1,150  <  100 
Total-nitrogen  2,250  1,900  < 350 
Chlorinated aromatic  52.8  12.8  <  1.9 
hydrocarbons 
Chlorinated aliphatic  26.5  17.4  <  0.1 
hydrocarbons 
Adsorbable organo halogens  14.4  4.0  <  1.6 
0-1 June 1996  T1390  Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC. List II substances 
Source DKlOOl states that in Denmark industrial discharges in general take place to the sea 
or estuaries. The majority of the industries are located in  or near major cities around the 
coast. Only a limited number of industries have an  inland location discharging into a river 
or canal. 
Specific  statements  on discharge trends for  List II  heavy  metals  and  chlorinated List II 
hydrocarbons can not be given based  on the information given  in  sources  DK1001  and 
DK1004.  However,  it seems  that  the  discharge of total-phosphorous  has  been  reduced 
significantly; to a lesser extend this also seems to be true for the discharge of  total-nitrogen. 
Tagus and Sado river (Portugal) 
As far as environmental planning is concerned, Portugal adopted a national environmental 
policy  plan  considering  all  environmental  compartments  according  to  1994  legislation 
(sources:  P1201  and Pl202). A National water policy plan is  currently being developed. 
Based on this latter, the river basins will have to develop water management plans including 
such aspects as making inventories of discharges, etc. 
In the framework of the Oslo and  Paris Convention, Portugal prepared a data report on 
riverine and direct inputs of  contaminants to the maritime area of the Paris Convention (ref: 
GEN032) in 1991  - 1994 concerning the Tagus (source: GEN021, P). 
For the Tagus  River,  (direct  and  riverine)  input data for  5 List II substances  has  been 
collected (total-phosphorous, total-nitrogen, copper, lead and zinc). These data are given in 
Table 0.3. 
Table 0.3a:  Direct and riverine inputs in tonnes I year to the maritime area of the Paris Convention in 1991 
by Portugal (fagus river) 
Substance  sewage  industrial  riverine  tributary  total 
eftluents  )1  eftluents  )1  inputs  )2  rivers  )3  inputs 
Total-phosphorous  1,900  NI  1,100  100  3,100 
1,100  100  3,100 
Total-nitrogen  6,900  Nl  10,000  700  17,600 
10,000  700  17,600 
Copper  NI  Nl  21  40  0  3  21  43 
Lead  NI  Nl  0  160  0  19  0  179 
Zinc  NI  Nl  130  140  8  9  138  149 
0-2 Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC. List 11  substances  T1390  June 1996 
Table D.3b:  Direct and riverine inputs in tonnes I year to the maritime area of the Paris Convention in 1992 
by Portugal (fagus river) 
Substance  direct  riverine  total 
- effluents  )1  inputs  )2  inputs>-
Total-phosphorous  2,156  824.5  2980.5 
Total-nitrogen  7444  1027.6  8471.6 
Copper  NI  30.4)•  30.4 
Lead  NI  240.1)•  240.1 
Zinc  NI  22.2>·  22.2 
Table D.3c:  Direct and riverine inputs in tonnes I year to the maritime area of  the Paris Convention in 1993 
by Portugal (fagus river) 
Substance  direct  riverine  total 
effluents  )1  inputs  )2  inputs>-
Total-phosphorous  2,156  3553.3  5709.3 
Total-nitrogen  7444  10,279.9  17,723.9 
Copper  Nl  15.7  15.7 
Lead  NI  7.3  7.3 
Zinc  NI  134.9)•  134.9 
Table D.3d:  Direct and riverine inputs in tonnes I year to the maritime area of the Paris Convention in 1994 











)1  direct effluents 
)2  riverine input 
direct 






riverine  total 
inputs  )2  inputs>-
12,082  14,238 
8258  15702 
117  117 
6  6 
113  113 
no information 
upper estimate 
lower estimate since industrial discharges are not accounted for 
direct discharges into Tagus estuary 
discharge via Tagus river before entering the estuary 
Source:  INAG (1995)  Annual  report on direct and  riverine inputs to  Convention waters 
provided in by the National Expert in P 1207. 
0-3 June 1996  T1390  Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC. List It substances 
Specific statements on discharge trends for List II substances can not be made due to unknown 
uncertainties. For the Sado River, no discharge information exists. 
Furthermore, one must keep in mind that the Tagus river is a trans  boundary surface water, 
also carrying Spanish discharges of  List II substances before entering the Atlantic Ocean via 
Portuguese territory. 
Tagus and Ebro river (Spain) 
Spain developed a data system including all names of  direct and indirect potential dischargers 
of List I and a number of List II )
1  substances (source: Ell04). Potential in this context 
means, that the industrial activity gives rise to the possible discharge of  List I and (a number 
of) List II substances. In time, actual discharges of these substances will be included in the 
data system, representing an effective tool to control discharges of List I and List II sub-
stances. 
Specific statements on discharge trends for List II substances can not be given, considering 
the fact that the above mentioned data system does not (yet) contain information on actual 
discharges of List II substances. 
Scheidt {Belgium I Remish and Brussels region) 
The Flemish region started elaborated discharge inventories into the Scheidt river of  a number 
of List II substances (total-phosphorous, total-nitrogen, copper, lead,  zinc and chromium: 
sources: B300 and B301). For these substances sufficient discharge information is available 
for 1991, 1992 and 1993; this period of  time however, is too short to give specific statements 
on discharge trends for these substances. 
No specific discharge information was made available by the Brussels region. 
Meuse (Belgium I Walloon region). 
No specific discharge information was made available by the Walloon region. 
D-4 
129 substances as adopted by Resolution of  the Council of 7th of  February 1983 and expanded at a later 
stage to 132 substances~ minus 18 List I substances. Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC. Ust II substances  T1390  June 1996 
All of Belgium 
Source B 328 however gives aggregated information of estimated discharges of dangerous 
substances to surface water in the period 1985-1995 for all of Belgium. 
Table D. 4 gives the discharge reduction to Belgian surface waters of a number of List II 
substances. 
Table 0.4:  Estimated discharge in tonnes I year of  a number of  List II substances to all Belgian surface waters 
in the period 1985 - 1995. 
List II substance  1985  1995  discharge reduction in % 
Arsenic  12  5  59 
Chromium  157  44  72 
Copper  148  123  17 
Lead  103  73  29 
Zinc  771  527  32 
TotdiPhosph~us  17,800  < 9,860  >  45 
Totd-nitrogen  100,800  81,600  >  19 
1,  1,1-Trichloroethane  <  55  - 0  - 100 
The discharge of arsenic and  chromium and  1, 1, 1-trichloroethane seems  to  be  reduced 
significantly. The discharge reduction of total-phosphorous is in the order of  50 % while the 
discharge reduction of the other mentioned substances is limited. 
Trent, Mersey and Thames (United Kingdom) 
Additionally, the UK reported on direct and riverine discharges (ref: GEN032) via the Oslo 
and Paris Commissions (sources: GEN025 and GEN026). The results for the catchment areas 
"Irish Sea" (Mersey is included) are given in Table 0.5. 
Table 0.5:  Direct and riverine inputs to Paris Convention Waters by UK rivers (river Mersey included) in 
tonnes I year. 
Copper  Lead  Zinc  Total- Total-nitrogen 
phosphorous 
1987 )1  170  210  520 
1988 )1  360  230  1,400 
1990 )2  110  120  64  99  750  760  1,000 )3  1,000 )3  47,000  47,000 
1992 'f  110  120  86  110  650  650  9,100  9,200  59,000  60,000 
) 1  Irish Sea: only direct input data based on 1984 
f  first figure  lower estimate 
second figure  upper estimate 
)
3  In the same reference, P04-P discharge is higher (8,000 tonnes I year) than total-P 
D-5 June 1996  T1390  Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC. list II substances 
Additional  information provided by the National  Authority concerning the Mersey River 
(UK813) states that load data are available at the district level  for the period  1990-1995 
(PARCOM)  for the List II  metals and for the nutrients at Howley Weir (these were-not 
obtained in this study). Total P has not been analyzed on a regular basis, due to difficulties 
in analyzing for true Total P, and the fact that the soluble ortho-Phosphate is the dominant 
form. Trends in load are difficult to distinguish in most cases, as they are heavily influenced 
by flow variations. A reduction in lead load has occurred (15.5 te in 1990 and 8 te in 1994), 
and this is the only List II metal for which a load reduction can be demonstrated at Howley 
Weir over the 1990-95 time period. 
It  is  true to  say  that actual  industrial loads  from  individual  dischargers  are not readily 
available. The approach taken for PAR  COM (and UK Red List) purposes has been to measure 
the loads at the tidal limits,  and then individual  inputs downstream.  There has been no 
systematic collection of load data from industry upstream in the catchment, on an individual 
basis. Concentrations of List II substances are measured ·at industrial sites, and there are a 
number of Authorizations in place in the Mersey catchment for such discharges. Consents 
for such discharges generally contain volume conditions and hence require flow measurements 
of some description. 
Most of  the industrial discharges to the Mersey do not occur upstream of  Howley Weir, but 
downstream, to the Mersey estuary. In particular, there is  a large input of lead from one 
industry (Associated Octel), who manufactures anti-knock agents for petrol. The graph in 
Figure D-1  shows the lead inputs since the early 1980's. This is the most significant lead 
input in the NRA NW region (source: UK813). 
In addition, the following reductions in List II inputs to the estuary have occurred (no data 





reduced use a hydrogenetic catalyst; 
reduced  use  as  a  corrosion  inhibitor,  clean  up  of effluents  by 
flocculation or hydroxide precipitation techniques; 
reduced use a corrosion inhibitor; and reduction in chrome plating 
industry; 
reduced use in cable manufacture (replacement by aluminium conduc-
tors and fibre optic cables). 
In Table 0.6 riverine inputs (i.e. inputs across the tidal limit of rivers) and direct inputs 
(direct discharges) to estuaries and to coastal areas of  the North Sea are given for a number 
of  List II heavy metals (source: GEN029). These inputs include among others the contribution 
of the Thames and the Trent. 
D-6 Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC, list II substances  T1390  .June 1996 
Table 0.6:  Riverine and direct inputs by UK rivers into the North Sea in tonnes I year (rivers Thames and 
Trent are included) 
Substance  1985  1990  1995  comments 
Copper  575  399  305  1993 reference year for 1990 inputs. 
1992 reference year for 1990 emissions. 
1995/1998 worst/best range for 1995 emissions. 
Zinc  2,050  2,026  1,730  AB for copper. 
Lead  1,350  402  280  AB for copper. 
Arsenic  254  107  <  120  AB for copper. 
1991 reference year for 1985 input. 
Chromium  540  260  230  AB for copper. 
Source GEN029 gives comments on the input reductions given in Table 0.6. The reductions 
for copper lead and chromium are caused by a tighter control of  discharge standards coupled 
with changes in industrial practices. The application of unleaded gasoline gave a significant 
contribution to the input reduction via UK rivers and estuaries (reduction of atmospheric 
deposition of lead). For zinc the number and extent of diffuse sources limit the scope for 
achieving reductions. Significant input reductions have been achieved for zinc prior to 1985 
(30-60  % between 1970 and  1985). The closure of a large tin smelter on the Humber has 
contributed to the drop in input of arsenic to the North Sea from 254 tonnes in 1991 to 107 
tonnes in 1993. Considering the data of Table 0.6 a .. discharge trend" of decreasing inputs 
can be seen for zinc, lead and arsenic, and to a lesser extend for copper and chromium. 
For a  number of "List II  pesticides"  inputs  to water  have been estimated  including the 
estimated percent reductions from  1985 to  1995 (source:  GEN029). Table D.7 gives an 
overview. 
Table D.7:  Estimated inputs to water of  pesticides in 1995 in tonnes/year and estimated percent reductions 
from 1985 to 1995 for UK rivers into the North Sea (rivers Thames and Trent are included). 
Substance  1995  1995  percent reduction 1985 to 
lower estimate )1  higher estimate )
1  1995 
Endosulphan  0.003  0.16  -
Atrazine  1.79  2.45  >so 
Parathion  0.003  0.25  >50 
) 1  Low and high estimates averaged over 1991-1993 are given. 1985 input estimates are not available and 
data  are  insufficient to determine  specific reductions. However, where  phase--out or  significant reductions 
in sales/use are known, national reductions in inputs are indicated. 
0-7 June 1996  T1390  EvaiU3tion Directive 76/464/EEC. list II substances 
The inputs of nutrients tabulated in Table D.8 represent the gross inputs of nitrogen and 
phosphorous compounds to the North Sea via the Thames Estuary, where no account is being 
taken of  removal processes within the estuary. The inputs for each year are made of  a riverine 
input component relating to the inputs via rivers measured at points of unidirectional flow 
near the tidal limit and a direct input component comprising inputs via sewage and industrial 
effluent discharges to the River Thames Estuary downstream the points of  unidirectional flow 
(source GEN 029). 
Table 0.8:  Loads of nitrogen and phosphorous for the river Thames 
Year  nitrogen in tonnes I year  phosphorous in tonnes /year 
1974/1975  59,900  10,900 
-
1985  40,500  10,900 
1990  32,400  7,000 
1991  26,000  7,100 
1992  30,600  6,600 
1993  39,000  5,800 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 .June 1996  T1390  Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC, Ust II substances 
Netherlands 
In source NL531 the Netherlands reported on the discharge of  polycyclic aromatic hydrocar-
bons (PAH) via industrial waste water in the period 1985- 1985. These data are given in 
Table D.9. 
Table 0.9:  industrial discharge of PAH ("6 of Bomeff") in the Netherlands in kg I year in the period 
1985 -1995 
year  catchment area of the  remaining catchment  all of the Netherlands 
Rhine  areas (Meuse, Scheidt 
etc.) 
1985  470  670  1140 
1989  260  250  510 
1990  350  1300  1650 
1991  240  100  340 
1992  240  100  340 
1995  190  440  630 
prognosis made in 1990  prognosis made in 1990  prognosis made in 1990 
Considering the reported discharge data, but also taking into account the reported abatement 
measures taken by major PAH discharging industries mentioned in source NL 545, it can 
be concluded, that the discharge of PAH via industrial waste water in the Netherlands is 
significantly declining. The discharge in  1991_ and  1992 is lower than the initial prognosis 
for the year 1995 (made in 1990). 
Po (Italy) 
No discharge information was made available. 
Axios (Greece) 
No discharge information was made available. 
luxembourg 
For the catchment area of the Rhine, Luxembourg provided information on discharges of 6 
List II substances for the year 1985 (discharge into the Luxembourg part of the Moselle 
(source: GEN024). The data provided are given in Table D.lO. 
D- 10 Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC. list 11  substances  T1390  June 1996 
Table 0.10:  Discharge of a  number of List II  substances in  1985 in the Luxembourg catchment area of the 
Moselle (a tributazy of the Rhine): 
Substance  direct discharge via  direct discharge via municipal  total discharge 
industrial waste water  waste water 
(kg/year)  (kg/year)  (kg/year) 
Total-phosphorous  620,000  620,000 
Total-nitrogen  1,160,000  1,160,000 
Chromium  324  350  674 
Copper  1,107  2,710  3,817 
Zinc  2,510  8,140  10,650 
Lead  -941  750  1,691 
No further discharge data was made available. 
D- 11 Appendix E  Water Quality of List II Substances in 
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1)  Belgium;  Source:  (B327)  VMM  Bestuur  Meetnetten  en  Planning  Dienst  Water,  Jaarverslag  Meetnet 
Oppervlaktewater 1992. 
A=Absolute  (maximum?) 
G=guideline value (w.q.o.); 90% of values should meet criterion 
!=mandatory limit (w.q.s.); 95% of values must meet criterion 
M =Median value 
drink_  Al : Type A1 ; suitable for drinking after simple physical treatment and disinfection 
drink_  A2: Type A2; suitable for drinking after normal physical treatment, chemical treatment and disinfection 
drink_A3:  Type  A3;  suitable  for  drinking  after  full  physical  treatment,  chemical  treatment,  refinement  and 
disinfection 
Belgian standards for carp fish and for bathing water did not include any of the selected substances 
2)  Denmark; Source: (DK1003), miljo-og Energimin., Miljo styrelsen, 1.  nr. 2014-0026. 
3)  Germany; Sources: (0114): Landesamt fur Wasser und Abfall Nordrhein-Westfalen, Gewassergutebericht '91, for 
general water quality objectives; 
Germany  'Zeilvorgabe' (GEN014) Commission internationale pour la  protection du Rhin.,  Rapport sur L'etat du 
Rhin 
4)  Greece; Source: (GR904) letter and annex from greek ministry of environment to DGXI, December 1989 
(G)  =  guideline values; (I)  =  mandatory limit 
(L) =  lake; (R) = river 
5)  Ireland: Source: (IRL614) 
Surface Waters are classified on the basis of quality standards: 
- Category Al:  Simple physical treatment and disinfection; 
- Category A2:  Normal physical treatment, chemical treatment and disinfection; 
-Category A3:  Intensive physical treatment, chemical treatment, extended treatment and disinfection. 
95% of samples must meet the quality standards; 
The European Communities  (Quality  of Surface Water  Intended  for  the  Abstraction of Drinking Water),  1989 
(Statutory Instrument No. 294 of 1989), contain all of the standards applicable to such waters (IRL618). 
6)  Luxembourg: Source (L408) 
7)  The Netherlands; Source: NL546, Derde Nota Waterhuishouding 
(target)  =  G value; (norm) = I value 
8)  UK; Source: (UK810)  Appendix, National environmental quality standards for List II substances 
drink._Al:  Type A1  as in 75/440/EEC; suitable for abstraction for  drinking  after simple physical treatment and 
disinfection 
drink._A2:  Type A2 as in 75/440/EEC; suitable for drinking after normal physical treatment,  chemical treatment 
and disinfection 
A=  Annual average 
P=95% of samples 
M =maximum allowable concentration 
D =dissolved 
T=total 
Ranges given are a function of water hardness (mg/1 CaC03) 
9)  75/440/EEC Drinking water Directive (EC015) 
(G)  = guideline values; (I)  =  mandatory limit 
10)  76/160/EEC  Bathing  water  Directive  (EC016):  Qualtitative  standards  are  given  for  heavy  metals;  i.e. 
Concentrations are to be controlled by the competent authorities in the event that there is evidence for the presence 
of these substances and they could cause a decrease in bathing water quality. 11)  79/923/EEC Shellfish Directive (EC020):  Qualitative conditions are given for Heavy metals; 
(G)  Conditions:  The concentrations  in the  shellfish  meat must  be  low  enough to  allow  a  good  quality  of the 
shellfish product 
(I) Conditions:  The concentrations in the shellfish water or shellfish meat cannot exceed a level causing damaging 
effects to shellfish or laiVae. 
12)  78/659/EEC Fish Directive (EC018): 
Values  for  dissolved  copper  and  total  zink  are  a  function  of hardness  (10-300  mgn  CaC03).  Higher  metal 
concentrations are allowed with higher hardness values. Appendix G Phosphorous Quality Objectives in Ireland ) 
1 
) 
1  Text in full provided by the National Authority in Ireland 
(source: IRL619) Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC, list II  substances  T1390  June 1996 
Phosphorus Quality Objective 
My authorities cannot accept that the absence of statutory quality objectives for phosphorus 
calls into question their commitment to tackle pollution and to protect water quality. 
It is  acknowledged that phosphorus inputs are usually the main factor  responsible for the 
impairment of water quality in Irish rivers and lakes and that contributions arise primarily 
from agriculture (diffuse sources in particular), sewage and industrial effluent discharges. 
A range of measures are in place to deal with each of  these sources of  phosphorus (and other 
pollutants). 
In the case of agriculture, measures include: 
•  Promoting environmental awareness and responsible waste management practices among 
farmers. Initiatives undertaken by State agencies have been supported and supplemented 
by  programmes  conducted  by  farmer  representative organisations.  The most  recent 
initiative by one of the latter organisations involves the promotion of a 10 point code on 
silage effluent control. 
•  Extensive farm surveys by local authorities, supported in many areas by Fisheries Board 
personnel, for the purpose of identifying potential sources of  pollution. Where appropri-
ate,  survey  findings  have  been  followed-up  by  advice from  Teagasc to  farmers  on 
pollution prevention  measures  and  management  practices tailored  to  their individual 
circumstances and statutory notices have been issued by local authorities under section 
12 of the Local Government (Water Pollution) Act,  1977, specifying measures to avoid 
pollution and the period by which they must be put in place. 
•  The operation, with financial support from the European Union, of  the Control of Farm 
Pollution grants scheme to assist with the provision of essential infrastructure on farms 
for the containment and storage of wastes and so facilitating land spreading in a manner 
and at times which entail least risk of pollution. Over 30,00 farmers received grants for 
pollution works  under  this  scheme  and  the  Farm  Improvement  Programme.  Grant 
payments involved totalled some £170 million. 
•  Continuing Government support for the Control of Farm Pollution scheme is  reflected 
in the National Development Plan and also in the Operational Programme for Agriculture, 
Rural  Development and  Forestry  1994-1999.  A significant proportion of the £195  m 
allocated in the Operational Programme for On-Farm Investment is for pollution control 
investments under both the Control of Farm Pollution Scheme and outstanding commit-
ments  under the Farm Improvement Programme. The response to the Farm Pollution 
Scheme has greatly exceeded expectations- 18,600 applications were received by April, 
1995 -leading to funding difficulties. The Department of  Agriculture, Food and Forestry 
has taken arrangements so as to cater for the maximum possible number of applications 
within a reasonable timeframe. 
G-1 June 1996  T1390  Evaluation Directive 76/464/EEC, Ust II substances 
•  The Rural  Environment Protection Scheme, which is the agri-environment measure of 
the 1992 CAP reform. The objectives of REPS are: 
to  establish farm  production methods  which reflect in_creasing public concern for 
conservation, landscape protection and wider environmental problems; 
to protect wildlife habitats and endangered species of flora and fauna. 
Measures  which  are  expected  to  prove  particularly  beneficial  to  the  protec-
tion/improvement of water quality include those concerning: 
Waste Management, Licensing and Fertilisation Plans; 
Grassland Management Plans, and 
Protection and Maintenance of Watercourses and Wells. 
The scheme was launched in June 1994 and it is expected that about 40,000 farmers will 
participate over the next 5 years, availing of projected grant expenditure totalling £230 
million. 
•  Introduction of a code of good agricultural practice. While the code (being finalised at 
present) is primarily intended to meet obligations arising under Directive 911676/EEC, 
observance of recommended practices should contribute significantly to reducing phos-
phorus losses to waters from agriculture. This aspect will be highlighted in the explana-
tory material accompanying the code, as  will the environmental benefits and potential 
financial  savings to farmers arising from measures which maximise the nutrient value 
of farm wastes while respecting the environment. 
The foregoing  measures  operate  nationally but the extent  to  which  they  are applied to 
individual river and lake catchments reflects the particular circumstances and requirements 
of each case. Where appropriate, the measures indicated have been supplemented by special 
studies and research (as, for example, in the case of Lough Derg, Lough sheelin and most 
recently Lough Conn which was the subject of a detailed letter forwarded by my authorities 
to the Commission on 25 November,  1994), as well as  farm waste management strategies 
so as to fine-tune pollution controls to particular areas. The recent establishment of  a broadly 
representative expert committee - along the lines of that which produced the report on the 
Trophic Status of  Lough Conn-to consider matters concerning water quality in Loughs Mask 
and Carra is a further example of this focused approach. 
The broad strategy of Government policy in relation to rivers and lakes has been set out in 
An Environment Action Programme, which,  in the case of these waters,  provides for the 
elimination by the year 2000 of pollution caused by sewage discharges. Implementation of 
this policy takes full account of  the provisions of  Directive 91/271/EEC on urban waste water 
treatment and is being pursued, inter alia, under the Operational Programme for Environ-
mental Services 1994-1999. My authorities have recently forwarded to the Commission their 
programme for implementation of this Directive (Article 17 report) and have advised that 
estimated expenditure in excess of £1  billion will be required for this purpose up to 2005. 
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The position regarding sensitive areas under the Directive, and in particular, the applicable 
requirements in the case of water bodies in direct or indirect receipt of a discharge of less 
than 10,000 p.e. is dealt with later under separate heading. My authorities are prepared to 
go further than what they understand to be the requirements of the Directive where they are 
satisfied that such discharges warrant a higher level of treatment than secondary treatment. 
A practical example of this approach is  the provision of phosphorus reduction facilities at 
Ballinrobe (2,250 p.e.) as mentioned already. These facilities have been provided elsewhere 
where similar circumstances are considered to apply and this will continue to be my author-
ities approach, where warranted. 
Phosphorus inputs from industry are subject to the regulatory controls in the Water Pollution 
Acts 1977 and 1990, or, in the case of certain activities, the integrated pollution controls of 
the Environmental Protection Agency Act, 1992. Local authorities/the EPA impose emission 
controls as appropriate in respect of this nutrient, based on their assessment of requirements 
needed to protect water quality. Decisions in this regard are made against the background 
of their pollution control responsibilities taking  account of Memorandum  No.  1,  Water 
Quality Guidelines produces by the Technical  Committee on Effluent and  Water Quality 
Standards which includes guidance on loading values for Total Phosphorus in lakes. This 
approach is refined in the case of  certain waters by the need to ensure that the general quality 
objectives applying to rivers and  lakes designated under Directive 78/659/EEC are observed 
or by quality objectives contained in water quality management plan for the waters concerned. 
As regards the setting of quality objectives nationally pursuant to Directive 76/464/EEC, the 
position  is  that work  is  proceeding  on the  determination  of appropriate objectives  for 
substances most prevalent in Ireland. The EPA is assisting the Department of  the Environment 
in this process. Phosphorus has been identified as one of  the priority substances for attention. 
It will be necessary to engage in consultation with other relevant Departments before adopting 
and giving statutory effect to EQQ proposals emerging from this process. My authorities are 
endeavouring to complete this exercise for priority substances by the end of 1995 and will 
communicate further with the Commission about developments. 
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Detergents 
The suggestions made by the complainant regarding measures to address nutrient enrichment 
have been noted. In this regard; my authorities would like to advise the Commission on the 
relevance of  the contribution of  phosphates in detergents to the condition of  Irish fresh waters 
and the steps being taken in this area, viz: 
•  80% of sewage waste loads in Ireland discharge to the marine environment and, as 
a consequence, detergents have only limited opportunity to impact on freshwater. 
(There  is  no  apparent evidence of phosphate induced problems  in estuarine and 
coastal waters). 
•  Use of phosphate-free detergents nationally- at 12,000 tonnes- now accounts for 
40% of overall usage compared with a 0% situation in 1988. 
•  Where present, the content of phosphate in detergents has been reduced from 35% 
to 28%. 
•  While detailed figures on the quantities and trends in use of phosphate based indus-
trial detergents are not available,. usage in this sector is believed to be low. 
•  Efforts by my authorities to conclude a voluntary agreement with the Irish Detergent 
and Allied Products Association to increase use of  phosphate-free products are at an 
advanced  stage and  it is  hoped  that a  satisfactory agreement can ben concluded 
shortly. The outcome will be conveyed to the Commission. 
•  Provision has been made in the Waste Bill (which is currently before Parliament) for 
new powers to prohibit or regulate the production, treatment, use, supply or sale of 
any specified substance or of  any article containing such substance which could cause 
water pollution (copy of the relevant section of  the Bill is attached for information). 
Consideration will be given to availing of  these powers in respect of  detergents should 
this prove necessary in the light of  experience and taking account of  further scientific 
research. 
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